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Abstract

Reductionism and holism are two worldviews that underlie the fields of linear and
nonlinear signal processing, respectively. In the reductionist worldview, deviation from
linearity is seen as a noise that warrants removal. In the holistic worldview, the
system is viewed as a whole that cannot be fully understood solely in terms of its
constituent parts. Conventional radar resolution theory is a direct application of the
reductionist view. Consequently, analysis of single-channel synthetic aperture radar
imagery for automatic target recognition (SAR-ATR) has traditionally been based
on linear techniques associated with the image intensity while the phase content is
ignored. The insufficiency of the linear system theory to extended targets has been
empirically observed in the literature.
This thesis consists of a development of novel tools that exploit the nonlinear phe-

nomenon in focused single-channel SAR imagery and application of these tools to the
SAR-ATR problem. A systematic procedure to infer the statistical significance of the
nonlinear dynamics is introduced. Furthermore, two novel frameworks for feature ex-
traction from complex-valued SAR imagery are presented. The first framework is solely
based on the often ignored phase content, and it is built on techniques from the fields
of complex-valued and directional statistics. The second framework utilizes complex-
valued SAR imagery and provides for exploiting nonlinear and nonstationary signal
analysis methods based on the Poincaré and Hilbert views for nonlinear phenomena.
Using real-world SAR datasets, the overall results confirm the statistical significance of
the nonlinear effect for the case of extended targets. Furthermore, when the complex-
valued SAR image is detected, the nonlinear dynamics are found to be obliterated or
greatly altered. The efficacy of the frameworks developed is clearly demonstrated.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The development of modern high resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) was led by
three key innovations [1, 2]. First, pulse compression enabled radars to resolve closely
spaced targets in range. The most widely used pulse compression technique is linear
frequency modulation (LFM), which was introduced in the early 1950s. Second, in
1951, it was possible to resolve closely spaced targets in angular position relative to
the antenna beam center of side looking airborne radars. This was achieved through
Doppler filtering which was pioneered by Carl Wiley of Goodyear Aircraft Corpora-
tion. Finally, high resolution SAR was enabled through the advent of a technique to
synthesize a long aperture for storing the magnitude and phase of successive radar
returns along the platform trajectory. The integration of these innovations led to the
formation of the first focused SAR image at the university of Michigan in 1957.
Automatic target recognition (ATR) deals with the use of computer processing capa-

bilities to infer the classes of targets (i.e., objects of interest) in the sensory data, and
to characterize the desired operating conditions (OCs). ATR technology originated
in the military but today it is of a paramount importance to both the military and
civilian applications [3]. In the literature, there is a wide range of ATR applications
varying from recognizing a pre-known signature in homogeneous clutter to recognizing
the source of the signature that varies considerably with pose and configuration and
is located in a highly heterogeneous and probably occluded scene [4].
SAR images are not amenable for interpretation by the most sophisticated ATR

systems, let alone the trained eye [5]. In order to handle the SAR imagery in a divide-
and-conquer approach, an end-to-end ATR system for SAR imagery (SAR-ATR) is
typically multistaged. The front-end stage in the processing chain is known as the
detector. The intermediate stage is known as the low-level classifier (LLC). Finally,
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the back-end stage is referred to as the high-level classifier (HLC) [6–12]. In this
research, attention is focused on single-channel SAR (i.e., single polarization) imagery.
A description of the SAR datasets used in this thesis is provided in Appendix A.

1.2. Motivations

The underpinning philosophy for science in general, and the field of signal processing
in particular, is based on either one of two multidisciplinary worldviews: reductionism
(also known as Newtonianism) and holism [13–15]. In the reductionist worldview, a
complex system is assumed to be simply the superposition of its parts, and its analysis
is reduced to the analysis of its individual components. Although this view may not
seem to explicitly dismiss the existence of the so-called emergence phenomenon (i.e.,
multiplicity due to interactions between the individual components), it is implicit that
the emergence phenomenon can be captured by the constituent processes. On the
contrary, in the holistic worldview, the system is viewed as a whole that cannot be
fully understood solely in terms of its constituent parts. This principle was succinctly
summarized twenty-four centuries ago by Aristotle in Metaphysics: “The whole is
greater than the sum of its parts” [15].
Reductionism and holism set the philosophical foundations of linear and nonlinear

signal processing, respectively [13, 15]. In linear system theory [16], the reductionist
view, in which the signal is decomposed into fragments that are analyzed individually,
is applied verbatim. The analysis result for the whole signal is obtained from proper
scaling (i.e., homogeneity property) and addition of the fragments (i.e., superposition
property). For this process to hold, the central limit theorem (CLT) is invoked. Hence,
in this approach, it is implicit that the signal samples are drawn from a distribution
possessing a finite variance [17]. Accordingly, the linear system theory views deviation
from linearity as a noise that warrants removal. For example, the Fourier view, the
heart of linear system theory, assumes a first-order fundamental oscillation and bound-
ing higher order harmonics. Despite its mathematical soundness, this view does not
correspond to physical reality [18].
When the underlying random processes are nonlinear, advantages of the holistic

approach should be apparent. Statistically, nonlinear signal processing is motivated
by the generalized central limit theorem (GCLT) which holds that the variance of the
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underlyingrandomvariablesisinfinite[19]. ThePoincaréview[18,20]isonesuch

importantviewfornonlinearsignalprocessing,whichsetsthefoundationsforchaos

theory. TheHilbertview[18]isanothersalientviewwhichwaspopularizedafter

theadventoftheHilbert-Huangtransform(HHT)[21],animportantadvancementin

adaptivenonlinearandnonstationarysignalprocessing.

Conventionalradarresolutiontheory,whichisaresolutiontheoryofpointtargets

[22],isadirectapplicationofthereductionistview.Thus,analysisofthesingle-channel

SARimagehastraditionallybeenbasedonlineartechniquesassociatedwiththeimage

intensitywhilethephasecontentisignored.Theconclusion,basedontheempirical

observationthatman-madetargetsproducedispersivescattering,thatlineartheory

cannotadequatelydealwithextendedtargetshasbeenreportedintheliterature[23–

25].Ineffect,dispersivescatteringinducesanonlinearphasemodulationintheradar

returnsignalwhichcausesamismatchinthecorrelator’soutput.Thisphenomenonis

preservedinthecomplex-valuedimageratherthanthedetectedone.

Researcheffortsintononlinearscatteringeffectscanbebroadlyclassifiedintotwo

branches:(1)developmentofmethodswhichseektoexplicitlyexploitthenonlinear

phenomenon,and(2)developmentoftechniquestoharnessthenonlineardynamics

embeddedinthedatageneratedbythelinearsignalprocessingmethods.Theresearch

workpresentedinthisthesisisconcernedwiththesecondbranch,asitisappliedto

thefocusedsingle-channelcomplex-valuedSARimage.

1.3. OriginoftheNonlinearPhenomenoninSAR

Imagery

ThebasebandbackscatterxBBfromasinglepointtarget,outputfromthequadrature

demodulatoranddownlinkedtotheSARprocessor,isknownasthephasehistoryor

therawdataandisgivenby[22]

xBB(τ,η)=Aexp(jψ)wr τ−2
R(η)

c
wa(η−ηc)

exp−j4πfo
R(η)

c
exp



jπKr τ−2
R(η)

c

2








.

(1.1)
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Here, A is the backscatter coefficient (i.e., σo), ψ is a phase change in the received pulse
due to the scattering process from a surface, j =

√
−1, τ is the fast time, η is the slow

time, wr(τ) = rect(τ/Tr) is the transmitted pulse envelope, Tr is the pulse duration,
R (η) is the distance between the radar and the point target, c is the speed of light
in a vacuum, wa (η) is the two-way azimuth beam pattern, ηc is the beam center in
the azimuth direction, fo is the center frequency, and Kr is the frequency modulation
(FM) rate of the range pulse. The SAR raw signal xBB (τ, η) is conventionally modeled
as

xBB (τ, η) = g (τ, η)⊗ h (τ, η) + n (τ, η) , (1.2)

where ⊗ denotes convolution, g (τ, η) is the ground reflectivity, h (τ, η) is the impulse
response of the SAR, and n (τ, η) is a noise component mainly due to the front-end
receiver.
The SAR processor solves for g (τ, η). Following conventional radar resolution the-

ory, h (τ, η), bounded by the curly brackets in Eq. 1.1, is an impulse response of a point
target. For a given reflector within the radar illumination time, ψ is assumed to be
constant [22]. For the case of an extended target, this assumption is adopted verba-
tim. Hence, such a target is modeled as the linear combination of its point reflectors.
However, the assumption of constant ψ is violated in the presence of dispersive scatter-
ing from cavity-like reflectors, typical in stationary and moving man-made (extended)
targets such as vehicles and airplanes. These reflectors trap the incident wave before
it is backscattered, thus, inducing a phase modulation. The problem arises when the
phase modulation is nonlinear. Besides the phase modulation, this phenomenon also
introduces amplitude modulation (AM) [23–25]. Thus, the backscatter term in Eq. 1.1
is rewritten

s (τ (fτ ) , η) = A (τ (fτ ) , η) exp (jψ (τ (fτ ) , η)) , (1.3)

where τ (fτ ) is the time delay due to the phase modulation, and fτ indicates a frequency
which varies across the spectral width of the chirp, B. In Eq. 1.3, it is emphasized
that the magnitude and phase of the backscatter is frequency dependent. While the
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amplitude modulation is a linear process, this is often not the case for the phase
modulation. Indeed, based on the principle of stationary phase (POSP), the time
delay induced by a dispersive scatterer is

τ (fτ ) ∝
d

df (fτ )O , (1.4)

where O is the order induced by the dispersive scatterer. For O ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the phase
modulation is linear, and its effect is either translation or smearing of the response
in the correlation filter. Another reason for the smearing of the response is the vari-
able Doppler processing used for motion compensation. However, for O /∈ {0, 1, 2},
the phase center possesses a nonlinear delay which introduces spurious effects in the
correlator’s output. This phenomenon is referred to as ‘sideband responses’, and the
information about it is preserved in the complex-valued image but not in the detected
one. Furthermore, in the presence of an extended target, it is empirically observed
that this effect dominates the focused SAR imagery [23–25]. The sideband responses
are radically different from the range and Doppler sidelobes. One of the reasons for
this is that they are among the strongest responses. Secondly, unlike the range and
the Doppler sidelobes, they are not restricted to the range and cross range gates.
Thirdly, they are distributed over an area far larger than that occupied by the target.
As stressed in [23–25], these sideband responses cannot be suppressed by weighting
methods because they are target generated. Clearly, the nonlinear phase modulation
violates the conventional radar resolution theory.

1.4. Research Objective(s)

The primary objective of this research is the development of novel tools that take
advantage of the nonlinear phenomenon in focused single-channel SAR imagery, and
to apply the developed tools to the problem of SAR-ATR. The specific objectives of this
research are the following: firstly, to ascertain the status quo in SAR-ATR; secondly,
to develop a low-level understanding of the SAR data as well as the various factors
that impact the SAR image; and finally, to design novel features, inherently specific
to SAR imagery, suitable for use in SAR-ATR.
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1.5. Research Methodology

In order to achieve the objective of this research, our research methodology was built
on four bottom-up research problems ordered as follows. Firstly, a review for the state-
of-the-art in SAR-ATR was conducted. This aimed at determining the status quo in
the field and defining a way forward. Secondly, the design and implementation of an
operational SAR system was undertaken. This provided for a firsthand understanding
of the various factors that impact the SAR image. Thirdly, examination and devel-
opment of methods for nonlinear and complex-valued statistical signal processing for
SAR imagery were conducted. This offered an in-depth study of the inherent statis-
tical characteristics of the SAR data and provided tools to take advantage of these
statistics. Fourthly, a target recognition system for single-channel SAR imagery was
designed. This allowed for interrelating and applying the findings obtained previously
to the SAR-ATR problem. Accordingly, the efficacy of the method(s) developed was
gauged.
To facilitate the development of the research work proposed in this thesis, five work

packages (WPs) were developed with specific tasks and sub-tasks. Under each WP,
listed below are the main problems underpinning the development of the research along
with the proposed solutions and methodology to tackle these problems, and the overall
contributions to the body of knowledge in this field.

1.5.1. WP1000: Review for the State-of-the-Art in SAR-ATR

1.5.1.1. Problem Statement

SAR-ATR is a difficult and diverse problem that continues to receive increasing atten-
tion from researchers around the globe. As is evidenced in the overwhelming number
of research articles published on the subject in the open literature, there is a lack of
a unified framework for this topic. That is, different researchers tend to approach
the topic from different perspectives. This makes it challenging to relate the various
research findings and to grasp the relationship between these various approaches.
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1.5.1.2. Solution and Methodology

The development of a review for the state-of-the-art pertinent to the end-to-end SAR-
ATR system involved more than a literature review. Rather, this review work offered an
umbrella under which the various research activities in the field are broadly probed and
taxonomized. Thus, here, we proposed relevant taxonomies, identified and summarized
the underpinnings of the methods surveyed, pinpointed advantages, shortcomings and
challenges, and proposed relevant evaluation criteria for existing systems along with a
benchmarking scheme for a new system design. The ultimate goal was to produce a
review article(s) suitable for publication in relevant reputable venues. To achieve this
goal, the following sub-tasks were defined:

WP1100: Development of a literature review for target detection in SAR imagery.
This sub-task was devoted to a literature review on the front-end stage in the SAR-
ATR processing chain.

WP1200: Development of a literature review for target classification in SAR
imagery. This sub-task was devoted to a literature review on the intermediate (i.e.,
LLC) and the back-end (i.e., HLC) stages in the SAR-ATR processing chain.

WP1300: Development of an analysis for the status quo in SAR-ATR. This sub-
task aimed to provide analysis and interpretation for the constituents of the SAR-ATR
system both on the individual stage-level as well as for the end-to-end perspective.

WP1400: Production of a state-of-the-art review article(s) to disseminate results.
This sub-task was devoted to encapsulating our findings in research article(s) suitable
for publication in reputable venues on the subject.

1.5.1.3. Contribution(s) to the Body of Knowledge

The primary outcome from WP1000 is the development of in-depth review works
that offer analysis of the state-of-the-art in SAR-ATR. These review works provided a
roadmap that encapsulated the past and present of the subject along with a hint on
the future.
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1.5.1.4. Overall Progress

WP1000 was completed. Two review articles were authored. The first article is perti-
nent to the front-end stage in the SAR-ATR processing chain. This article has already
been published in the Journal of Applied Remote Sensing. Please see [J-1-WP1000]
under Sect. 1.6. The second article is a book chapter which encompasses a review for
the intermediate and back-end stages in the SAR-ATR processing chain along with a
perspective for the end-to-end system. Please refer to [B-1-WP1000] under Sect. 1.6.
A synopsis of these review works is presented as part of a literature review under
Chapter 2.

1.5.2. WP2000: Design and Implementation of an Operational
SAR System

1.5.2.1. Problem Statement

The lowest-level SAR data commercially and/or publicly available is that output from
the SAR processor (i.e., focused). The lack of phase history implies that extreme
limitations are imposed on the end-user (particularly, the researcher) which can be
summarized in two main aspects. Firstly, having only the focused output means that
a lack of practical knowledge for the various low-level factors that impact the focused
SAR image, such as the effect the SAR processor intrinsically has on the raw data. This
firsthand knowledge is important for developing an in-depth understanding of the fo-
cused SAR image which is instrumental, for example, in developing novel ATR tool(s)
specifically tailored to SAR imagery. Secondly, the restriction imposes an inability to
apply relevant algorithms in the phase-domain (prior to focusing), for example, to ex-
periment with and develop relevant techniques such as compressive sensing [26], video
SAR [27], various SAR focusing algorithms [22, 28], and detection and classification
of targets in the phase-domain [29, 30]. Such topics cannot be properly researched
without unrestricted access to the SAR phase history.

1.5.2.2. Solution and Methodology

To circumvent the phase history problem it was proposed to design and build an op-
erational and cost-effective SAR system. This entailed designing both the hardware
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and the required SAR processor (i.e., focusing algorithm). Commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) items were used as applicable. While a small dataset based on the designed
SAR system was developed, the ultimate goal here was not to develop a dataset com-
patible with those available for use in this thesis. Developing such dataset is a time-
consuming task beyond the scope of this thesis. However, throughout this exercise it
was expected to develop an in-depth understanding for the SAR phase history, the
SAR processor, and the impact of focusing on the SAR phase history, among other is-
sues. Further, additional applications of this exercise were expected to extend beyond
the scope of this thesis. To achieve our SAR system design and implementation, the
following sub-tasks were defined:

WP2100: Setting of the design objective(s) and option(s). This sub-task aimed
at defining the design objective of our SAR system for the purpose of this thesis
work. Primarily, the design offers a low-power SAR system that provided hands-on
demonstration of the SAR imaging process, both on the low-level and the high-level.
Various design options were researched. Ideally, a design option that enabled achieving
our objective with minimum hardware cost and man-hours was chosen.

WP2200: Definition of design requirements and budget. This sub-task was un-
dertaken in order to define the design requirements, in terms of both the hardware and
software, for the design option identified in WP2100. On the hardware design level,
specific interrelated design parameters such as resolution, center frequency, bandwidth
and transmit power, among others, needed to be specified. Then, specific hardware
items were either purchased (i.e., COTS) or built, if found possible and more affordable.
These items include: radio frequency (RF) components, passive components, active
components, transmit and receive antennas, and analog-to-digital converter (ADC),
among others. On the software design level, a suitable SAR digital signal processor
was appropriately adopted.

WP2300: Building of the system hardware. This sub-task translated the SAR
hardware design plan in WP2200 into action. A suitable printed circuit board (PCB)
was built and populated. The overall hardware of the SAR system was integrated
together. A suitable vector network analyzer (VNA) was sought to characterize the
system’s performance.
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WP2400: Building of the system software. In this sub-task, the SAR digital
signal processor, researched in WP2200, for focusing the SAR phase history into a
SAR image, was implemented.

WP2500: Examination of SAR phase history, and producing focused SAR imagery
for a limited number of targets. Under this sub-task, a limited number of targets
was imaged using our SAR system. This fulfilled the objective of the SAR system
designed for this thesis.

WP2600: Production of research article(s) and dissemination of the results.
This sub-task aimed at encapsulating our SAR system design experience in one or
more research articles for publication in relevant venue(s) on the subject.

1.5.2.3. Contribution(s) to the Body of Knowledge

The primary outcome of WP2000 was to provide a low-cost facility for hands-on exam-
ination of the phase history, the SAR processor, and various factors (i.e., both low-level
and high-level) that impact the SAR image. This provided for examining the value
of the phase history for direct use in SAR-ATR. Furthermore, this paved the way for
an in-depth understanding of the SAR image. Thus, specific features and a SAR-ATR
system that take advantage of the inherent characteristics of the SAR data were able
to be developed.

1.5.2.4. Overall Progress

The completed work alluded to under WP2000 resulted in the description of the design
and implementation of the operational SAR system being disseminated in a research
article. Please refer to [C-1-WP2000] under Sect. 1.6. This paper is presented in
Chapter 3.
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1.5.3. WP3000: Development of Methods for Nonlinear and
Complex-Valued Statistical Signal Processing for SAR-ATR

1.5.3.1. Problem Statement I: Nonlinear Statistical Signal Processing for
SAR-ATR

An assumption of linearity underpins most commonly used algorithms for SAR-ATR.
Indeed, the single-channel SAR image is often implicitly assumed to be linear. The
main reason for this assumption is the general desire to use foundational radar reso-
lution theory, which is a resolution theory of point targets [22, 28]. In the literature,
there are two definitions of linearity considered [31–34]: (1) the definition of a strictly
linear signal, and (2) the commonly adopted definition of a linear signal. In the former,
the signal is assumed to be generated by a linear time invariant (LTI) or a linear space
invariant (LSI) system with a white Gaussian noise. The definition of the latter is
similar to the former but in the latter the magnitude distribution is allowed to deviate
from the Gaussian distribution. This implies that the strictly defined linear signal is
allowed to be characterized by a nonlinear observation function. Thus, the use of linear
digital signal processing methods on the latter is justified in the literature. The main
reason for the popularity of the linear signal processing techniques is their rich and
well-defined linear system theory and simplicity of implementation. However, if the
SAR data is proven to be nonlinear, significant gains from applying relevant nonlinear
techniques to the SAR-ATR problem are to be anticipated [19]. This is because non-
linear methods allow for exploiting the nonlinear statistics often ignored by common
linear signal processing methods.

1.5.3.2. Solution and Methodology for Problem Statement I

While the SAR sensor is often characterized in the literature as a linear system [22, 28],
this does not guarantee that the focused image output from the SAR processor is lin-
ear. Furthermore, with the advent of high resolution radars, the insufficiency of the
standard radar resolution theory to extended targets has been reported in the literature
[23–25]. This was based on the empirical observation that man-made targets induce
a nonlinear phase modulation in the radar return signal due to so-called dispersive
scattering. It is observed that much of the information about this phenomenon is pre-
served in the complex-valued SAR image rather than the detected one. Accordingly,
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it is important to research and define a suitable method for characterizing the linear-
ity/nonlinearity of the SAR image. If images are found to be nonlinear, the usage of
suitable nonlinear signal processing methods is strongly justified. Primarily, nonlinear
techniques are expected to achieve advantages both for detection and classification of
targets in SAR imagery. To achieve our goal, the following sub-tasks were defined:

WP3100: Investigation of the linearity/nonlinearity of the SAR data. This
sub-task aimed at researching suitable method(s) for characterizing the statistical sig-
nificance for linearity/nonlinearity in the SAR data. Then, the complex-valued SAR
image was examined for linearity/nonlinearity. Finally, the effect of detection on lin-
earity/nonlinearity in the SAR data was investigated.

WP3300: Development of suitable nonlinear method(s) for characterizing the
SAR data. This sub-task was contingent upon WP3100. When found nonlinear,
suitable methods to exploit this characteristic in SAR imagery were researched and
properly developed. Further, results from this sub-task were utilized in WP4000 de-
scribed under Sect. 1.5.4.

1.5.3.3. Problem Statement II: Complex-Valued Statistical Signal Processing
for SAR-ATR

In most SAR-ATR works published in the literature utilizing single look complex (SLC)
SAR imagery, and particularly for single polarization, the phase content is entirely dis-
carded. A common belief among researchers in the field is that the phase is random and
uniformly distributed (i.e., in the range (−π, π]), and, thus, is useless. Subsequently,
either the detected magnitude image, intensity image, or a radiometrically calibrated
relative is exclusively used. This is often (implicitly) justified by the hypotheses of
the so-called fully-developed speckle model [35, 36], built on standard radar resolution
theory, which as already noted is not strictly applicable to high resolution SAR im-
agery. Another relevant problem is the underlying (and often implicit) assumption for
circularity (also known as propriety) [12, 37, 38]. The assumption of circularity means
that the complex-valued SAR image has a probability distribution that is invariant
under rotation in the complex plane. It also implies that the complex-valued SAR
image is uncorrelated with its complex-conjugate. Accordingly, discarding the phase
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content in single-channel SAR imagery implies that all the foregoing assumptions are
satisfied, otherwise, important information about the targets in the complex-valued
SAR imagery is lost.

1.5.3.4. Solution and Methodology for Problem Statement II

To address the issues identified under Sect. 1.5.3.3, the following tasks were outlined.
Firstly, proper tools to examine the circularity in complex-valued SAR imagery were
identified. Secondly, suitable methods(s) for the characterization and statistical mod-
eling of complex-valued SAR imagery were developed. As discussed under WP4000
(see Sect. 1.5.4) these method(s) were properly exploited in the form of features. To
achieve our goal, the following sub-tasks were defined:

WP3200: Investigation of the non-circularity (also known as impropriety) of the
complex-valued SAR data. This sub-task aimed at researching the literature for
suitable tools to characterize the complex-valued statistics in SAR imagery. Then,
these tools were applied to complex-valued SAR imagery.

WP3400: Development of suitable method(s) for characterization and statis-
tical modeling of complex-valued SAR data. This sub-task was contingent upon
WP3200. Suitable tools that exploit the complex-valued statistics in SAR imagery
were designed. More specifically, statistical model(s) for the phase and/or the complex-
valued SAR image were developed. Furthermore, features that exploit the complex-
valued statistics in SAR imagery were identified. The results from this sub-task were
utilized under WP4000 in Sect. 1.5.4.

WP3500: Production of research article(s) and dissemination of the results.
The overall findings under WP3000 were encapsulated in research article(s) suitable
for dissemination in relevant venue(s) on the subject.

1.5.3.5. Contribution(s) to the Body of Knowledge

WP3000 provides an in-depth understanding of the SAR data in terms of nonlinearity
and complex-valued statistics. This leads to an informed choice and development of
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suitable tools for target detection and target classification in SAR imagery as encap-
sulated in WP4000 below. Furthermore, WP3000 provided for the development of
features that account for the intrinsic statistical characteristics specific to SAR im-
agery.

1.5.3.6. Overall Progress

The completion of WP3000 resulted in an in-depth analysis of the nonlinearity and
the noncircularity in complex-valued SAR imagery. Moreover, the effect of detection
on the nonlinear statistics in the SAR image has been studied. In the presence of
extended targets, it is found that the SAR image is intrinsically nonlinear. Further-
more, a method for characterizing the phase content in complex-valued SAR imagery
was developed. Upon applying the developed method, it was found that in the pres-
ence of extended targets, the complex-valued SAR image is inherently noncircular.
Additionally, statistical model for the characteristic phase image was derived. Fi-
nally, a comprehensive set of novel features that take advantage of the complex-valued
and the noncircular statistics has been devised. Our results are disseminated in mul-
tiple research articles as follows (see Sect. 1.6). Firstly, the effect of detection on
the spatial resolution in complex-valued SAR imagery was studied in [J-2-WP3000]
and [C-3-WP3000]. Secondly, the statistical significance for the nonlinear dynam-
ics in complex-valued SAR imagery, and the effect of detection on the nonlinearity
were investigated in [J-2-WP3000], [C-4-WP3000] and [C-5-WP3000]. Finally,
circularity/noncircularity, phase characterization and modeling were presented in [J-
4-WP3/4000], [C-6-WP3000], [C-7-WP3000], and [C-8-WP3/4000]. In this
thesis, [J-2-WP3000], [C-8-WP3/4000] and [J-4-WP3/4000] are presented in
Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively.

1.5.4. WP4000: Application to Target Recognition in SAR
Imagery

1.5.4.1. Problem Statement

SAR-ATR is a multidisciplinary field. In order to design a successful SAR-ATR sys-
tem, not only an in-depth understanding of the intrinsic characteristics of the SAR
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image is required but also a comprehension of the state-of-the-art pertaining to pat-
tern classification (in the SAR-ATR context) is entailed. The knowledge and tools
accumulated from earlier WPs need to be translated into a practical SAR-ATR sys-
tem. This provides for applying the knowledge acquired and demonstrating the value
of the newly developed features in SAR-ATR.

1.5.4.2. Solution and Methodology

To address the problem statement highlighted above, our aim was to develop an HLC
classifier for target recognition in SAR imagery. For the sake of manageability, our
attention in this thesis was restricted to the HLC stage in the SAR-ATR processing
chain. However, the techniques developed may be applicable or extendable to both the
front-end and the intermediate stages of the SAR-ATR system. The HLC classifier was
solely based on nonlinear, complex-valued and phase-based features. Multiple instances
for the HLC classifier based on different combinations of features were investigated.
Comparison with standard baseline features based on the detected image was also
considered. The performance of the HLC classifiers developed were properly assessed
and compared. To achieve our goal, the following sub-tasks were defined:

WP4100: Development of baseline features. A suitable set of standard features
based on the detected SAR image were defined and extracted. These features were
used to train a suitable feature-based classifier. The classification accuracy of this
classifier was used for comparison with our novel features.

WP4200: Development of nonlinear and phase-based features Under this sub-
task, two sets of features were developed. Firstly, nonlinear features based solely on
the complex-valued SAR image were constructed. The purpose for this set of fea-
tures was to utilize the nonlinear dynamics in complex-valued SAR imagery. Suitable
methods for feature extraction utilizing nonlinear and nonstationary signal processing
methods were researched. Furthermore, methods motivated by chaos theory were also
investigated. Secondly, features based solely on the phase image were extracted. These
features were used to take advantage of the characteristic phase image as well as the
phase model developed under WP3000 in Sect. 1.5.3.4.
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WP4400: Development and assessment of HLC classifiers. This sub-task aimed
at properly assessing the performance of the features developed under WP4100 and
WP4200. Primarily, multiple instances of a multi-class support vector machine (SVM)
classifier [39] were utilized. SVM was chosen mainly because it is a powerful method
for feature-based classification, and it was found to offer excellent performance for
our SAR dataset. In the first instance, a classifier based on the baseline features
was constructed. Additional SVM classifier instances based on the nonlinear and the
phase features were also developed. Furthermore, other instances of the SVM classifier
utilizing different combinations of the preceding features were examined and compared.
Classification accuracy for each classifier was presented in terms of a confusion matrix.
The statistical significance for the various features was computed, and was used to
rank and select the features accordingly.

WP4400: Production of research article(s) and dissemination of the results.
The overall findings under WP4000 were encapsulated in multiple research articles
and disseminated in relevant venue(s) on the subject.

1.5.4.3. Contribution(s) to the Body of Knowledge

The ultimate outcome of this research was to apply the knowledge, tools and algorithms
developed to construct new features for target recognition in SAR imagery. Various
novel features that exploit the often ignored nonlinear dynamics in complex-valued
SAR imagery were developed. Furthermore, additional set of features solely based on
the often discarded phase image were presented. The statistical significance of these
new features was clearly demonstrated on the SAR dataset available for this research
work.

1.5.4.4. Overall Progress

WP4000 was completed. For the case of extended targets, the importance of the non-
linear dynamics for target recognition in complex-valued SAR imagery was clearly
demonstrated. Furthermore, the statistical significance for the information carried
in the phase image was confirmed. Our overall findings were disseminated in mul-
tiple research articles as follows (see Sect. 1.6). Firstly, a method for estimating the
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nonlinear order of the scatterers in complex-valued SAR imagery was introduced in
[C-8-WP3/4000]. These nonlinear scatterers serve as important features for target
recognition in SAR imagery. Secondly, the statistical significance for various solely
phase-based features was presented in [J-4-WP3/4000]. Finally, our overall major
research findings were provided in [J-5-WP4000]. In that paper, multiple compar-
isons and assessments of different features was detailed. In this thesis, [J-5-WP4000]
is presented in Chapter 7.

1.5.5. WP5000: Thesis Writing

This final WP is devoted to thesis writing. Given the publication-oriented style through
which our research work has been conducted, the manuscript-based thesis format has
been followed. The research papers chosen for incorporation into this dissertation are
summarized in Sect. 1.7.

1.6. Publications

Our overall research findings are contained in the following research articles:

• Book Chapter
[B-1-WP1000] K. El-Darymli, P. McGuire, E. W. Gill, D. Power, and C.

Moloney, Automatic Target Recognition in SAR Imagery (SAR-
ATR): A State-of-the-Art Review, 2015 [To be submitted].

• Journal Papers
[J-1-WP1000]K. El-Darymli, P. McGuire, D. Power, and C. Moloney, “Target

detection in synthetic aperture radar imagery: a state-of-the-art
survey,” Journal of Applied Remote Sensing, vol. 7, no. 1, 2013.
Available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JRS.7.071598

[J-2-WP3000] K. El-Darymli, P. McGuire, E. W. Gill, D. Power, and C.
Moloney, “Effect of detection on spatial resolution in synthetic
aperture radar imagery and mitigation through upsampling,”
Journal of Applied Remote Sensing, vol. 8, no. 1, 2014. Avail-
able: http://d x.doi.org/10.1117/1.JRS.8.083601
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[J-3-WP3000] K. El-Darymli, E. W. Gill, P. McGuire, D. Power, and C.
Moloney, “Unscrambling nonlinear dynamics in synthetic aper-
ture radar imagery,” 2015 [Under Review].

[J-4-WP3/4000] K. El-Darymli, P. McGuire, E. W. Gill, D. Power, and C.
Moloney, “Characterization and statistical modeling of phase in
single-channel synthetic aperture radar imagery,” Aerospace and
Electronic Systems, IEEE Transactions on, 2015 [Accepted].

[J-5-WP4000] K. El-Darymli, P. McGuire, E. W. Gill, D. Power, and C.
Moloney, “Holism for target classification in synthetic aperture
radar imagery,” 2015 [Under Review].

• Conference Papers
[C-1-WP2000] K. El-Darymli, C. Moloney, E. W. Gill, P. McGuire, and D.

Power, “Design and implementation of a low-power synthetic
aperture radar,” in International Geoscience and Remote Sens-
ing Symposium (IGARSS’14), IEEE, Quebec, Canada, 2014.
[Online]. Available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/IGARSS.2014.
69466184

[C-2-WP3000] K. El-Darymli, P. Mcguire, E. W. Gill, D. Power, and C.
Moloney, “Understanding the significance of radiometric cali-
bration for synthetic aperture radar imagery,” in Electrical and
Computer Engineering (CCECE), 2014 IEEE 27th Canadian
Conference on. Toronto, Canada, 2014, pp. 1-6. Available:
http://dx.doi.org /10.1109/CCECE.2014.6901104

[C-3-WP3000] K. El-Darymli, P. McGuire, D. Power, and C. Moloney, “An
algorithm for upsampling spotlight SAR imagery: a Radarsat-2
SLC perspective,” in Algorithms for Synthetic Aperture Radar
Imagery XX, vol. 8746. Baltimore, USA: SPIE, 2013, pp. 874
607–874 607–9. Available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/12.2011151

[C-4-WP3000] K. El-Darymli, P. Mcguire, D. Power, and C. Moloney, “Non-
linearity in synthetic aperture radar imagery,” in Newfoundland
Electrical and Computer Engineering Conference (NECEC’13),
St. John’s, Newfoundland, 2013. [Wally Read Best Student
Paper Award].
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[C-5-WP3000] K. El-Darymli, C. Moloney, E. W. Gill, P. McGuire, and
D. Power, “Nonlinearity and the effect of detection on single-
channel synthetic aperture radar imagery,” in OCEANS’14 MTS
/IEEE, Taipei, Taiwan, 2014. Available: http://dx.doi.org/10.11
09/OCEANS-TAIPEI.2014.6964493

[C-6-WP3000] K. El-Darymli, P. McGuire, D. Power, and C. Moloney, “Re-
thinking the Phase in Single-Channel SAR Imagery,” IEEE 14th
International Radar Symposium (IRS) 2013, Dresden, Germany.
Available: http://bit.ly/1or0pdo

[C-7-WP3000] K. El-Darymli, C. Moloney, E. W. Gill, P. McGuire, and
D. Power, “On circularity/noncircularity in single-channel syn-
thetic aperture radar imagery,” in OCEANS’14 MTS/IEEE, St.
John’s, Canada, 2014. Available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/OC
EANS.2014.7003163

[C-8-WP3/4000] K. El-Darymli, C. Moloney, E. W. Gill, P. McGuire, and D.
Power, “Recognition of nonlinear dispersive scattering in SAR
imagery,” in IEEE IGARSS/CSRS’14, Quebec, Canada, 2014.
Available: http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/IGARSS.2014.6947548

1.7. Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 2: Literature Review This chapter offers a synopsis of two state-of-the-art
review articles for automatic target recognition in SAR imagery (SAR-ATR) taken
from [B-1-WP1000] and [J-1-WP1000]. Firstly, ATR in the SAR context is in-
troduced. Secondly, the target detection module of the front-end stage is considered.
Thirdly, the target classification module of the intermediate and the back-end stages is
addressed. Taxonomy for the major methods under each module is proposed. Further,
a brief description pertaining to the architecture of each taxon is offered. Additionally,
representative examples from the literature are provided.
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Chapter 3: Design and Implementation of a Low-Power Synthetic Aperture Radar
This chapter is for the research article [C-1-WP2000]. It reports on the design and
implementation of a high-resolution low-power SAR. Our system utilizes the linear
frequency-modulated continuous wave (LFMCW) concept, and it operates in the S-
band. The generic architecture for our design is presented along with a description of
the digital SAR processor. Finally, for demonstration purposes, a focused SAR image
for a ground-truthed target is provided.

Chapter 4: Unscrambling Nonlinear Dynamics in Synthetic Aperture Radar Im-
agery This chapter is for the research article [J-3-WP3000]. In analyzing single-
channel SAR imagery, three interrelated questions often arise. Firstly, should one use
the detected or the complex-valued image? Secondly, what is the ‘best’ statistical
model? Thirdly, what constitute the ‘best’ signal processing methods? This chapter
addresses these questions from the overarching perspective of the generalized central
limit theorem, which underpins nonlinear signal processing. A novel procedure for
characterizing the nonlinear dynamics in SAR imagery is proposed. To apply the pro-
cedure, three complementary 1-D abstractions for a 2-D SAR chip1 are introduced.
Our analysis is demonstrated on real-world datasets from multiple SAR sensors. The
nonlinear dynamics are found to be resolution-dependent. As the SAR chip is detected,
nonlinear effects are found to be obliterated (i.e., for magnitude-detection) or altered
(i.e., for power-detection). In the presence of extended targets (i.e., nonlinear scatter-
ers), it is recommended to use the complex-valued chip rather than the detected one.
Further, to exploit the embedded nonlinear statistics, it is advised to utilize relevant
nonlinear signal analysis techniques.

Chapter 5: Recognition of Nonlinear Dispersive Scattering in Synthetic Aperture
Radar Imagery Imagery This chapter is for the research article [C-8-WP3/4000].
It presents a new insight into the nonlinear dynamics in SAR imagery. For extended
targets, the conventional radar resolution theory is violated due to the nonlinear phase
modulation induced by the dispersive scatterers. A novel algorithm motivated by the
Hilbert view for nonlinear phenomena is introduced. Our algorithm may be used to
not only detect the dispersive scatterers but also to estimate the nonlinear order of the

1The term chip is used to refer to a smaller image, for a particular target or clutter, extracted from
a bigger scene.
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phase modulation. Our results are demonstrated on a representative real-world target
chip.

Chapter 6: Characterization and Statistical Modeling of Phase in Single-Channel
Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery This chapter is for the research article [J-4-
WP3/4000]. Traditionally, the phase content in single-channel synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) imagery is discarded. This practice is justified by the conventional radar
resolution theory, which is a theory strictly relevant to point targets. The advent of
high-resolution radars permits small targets previously considered to be points to be
now treated as extended targets, in which case this theory is not strictly applicable.
With this in mind, this chapter offers a new insight into the relevance of phase in single-
channel SAR imagery. The proposed approach builds on techniques from the fields
of complex-valued and directional statistics. In doing so, three main contributions
are presented, the first being a novel method for characterizing the phase content.
Secondly, a new statistical model for the phase is considered, and then a set of fifteen
solely-phase-based features are discussed. Our results are demonstrated on real-world
SAR datasets for ground-truthed targets. The statistical significance of the information
carried in the phase is clearly demonstrated. Furthermore, if applied to a dataset
with higher resolution, the proposed techniques are expected to achieve even higher
performance.

Chapter 7: Holism for Target Classification in Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery
This chapter is for the research article [J-5-WP4000]. Reductionism and holism are
two worldviews underlying the fields of linear and nonlinear signal processing, respec-
tively. The conventional radar resolution theory is motivated by the former view, and
it is violated due to nonlinear phase modulation induced by the dispersive scattering
typically associated with extended targets. Motivated by the latter view, this chapter
offers a new insight into the process of feature extraction for target recognition appli-
cations in single-channel SAR imagery. Two novel frameworks for feature extraction
are presented. The first framework is based solely on the often-ignored phase chip.
The second framework uses the complex-valued 2-D SAR chip after it is transformed
into a 1-D vector. This transformation provides for the utilization of various nonlin-
ear and nonstationary time series analysis methods. Some representative nonlinear
features based on these two frameworks are introduced. Further, for comparison pur-
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poses, baseline features from the power-detected chip are also considered. Multiple
instances of an eight-class SVM classifier are designed based on combinations of fea-
ture sets extracted from the public-domain MSTAR dataset. A classification accuracy
of 93.4186% is achieved for the combination of the phase and 1-D based nonlinear
features. This is in comparison to 73.6269% for the baseline features. Because the
nonlinear phenomenon is resolution-dependent, our proposed approach is expected to
achieve even greater accuracy for SAR sensors with higher resolution.

Chapter 8: Summary This is a concluding chapter summarizing the main lessons
learned from this research work and wraps-up the dissertation. Also, suggestions for
future work are provided.
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2. Literature Review

2.1. Overview

This chapter offers a synopsis of two reviews of the state-of-the-art for automatic
target recognition in SAR imagery (SAR-ATR) from [1, 2]. Firstly, ATR in the SAR
context is introduced. Secondly, the target detection module of the front-end stage
is considered. Thirdly, the target classification module of the intermediate and the
back-end stages is addressed. Taxonomy for the major methods under each module is
proposed. Further, a brief description pertaining to the architecture of each taxon is
offered. Additionally, representative examples from the literature are provided.

2.2. Automatic Target Recognition in the SAR
Context (SAR-ATR)

Automatic target recognition (ATR) deals with the information output from one (or
more) sensor(s) aimed at a scene of interest. ATR generally refers to the use of com-
puter processing capabilities to infer the classes of the targets in the sensory data, and
to (optionally) characterize some attributes of interest such as articulation, orientation,
occlusion, sub-class and so on, without human intervention. The term ATR originated
in the military in the early 1980s under the Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting
Infrared for Night (LANTRIN) program [3]. Today, ATR technology is important to
both military and civilian applications. The ATR problem is a part of the general
broad problem of machine vision, namely, how can computers be configured to do what
we humans do efficiently and naturally?

Target, clutter and noise are three terms of military origin associated with ATR and
are dependent on the application of interest. In the case of SAR imagery, a target
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refers to an object of interest in the imaged scene. Clutter refers to either man-made
(e.g., building, vehicles, etc.) or natural objects (e.g., trees, topological features, etc.)
which tend to dominate the imaged scene. Noise refers to imperfections in the SAR
image which are result of electronic noise in the SAR sensor as well as computational
inaccuracies introduced by the SAR signal processor. In the literature, there is a
spectrum of ATR problems ranging from classifying a pre-known signature in a well-
characterized clutter to recognizing the source of signature that varies greatly with
pose and state, and is located in a highly complex and probably an occluded scene [4].
The general structure of an end-to-end SAR-ATR system as reported in the liter-

ature is depicted in Fig. 2.1. To counter the prohibitive amounts of processing per-
taining to the input SAR imagery, the strategy is to divide-and-conquer. Accordingly,
SAR-ATR processing is split into three distinctive stages: detection (also known as
prescreening), low-level classification (LLC, also known as discrimination), and high-
level classification (HLC) [5–13]. The first two stages together are commonly known
as the focus-of-attention (FOA) module.

Figure 2.1: General structure for an end-to-end SAR-ATR system.

As the input SAR data progresses throughout the SAR-ATR processing chain, the
data load is reduced. The HLC stage deals with SAR data that have relatively lower
computational load. On the contrary, the computational complexity of the SAR-ATR
chain increases as the SAR data progresses from the front-end stage toward the back-
end stage. In the next sections, the three blocks depicted in Fig. 2.1 are briefly reviewed.
The front-end stage is reviewed in Sect. 2.3. The intermediate and the back-end stages
are reviewed in Sect. 2.4.
Central to the three stages in the SAR-ATR processing chain are the features. Fea-

tures are heuristic measurable attributes of the individual objects being observed in the
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SAR image. In order for the SAR-ATR algorithm to be successful, features pertaining
to each stage should be discriminating and independent. Thus, the choice of particular
feature(s), as well as the design of a particular stage in the SAR-ATR processing chain.
entails an in-depth understanding of the SAR image.

2.3. The Detection Module (Front-End Stage)

Under this section a synopsis for the front-end stage in the SAR-ATR processing chain
is presented. Firstly, a taxonomy for the various target detection methods is proposed.
Then, a classification for the various detection approaches that fall under the proposed
taxa is introduced. Finally, this section is ended with concluding remarks. An in-depth
review for the state-of-the-art pertinent to the detection module can be found in our
review article published in the Journal of Applied Remote Sensing [1].

2.3.1. Taxonomy and Architecture of the Detection Approaches

The detection module takes the entire SAR image and identifies the regions(s) of in-
terest (ROI(s)). Ultimately, the detected regions in the SAR image are passed to the
next stage in the SAR-ATR chain for further analysis. The goodness of any detection
module is typically judged based upon three aspects of significance: computational
complexity, probability of detection (PD), and false alarm rate (also known as prob-
ability of false alarm, PFA). The detection module should enjoy a low computational
complexity such that it operates in real-time or near-real-time. This is in contrast
to the succeeding stages in the SAR-ATR chain which are relatively more compu-
tationally expensive. Further, a good detection module should provide a means to
refine detections, reduce clutter false alarms, and pass ROIs. Thus, such a detection
method should exhibit a reasonable PFA and acceptable PD. We broadly taxonomize
the target detection algorithms reported in the open literature into three major taxa:
single-feature-based, multi-feature-based and expert-system-oriented. This taxonomy
is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
The single-feature-based taxon bases the detection in the SAR image on a single

feature, typically the brightness in the pixel intensity, which is proportional to the
radar cross section (RCS). There exist various methods in the literature that fall under
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Figure 2.2: Taxonomy of target detection methods for SAR imagery.

this taxon. The single-feature-based approach is placed at the base of the pyramid in
Fig. 2.2 because it is the most common and widely used in the literature. Further, the
single-feature-based approach is the building block for the other two taxa.
The multi-feature-based taxon bases the detection decision on a fusion of two or more

features extracted from the input SAR image. Besides the RCS, additional features
that can be inferred and fused include multi-resolution RCS (i.e., features extracted
from the intensity image after it is analyzed with mulch-resolution technique such as
the continuous wavelet transform) and fractal dimension, among others. Obviously,
the multi-feature-based taxon builds on the previous taxon and is expected to provide
relatively improved detection performance along with fewer false alarms. Multiple
methods in the literature fall under this taxon.
Finally, the expert-system-oriented taxon is the most sophisticated. It extends the

two aforementioned taxa and utilizes a multi-stage (two or more stages) artificial intelli-
gence (AI) approach that bases the detection process in the SAR image on exploitation
of prior knowledge about the imaged scene, clutter and/or target(s). Prior knowledge
is exploited through various means such as: image segmentation, scene maps, previ-
ously gathered data, etc. As the sophistication of the detection taxon increases, the
complexity-performance trade-off arises. Caution should be exercised when opting for
a certain approach in order to carefully balance this trade-off.
Based on the aforementioned taxonomy, we broadly classify the various target de-

tection schemes and relevant methods reported in the literature in Fig. 2.3. Primarily,
under the single-feature-based taxon, the sliding window constant false alarm rate
(CFAR-based) sub-taxon is the most popular. There exist three perspectives through
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whichthevariousCFARmethodscanbeviewed.First,basedonthespecifications

oftheslidingwindow:thereisfixed-sizevs.adaptiveaswellassquare-shapedvs.

non-square-shaped[14,15]. Second,basedonthemethodusedtoimplementthe

CFARtechnique,therearevariousstrategies,ofwhichthemostcommonlyapplied

arecell-averagingCFAR(CA-CFAR)[16–18],smallestofCA-CFAR(SOCA-CFAR)

[19],greatestofCA-CFAR(GOCA-CFAR)[20],andorderstatisticsCFAR(OS-CFAR)

[21],amongothers.Third,basedonthemethodusedtoestimatethethreshold(for

adesiredPFA)intheboundaryring,and/ortheapproachutilizedforestimatingthe

targetsignature(foradesiredPD),twoparametricandnon-parametricsub-classes

emerge.

Undertheparametricsub-class,twoapproachesarerecognized:onlybackground

modeling(e.g.,Weibulldistribution[22,23],K-distribution[24],alpha-stabledistribu-

tion[25,26],orbeta-prime(β)distribution[27],amongothermodels),andbackground

andtargetmodeling[28,29]. Achoiceoftheparametricmodelthatbestrepresents

theSARdatainusehastobemadeamongthevariousparametricmodels. Unlike

theparametricapproach,thenon-parametricapproach[30,31]doesnotassumeany

formforthebackground/targetmodel(s). Rather,itdirectlyinfersanapproximate

modelfromthetrainingdata.Onesuchmethodthatperformsmodelinferenceisthe

kernel-density-estimation(KDE)[32]. Lesspopularnon-CFAR-basedmethods[33],

suchasthoserelyingonacoherenceimage[34],representtheothersub-taxonof

single-feature-basedmethods.Thesingle-feature-basedtaxonhasthelimitationthat

itbasesthedetectiondecisionsolelyontheRCS,and,thus,canbecomeoverwhelmed

inregionsintheSARimagewherethereisheterogeneousclutterand/orahighden-

sityoftargets. Methodsunderthemulti-feature-basedtaxonareimplementedinan

attempttocircumventthisdrawbackthroughbasingthedetectiondecisiononafusion

oftwoormorefeatures. Obviously,thistaxoncanutilizeasuitablemethodamong

thosepresentedunderthesingle-feature-basedtaxon,andincorporateadditionalfea-

turesbesidesRCSsuchas: multi-resolutionRCSanalysis,fractaldimension[9,35].

Multi-resolutionmethodscanbeeitherspace-scale-basedorspace-frequency-based.

Primeexamplesofmethodsutilizespace-scalefeaturesarethosebasedonthewavelet-

transformincludingthediscretewavelettransform(DWT)[36]andthecontinuous

wavelettransform(CWT)[37].
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Figure 2.3: Major taxa and classes for implementing the target detection module.
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Prime examples of methods that utilizing time-frequency features include linear
time-frequency methods such as the Gabor transform and the S-transform [38]; and
bilinear (also known as quadratic) time-frequency methods such as Cohen’s class dis-
tributions (e.g., Wigner distribution, Wigner-Ville distribution, pseudo-Wigner-Ville
distribution, etc.) [39, 40]. Finally, a more robust taxon is the expert-system-oriented
approach which incorporates intelligence into the process to guide the decision making
[41]. In its simplest form, detection decisions can be guided by a structure map of the
imaged scene generated from properly segmenting the SAR image [42]. Further, meth-
ods of AI can be appropriately integrated to achieve near-optimal context utilization
[43–45].

2.3.2. Remarks

The following remarks are drawn based on our review of the state-of-the-art for the
detection module.

• The SAR image is typically available as a level-1 processed product (i.e., output
from the SAR processor) in a complex-valued form.

• The common practice in the radar community is to detect this image (i.e., to con-
vert it to a real-valued image through magnitude-detection or, more commonly,
power-detection), and to input it to a suitable target detection algorithm. In
this process, the phase content is entirely discarded.

• There is a wide range of options for implementing the target detection module.
Due to its relative ease of implementation, variations of the CFAR approach are
amongst the most popular.

• The target detection process is often based on the RCS and a statistical model
for the clutter. These are the features often used in the target detection module.

• From a signal processing perspective, it can be easily shown that CFAR is a finite
impulse response (FIR) band-pass (BP) filter [1].

• From a statistical pattern recognition perspective, it can be easily shown that
CFAR is an anomaly detector one-class classifier - i.e., a Euclidean distance
classifier and a quadratic discriminant with a missing term for one-parameter
and two-parameter CFAR, respectively [1].
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• Finally, no matter how good the target detection method, the detection perfor-
mance is highly dependent on the features fed to the detector.

2.4. The Classification Module (Intermediate and
Back-End Stages)

Under this section, a synopsis of the intermediate and back-end stages in the SAR-ATR
processing chain is presented. First, the various methods pertaining to classification in
SAR-ATR are broadly taxonomized. Second, a concise description for the main meth-
ods and relevant architectures under each taxon is introduced. An in-depth analysis
for the target classification module can be found in our state-of-the art review book
chapter [2].

2.4.1. Taxonomy and Architecture of the Classification
Approaches

While the front-end stage in the SAR-ATR system identifies ROI(s) in the input SAR
image, the subsequent two stages are concerned with LLC and HLC classifications. A
suitable classifier is required in each of these two stages. Given its position in the SAR-
ATR processing chain, the LLC stage, as compared to the HLC stage, typically utilizes
a relatively simple classifier when compared to the HLC stage. ATR algorithms may be
broadly taxonomized into two distinctive taxa based on their implementation approach:
pattern recognition (PR) and knowledge-based (KB) [46] approaches. The latter also
goes by other names including AI-based, expert system, rule-based and model-based
approach. In the context of SAR-ATR, we refer to the methods that solely rely on
feature vectors (and also representative templates being a kind of feature vectors) as
being feature-based, and the methods that incorporate intelligence into the design as
a model-based. These two taxa for SAR-ATR are distinguished by the motivation of
the feature generation technique utilized and whether the system training is classifier-
oriented or target-model-oriented.
A careful examination of the literature pertinent to SAR-ATR reveals a third taxon

of methods fitting between the feature-based and the model-based taxa. We refer to
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this taxon as being semi-model-based. What distinguishes this taxon from the earlier
two taxa is that, although it solely relies on features, it incorporates intelligence into
the SAR-ATR system design. For an end-to-end SAR-ATR system, the feature-based
taxon is extensively used in the literature for both LLC and HLC classifications. The
semi-model-based and model-based taxa are primarily used for HLC classification.
Fig. 2.4 depicts the three taxa proposed.

Figure 2.4: Taxonomy of SAR-ATR approaches.

The feature-based taxon is placed at the base of the pyramid because it is the most
common in the literature. As one ascends from the base to the top of the pyramid, a
better recognition performance is expected to be attained. Conversely, as one descends
from the top to the base of the pyramid, the computational complexity of the SAR-ATR
system declines. These are design tradeoffs that need to be appropriately accounted
for.
In the next subsections, we provide a brief description for each taxon. Typically,

regardless of the taxon in question, there are two phases involved, namely, offline clas-
sifier training (i.e., for the feature-based taxon), or offline model construction/training
(i.e., for the model-based and the semi-model-based taxa, respectively), and online
prediction and classification. The feature-based and model-based taxa are presented
Sect. 2.4.1.1 and Sect. 2.4.1.2, respectively. The semi-model-based taxon is introduced
in Sect. 2.4.1.3. The issues addressed under each subsection include: generic descrip-
tion, architecture(s), major challenges, advantages and disadvantages.
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2.4.1.1. Feature-Based Taxon

The feature-based taxon is a pattern recognition approach that solely relies on features
to represent the target. These features can be either image target templates or feature
vectors extracted from the target(s) of interest (i.e., the SAR target chips). The
feature-based approach assumes that the features of targets from different classes lie
in separable regions of the multidimensional feature space, while features from the same
class cluster together. The process of recognition in the feature-based approach involves
two distinctive phases, namely, an offline classifier training and online classification.
The classifier training phase is performed entirely offline as depicted in Fig. 2.5. One

needs to have an extensive set of target chips pertaining to all the targets of interest.
From the target chips, features of choice are extracted and properly preprocessed.
Then, these features are used to train the classifier of choice.

Figure 2.5: Classifier training for the feature-based approach.

In the classification phase, features are extracted online from the input SAR chip
to be classified, and fed to the previously trained classifier as depicted in Fig. 2.6.
Obviously, the classification result relies on the choice of the training features and
their uniqueness in abstracting the target(s) of interest.

Figure 2.6: Classification in the feature-based approach.
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Various methods pertaining to the feature-based approach can be found in classical
statistical pattern recognition texts [30, 31]. Further, a state-of-the-art review for the
SAR-ATR systems that utilize this taxon can be found in our work in [2]. While this
method is the most common in the literature, it may be overwhelmed when faced
with (substantial) variations in the input chip signature (i.e., extracted features) due
to factors such as clutter heterogeneity or extended operating condition(s) (EOC(s)).
Thus, the major drawback of this method is that it has a limited knowledge, and almost
no intelligence and reasoning capability to learn from the dynamic environment and
to adapt to it.

2.4.1.2. Model-Based Taxon

Unlike the feature-based taxon, the model-based taxon handles the recognition problem
in a bottom-up fashion. In other words, the recognition process in the model-based
approach begins with a simple feature extraction operation from the input SAR chip.
Then, the extracted features are compared against feature hypotheses derived on-the-
fly from offline pre-designed models of the targets of interest and the SAR sensor.
Typically, there exists one such model per each target of interest. By contrast, the
feature-based taxon incorporates a top-down approach in that it attempts to capture
the multiple aspects of the target variations and represent them in the form of features,
which are subsequently used to produce a trained classifier. Actually, the debate on
the preference of the bottom-up approach over the top-down approach originated in
the field of computer vision. Professor Rodney A. Brooks of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) showcased the superiority of the bottom-up approach in relation
to the top-down approach through explaining that such system design should focus on
actions and behavior rather than representation and function [47]. The first model-
based system for target recognition, referred to as ACRONYM , was introduced by R.
A. Brooks in the early 1980s [48].
The model-based approach seeks to combat the major challenges of the feature-

based approach through incorporating prior knowledge into the design. Thus, the
model-based approach utilizes some of the techniques used in the feature-based ap-
proach and builds on them. Model-based approaches represent a spectrum of attempts
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steered towards the characterization of the physical structure of the target classes of
interest. Typically the model-based approach is comprised of an offline target-model
construction and an online prediction and classification. These two phases resemble the
feature-based approach but there are two major differences. First, the offline model-
construction is a major task in the model-based approach which focuses on building
a holistic and generic physical model for any target of interest. This is dissimilar to
the feature-based approach where, in this phase, a classifier of choice is merely trained
based on an ad hoc selection of training target features. Second, unlike the feature-
based approach where the online classification is merely based on extracting certain
features from the input SAR chip and determining where the extracted features fit in
the feature space of the offline-trained classifier(s), the model-based approach hypoth-
esizes relevant attributes in the input SAR chip, and, based on these attributes, it
produces certain predictions on-the-fly from the offline-constructed target-model. The
online classifier then looks for the hypothesis prediction that yields close resemblance
to the input SAR chip.
Multiple methods pertaining to the offline target-model construction are reported in

the literature. Regardless of the method used for target-model construction, the online
classification phase for all methods has similar structure with a few minor differences.
Next, we summarize some of the major methods reported in the open literature for
the offline target-model construction. This is followed by a description of the online
prediction and classification process.
In the first target-model construction method [49–54], only a 3-D CAD model for

each target of interest is designed offline and stored in the system’s database. This
process is depicted in Fig. 2.7. These 3-D CAD models are used for online prediction
and classification in the second phase.

Figure 2.7: First model-based method for the offline target-model construction.

In the second method [55, 56], similar to the first, 3-D CAD models are designed for
all targets of interest. Then, a so-called global scattering center model is generated for
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each target of interest using a suitable electromagnetic (εM) prediction tool. These
3-D global scattering center models are stored offline in the training database and used
for the online prediction and classification phase. The process of offline target-model
construction is depicted in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Second model-based method for the offline target-model construction.

In the third method [57], similar to the first, a 3-D CAD model for each target
of interest is designed offline. An εM prediction tool is used to generate 2-D target
templates at uniformly sampled azimuth angles. Then, for each template, a dictionary
of invariant histograms is generated. These 2-D target templates and corresponding
dictionaries are stored offline in the target-model database. This database is used
during the online prediction and classification phase. The process of offline model
construction is depicted in Fig. 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Third model-based method for the offline target-model construction.

In the fourth method [58, 59], unlike the previous three methods, no CAD models are
utilized. Rather, for each target of interest, a set of target chips that covers the span of
the azimuth angles from 0o to 360o is required. Scattering centers are extracted from
each chip. These scattering centers are used to produce a 3-D target model comprised
of a number of N primitives each of which is characterized by a canonical primitive
type, a 3-D location of the primitive, and a set of continuous-valued descriptors. This
process is summarized in Fig. 2.10. These 3-D target models are stored offline in the
target-model database and invoked on-the-fly during the online classification phase.
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Figure 2.10: Fourth model-based method for the offline target-model construction.

In the next phase, online prediction and classification are performed. This is de-
picted in Fig. 2.11. Two distinctive sub-stages are executed in parallel. In the first
sub-stage, pertinent features are extracted from the input SAR chip and fed to the hy-
pothesis verification unit. In the second sub-stage, pertinent parameters are extracted
from the input SAR chip and fed to the hypothesis generation unit. Depending on the
method used for model construction (i.e., method 1 through method 4), the function-
ality of the hypothesis generation unit may vary from retrieving an εM prediction tool
(i.e., to generate prediction hypotheses based on the extracted parameters from the
input SAR chip) to simply retrieving relevant entries in the target-model database and
characterizing these entries based on the extracted parameters from the input chip.
This process is often referred to as indexing.

Figure 2.11: The online model-based prediction and classification.

The output from the hypothesis generation unit is a set of arbitrary feature-vector
predictions pertinent to various target classes, poses and the EOCs of interest. All
the predicted feature hypotheses are fed to the hypothesis verification unit. Finally,
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the classification of an input chip is performed by searching over the hypothesis space
for the set of possible combinations of target class, pose and relevant EOCs (if any)
that yield a predicted observation close to the actual observation. The feature-vector
prediction that scores the highest match, normally within some predefined threshold
constraint, is chosen. Being a function of the target-class, pose and relevant EOC(s),
matched features reflect the recognized target and its corresponding pose and EOC(s).
The pre-designed threshold constraint is often used to reject non-target confusers so
that no forced recognition is allowed.
From the earlier description it is obvious that regardless of the method used for the

target-model construction, the generic structure of the online model-based prediction
and classification phase is similar for all methods. For the four methods, the hypothesis
generation unit is used to hypothesize feature predictions that are fed to the hypoth-
esis verification unit for feature matching that yields a classification result. However,
depending on the target modeling method utilized, additional operations may need
to be incorporated into the hypothesis generation unit as described earlier. It should
be highlighted that while methods 1, 2 and 4 for target-model construction yield 3-D
target-models, method 3 yields a 2-D target-model that presumably handles the 3-D
space. This makes method 3 cumbersome when compared to the other three methods.
However, the challenge of the model-based method is that the identification, design
and incorporation of pertinent knowledge are major tasks that introduce additional
complexity to the SAR-ATR system. Thus, there always exists a trade-off between
system complexity and performance that needs to be carefully accounted for in the
target-model design process.

2.4.1.3. Semi-Model-Based Taxon

There is a class of approaches to the SAR-ATR problem that are neither strictly
feature-based nor explicitly model-based. It differs from the feature-based approach
in that it does not solely rely on an ad hoc selection of feature vectors for the offline
classifier training, and thus, it is not strictly classifier-oriented. It deviates from the
model-based approach in that it does not tightly follow the online classification regime
prescribed in the previous subsection. We refer to the approaches that are neither
feature-based nor model-based as a semi-model-based. This taxon of SAR-ATR loosely
fits between the feature-based and the model-based approaches that were described
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earlier. In this subsection, we describe two such methods from the literature to depict
the spectrum of these techniques. For each method, we first describe the major steps in
the offline target-model training. We use the term, target-model training to distinguish
this approach from the target-model construction process utilized in the model-based
approach. This is followed by a few details on the online classification process.
In the first method [60–64], an extensive set of target chips that covers the span of

uniformly sampled azimuth angles from 0o to 360o is utilized. After certain prepro-
cessing, the variance for each target chip is estimated. The variances for the various
target chips are stored in the model database as a function of the target class and pose
angles. The process of offline model training is depicted in Fig. 2.12. There exists one
such target-model for each target of interest. These variances are utilized during the
online classification phase.

Figure 2.12: First semi-model-based method for the offline model-training.

In the online classification phase, a complex Gaussian probability density function
(PDF) is utilized. Note that a suitable PDF model other than the Gaussian can also
be used. The PDF model is parametrized by the pixel values of the preprocessed input
test chip as well as the target-model variances drawn from the database of variances
pertaining to the different targets and corresponding pose angles that were constructed
offline. A generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) is used to search for the variance
value that maximizes the likelihood test. Provided that the GLRT test exceeds some
predetermined threshold, the variance value that achieves the highest score over all
other variances is chosen. The corresponding parameters of the chosen variance (i.e.,
target class and pose) represent the classification result. If the threshold of the GLRT
is found to be less than the pre-determined threshold over all the variances space, the
input SAR chip is declared as a non-target confuser. The online classification process
pertaining to three-target classes is depicted in Fig. 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: First semi-model-based method for the online classification phase. In
this example, only three targets of interest are depicted.

In the second method [65–74], similar to the first, an extensive set of SAR target
chips at uniformly sampled azimuth angles from 0o to 360o is required. For each chip,
the N strongest scattering centers are sought (i.e., these are from p = 1 to N), and
their pixel values S, along with the corresponding range location R and cross-range
location C, are determined. This yields a triple (R,C, S). Such triples are arranged in
a descending order based on the pixel value S. Then, an origin pair (Ro, Co) is chosen
from the N pairs (R,C). Further, dR and dC are calculated as

dR = Rp −Ro, dC = Cp − Co. (2.1)

Accordingly, a look-up table (LUT) is constructed where its (x, y) addresses are
(dR, dC), and its corresponding entries are (Object Class, Ro, So, Sp). This process is
repeated N times, and, in each time, a unique origin (Ro, Po) is chosen from the tuple
(R, C) for p = 1 toN . The results are stored in the LUT table. There is one such
LUT table for each target-class of interest. The process of LUT table construction
is depicted in Fig. 2.14. In the online classification phase, similar features as those
described above for the offline phase are extracted and arranged in a descending order
based on the pixel value S. Then, the distances DR and DC are calculated as

DR = dR− 1 : dR + 1, and DC = dC − 1 : dC + 1. (2.2)
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Figure 2.14: Second semi-model-based method for the offline model-training.

Next, a weighted vote is defined. Moreover, transition and magnitude limits are
introduced. These limits serve as thresholds to reject non-target confusers. Then, a
search is performed over all the pre-constructed LUT tables pertaining to the target-
classes of interest. The search result that achieves the highest score over all the LUT
tables is declared provided that it exceeds the abovementioned thresholds. Corre-
sponding entries in the relevant LUT table represent the target-class and its respective
pose. This process is depicted in Fig. 2.15 for three target-models (i.e., three LUT
tables).

Figure 2.15: Second semi-model-based method for the online classification. In this
example, only three targets of interest are depicted.
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2.5. Conclusions

An end-to-end SAR-ATR system is comprised of three stages: front-end (i.e., detector),
intermediate (i.e., LLC classifier) and back-end (i.e., HLC classifier). Important points
to note are the following. Firstly, most works published in the literature exclusively
utilize the detected SAR image (i.e., magnitude or intensity) while the phase content
pertinent to the complex-valued SAR image is entirely discarded. Secondly, despite the
apparent superiority of the model-based taxon (for HLC classification) in comparison
to the other two taxa, this superiority is conditional upon the target model of choice
and its design feasibility. Indeed, unlike optical imagery, this is a much bigger challenge
in the case of SAR imagery (i.e., for radar signals in general). A detailed account for the
reasons of the combinatorial explosion of the SAR target signature and characterization
of the operating conditions for SAR imagery into standard operating conditions (SOCs)
and extended operating conditions (EOCs) can be found in our review article on the
topic [2]. A summary of these reasons is provided in Appendix B.
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3. Design and Implementation of a
Low-Power Synthetic Aperture
Radar

3.1. Overview

This chapter reports on the design and implementation of a high-resolution low-power
synthetic aperture radar (SAR). Our system utilizes the linear frequency-modulated
continuous wave (LFMCW) concept, and it operates in the S-band. The generic archi-
tecture for our design is presented along with a description of the digital SAR processor.
Finally, for demonstration purposes, a focused SAR image for a ground-truthed target
is provided.

3.2. Introduction

As an active sensor, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a valuable tool for various
military and civilian applications. Today, commercial SAR sensors, such as spaceborne
Radarsat-2, produce SAR imagery on the order of one metre resolution and finer
[1]. Further, some (limited) public-domain high-resolution SAR datasets, such from
airborne MSTAR [2], are also available. Additionally, ground-based SAR sensors such
as FastGBSAR can be purchased [3]. Thus, one may wonder at the value of building
one’s own SAR sensor.
Indeed, besides the costly price for acquiring SAR images or sensors, a major chal-

lenge to the end-user is the restricted access to the phase history. This imposes extreme
limitations on the researcher which can be summarized in two main aspects. Firstly,
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a lack of practical knowledge for the various low-level factors that impact the focused
SAR image, such as the effect the SAR processor intrinsically has on the raw data.
This firsthand knowledge is important for developing an in-depth understanding of the
focused SAR image which is instrumental, for example, in developing novel automatic
target recognition (ATR) tool(s) specifically tailored to SAR imagery. Secondly, the
restriction imposes an inability to apply relevant algorithms in the phase-domain (prior
to focusing), for example, to experiment with and develop relevant techniques such as
compressive sensing [4], video SAR [5], various SAR focusing algorithms [6, 7], and
detection and classification of targets in the phase-domain [8, 9], to name a few. Such
topics cannot be properly researched without unrestricted access to the SAR phase
history.
Various SAR sensor designs are reported in the open literature [10–12]. Our SAR

offers an extension of the design concept originally reported in [13]. The remainder of
this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 3.3, our system architecture is presented
along with a brief description for the concept of operation. General description for
the omega-K algorithm (ωKA) used to focus the phase history is given in Sect. 3.4. In
Sect. 3.5, a focused SAR image for a ground-truthed target is provided. Conclusions
are provided in Sect. 3.6.

3.3. System Architecture

As depicted in Fig. 3.1, our SAR design is based on the concept of linear frequency
modulated continuous wave (LFMCW) radar. The LFMCW architecture is chosen
because it is relatively simple and cost effective. The analog signal generator produces
both a modulating signal input to the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) to produce
an LFMCW chirp and a synchronization signal needed by the digital SAR processor
to properly focus the phase history.
The parameters of the modulating signal are chosen to fulfill the desired design

requirements. The output from the VCO is amplified using a suitable power amplifier.
Then, two identical copies of the amplified LFMCW chirp are produced by the power
splitter. One of the these two copies is sent to the transmitter antenna while the
other copy is sent to the mixer. This architecture provides for an easy implementation
of a heterodyne receiver which down-converts the received backscatter signal from a
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pass-band frequency to a baseband frequency through a proper multiplication process
[14, 15].

Figure 3.1: Architecture for an end-to-end LFMCW SAR system.

The down-converted baseband analog signal is low-pass filtered (LPF) in accordance
with the specifications of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) being used. The fil-
tering operation is critical as it is designed to prevent aliasing in the sampled signal.
The output from the ADC is the SAR phase history of interest. Finally, the SAR
image can be appropriately focused through processing both the SAR phase history
and the reference synchronization signal generated by the analog signal generator. The
SAR processing is performed through using a suitable SAR image formation algorithm
[6, 7].
The LFMCW concept is straightforward to explain [16–18]. In our design we utilize

a triangular modulating waveform. This is depicted by a solid green line in Fig. 3.2a.
The modulating waveform is used to sweep the VCO between fmin and fmax, so that
the sweep bandwidth is given by

B = fmax − fmin. (3.1)

with B having a center frequency of fo. The triangular waveform enables an upsweep
and downsweep for a total modulation time period of Tm. The backscatter signal has
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a time delay T in reference to the transmitted signal which is related to the range R
to the target by

T = 2R
c
. (3.2)

This form assumes a monostatic configuration where c is the speed of light in a vacuum.
For a moving target with velocity v, a Doppler shiftfd is produced as

fd = 2v
λr
, (3.3)

where λr is the wavelength of the transmitted radar wave. During an upsweep, the
rate of change in the transmitted frequency is given by

df

dt
= 2B
Tm

. (3.4)

Hence, the change in the transmitted frequency for a time delay T prior to reception
is given by

df = 2B
Tm

T. (3.5)

Thus, the beat frequency for an upsweep (and downsweep) can be obtained by
substituting Eq. 3.2 into Eq. 3.5 and accounting for the Doppler shift from Eq. 3.3, as
follows

f±b = 4B
cTm

R∓ fd. (3.6)

Fig. 3.2b shows f+
b and f−b for the triangular waveform as seen at the mixer’s output.

This configuration allows for calculating the speed of a moving target, which is given
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(a)Linearchangeinfrequencyvs. timeforthetransmit-
tedLFMCWsignal(solidgreen)andthebackscattersignal
(dashedblue).

(b)Beatfrequencyatthemixer’soutput.

Figure3.2:IllustrationfortheLFMCWconcept.

by

v=
λr
2

f−b−f
+
b

2
. (3.7)

Italsoprovidesforavoidingambiguitiesandseparatingtheslant-range-inducedfre-

quencyterm(ofinterestinthischapter)embeddedinthebeatfrequencyasseenin

R=
cTm
4B

f+b+f
−
b

2
. (3.8)

Theslant-rangetheoreticalresolutionoftheLFMCWradaris

R≈
c

2B
. (3.9)
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Thebackscatterdataiscollectedastheside-lookingLFMCWradarismovedinthe

cross-rangedirection.Theso-calledsyntheticapertureconceptisinspiredbythatof

thephasedarrayantennabutinsteadofhavingalargenumberofphysicalantenna

elements,SARusesoneantennainconjunctionwiththedifferentpositionsofthe

along-trackmovementtoemulatethephasedarrayeffect. Thetheoreticalazimuth

resolutionofthestrip-modeSARis[6]

A≈
L

2
, (3.10)

whereListhelengthoftheantennaintheazimuthdirection.Thisshowsthatunlike

realapertureradar,theazimuthresolutionofSARimprovesforsmallerL[6]. An

importantdesignparameteristhesignaltonoiseratio(SNR).Assumingapointtarget,

theSNRofamonostaticradarforasinglerangeprofileisgivenby[19]

SNRdB=10log10
Pr
N
= 10log10

PtG
2λ2rσ

(4π)3R4Ls
−[10log10(KTNFNB)],

(3.11)

wherethecurlybracketsrepresentthereceivedsignalpowerforarangeprofile(i.e.,

Pr,dB),thesquarebracketsrepresentthenoisefloor(i.e.,NdB),Pristhepoweratthe

outputofthereceiverinwatts,Nisthetotalnoisepowerattheoutputofthereceiver,

Ptisthepeaktransmitpowerinwatts,Gistheantennagain,λristheradaroperating

frequencywavelengthinmetres,σisthenonfluctuatingtargetradarcrosssectionin

m2,Ristherangetothetarget,Lsisagenerallossfactorthataccountsforboth

systemandpropagationlosses,KistheBoltzmannconstant,TN istheeffectivenoise

temperature,FN isthereceivernoisefactor,andBistheLFMCWchirpbandwidth.

ItisoftenassumedintheliteraturethatTs=TNFN =290Kelvin,andLs=14dB.

Thechirpbandwidthconsideredinthisstudyis221MHz.

Eq.3.11isusedtocharacterizetheperformanceofourLFMCWradarinFig.3.3.

Table3.1liststhemainparameterschoseninourSARsystemdesign.Theseparam-

etersweremainlychosenduetotheavailabilityofcost-effectivehardware. APCB

boardwasbuiltforthisdesign.Fig.3.4depictstheradiofrequency(RF)circuitry
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and the PCB board1. Further, two identical PCB antennas were built2. The Smith
chart for one of the antennas is given in Fig. 3.5. The H-plane and E-plane radiation
patterns for this antenna are depicted in Fig. 3.6. Relevant antenna parameters are
given in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.3: Performance of our LFMCW radar. The received power (Pr) is normalized
by the radar cross section (σ).

Figure 3.4: Circuitry for our SAR (DAQ unit is not shown).

1The device used for data acquisition is provided in Appendix C.
2A picture for the antennas is shown in Appendix D.
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Figure3.5:Smithchartforoneoftheantennasusedinthisstudy.

Table3.1:DesignparametersforourSARsystem.

DesignParameter Value

fmin 2.315GHz
fmax 2.536GHz
fo 2.4255GHz
B 221MHz
Tm 40ms

SamplingFrequency 96kHz
SamplingResolution 24bits
OutputPower 18.5dBm(=70.8mW)
Theoretical R 0.678733m
FarRange,Rmax 500m(Extendable)

AntennaVertical3-dBBeamwidth 16.5o

AntennaHorizontal3-dBBeamwidth 15.5o

AntennaVSWR 1.7:1
AntennaGain 22dBi

AntennaFronttoBackRatio >36dB
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3.4. SAR Image Focusing

The range profiles output from the ADC are real-valued. Various operations are per-
formed on these profiles in the digital SAR processor (see Fig. 3.7) to produce the
focused complex-valued image. First, with the help of the synchronization signal, the
range profiles are properly parsed and converted to a 2-D matrix with each row con-
taining the range profiles for a particular cross-range location in the imaged scene.
Second, the range profiles are converted to an analytic signal through quadrature de-
modulation. Other preprocessing operations can be performed at this stage including
motion compensation, calibration, etc. Then, the phase history is focused through
utilizing a suitable SAR image formation algorithm. We use the ωKA algorithm due
to its simplicity and suitability for the imaging geometry considered in this study [6, 7].
Detailed explanation for the operations performed by the ωKA algorithm can be

found in [6, 7]. The main operations performed by the ωKA algorithm are shown
in Fig. 3.7. The output from the ωKA algorithm is the focused complex-valued SAR
image.

(a) H-plane radiation pattern. (b) E-plane radiation pattern.

Figure 3.6: H-plane and E-plane radiation patterns for the antenna.
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Figure 3.7: Digital SAR processor with the ωKA algorithm.

(a) Ground-truth with the magnitude-detected SAR image superimposed.

(b) Magnitude-detected SAR image.

(c) Phase SAR image.

Figure 3.8: Focused image produced by our SAR.
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3.5. An Illustrative Example

To demonstrate the applicability of our SAR system, a vehicle target is considered. The
SAR sensor is placed at a suitable distance facing the vehicle’s side, shown in Fig. 3.8a,
and it is systematically moved from right to left. The focused magnitude-detected SAR
image is shown superimposed on the ground-truth photograph in Fig. 3.8a, and it is
shown separately in Fig. 3.8b. The corresponding phase image is shown in Fig. 3.8c.
As depicted in Fig. 3.8b, the scattering centers of the imaged target are well-defined.
Given the high-resolution of the SAR sensor, the phase image in Fig. 3.8c exhibits
some interesting patterns relevant to the imaged target.

3.6. Conclusions

This chapter has reported on a design and implementation for a low-power S-band
SAR. The main advantage of a researcher building their own SAR, besides being cost
effective, is the unrestricted access to the phase history. This provides for investigating
a plethora of relevant applications. The overall architecture for our system is presented
along with a brief description for the concept of operation. The ωKA algorithm is
used to focus the phase history, and to produce a complex-valued SAR image for a
ground-truthed target. For the future, this design may be extended to a higher center
frequency, such as the W-band, with a much higher bandwidth.
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4. Unscrambling Nonlinear Dynamics
in Synthetic Aperture Radar
Imagery

4.1. Overview

In analyzing single-channel synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery, three interrelated
questions often arise. Firstly, should one use the detected or the complex-valued im-
age? Secondly, what is the ‘best’ statistical model? Thirdly, what constitute the
‘best’ signal processing methods? This chapter addresses these questions from the
overarching perspective of the generalized central limit theorem, which underpins non-
linear signal processing. A novel procedure for characterizing the nonlinear dynamics
in SAR imagery is proposed. To apply the procedure, three complementary 1-D ab-
stractions for a 2-D SAR chip are introduced. Our analysis is demonstrated on real-
world datasets from multiple SAR sensors. The nonlinear dynamics are found to be
resolution-dependent. As the SAR chip is detected, nonlinear effects are found to be
obliterated (i.e., for magnitude-detection) or altered (i.e., for power-detection). In the
presence of extended targets (i.e., nonlinear scatterers), it is recommended to use the
complex-valued chip rather than the detected one. Further, to exploit the embedded
nonlinear statistics, it is advised to utilize relevant nonlinear signal analysis techniques.

4.2. Introduction

Although we live in an inherently nonlinear world, conventional signal processing is
built on linear system theory. This theory treats deviation from linearity as noise that
warrants removal. Much of the original interest in nonlinear phenomena arose from the
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study of deterministic chaos, and subsequent research has branched into an analysis of
nonlinearity in general [1–3]. Nonlinear-based research efforts can be broadly classified
into two main branches: (1) the development of novel methods that seek to explicitly
exploit the nonlinear phenomenon, and (2) the advancement of techniques that permit
the harnessing of nonlinear dynamics (i.e., so-called nonlinear artifacts) retained in
the signal after application of common linear signal processing methods. This chapter,
concerned with the second branch, is exclusively aimed at the focused single-channel
complex-valued synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image outputs from SAR processors.
In SAR and its relatives, such as synthetic aperture sonar (SAS), the signal processor

focuses 1-D range profiles into a complex-valued image. The underlying assumption
which underpins signal processing theory in general, and its application to SAR im-
agery in particular, is linearity. Indeed, the SAR image is often implicitly assumed to
be linear. This is a consequence of the conventional resolution theory of point targets
[4]. Consequently, most of the interest in analyzing the focused single-channel SAR
image has traditionally been based on techniques motivated by linear system theory.
As a result, many such linear techniques are associated with the detected SAR image
(i.e., image intensity) while the phase content is entirely ignored. With the advent
of high-resolution remote sensors, the insufficiency of this theory as applied to both
stationary and moving extended targets has been reported in the literature [5–7]. This
conclusion is based on the empirical observation that extended targets, such as vehi-
cles and airplanes, produce dispersive scattering from cavity-like reflectors. In effect,
this induces a nonlinear phase modulation in the radar return signal which causes
a mismatch in the correlator’s output. This phenomenon is referred to as ‘sideband
responses’, and much of the information about it is preserved in the complex-valued
image rather than the detected one.
In the signal processing literature, there are two definitions of linearity considered

[8–13]: one is the definition of a strictly linear signal, and the other is the commonly
adopted definition of a linear signal. In the former, the signal is assumed to be gen-
erated by a linear time invariant (LTI) or a linear space invariant (LSI) system with
a white Gaussian noise. The commonly adopted definition differs from the former in
that the magnitude distribution is allowed to deviate from the Gaussian distribution.
This implies that the strictly defined linear signal is allowed to be characterized by a
nonlinear observation function, thereby justifying the use of linear signal processing
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methods on the latter. The main reason for the popularity of linear signal processing
techniques is their rich and well-defined linear system theory and simplicity of imple-
mentation. However, if the SAR data is proven to be nonlinear, significant gains are
to be anticipated from applying relevant nonlinear techniques. This is because the
nonlinear methods provide for the exploitation of the nonlinear statistics ignored by
the common linear signal processing methods. While the SAR sensor is often mod-
eled in the literature as a linear system [4], this does not guarantee that the focused
complex-valued image output from the SAR processor is linear, as explained earlier
[5–7].
Although our discussion here is presented in the context of automatic target recog-

nition in SAR imagery (SAR-ATR), which includes both detection and classification,
it is straightforward to generalize this discussion to any relevant context. In the
detection stage, popular linear statistical models include the Gaussian, exponential,
Rayleigh, Gamma, and Weibull distributions, etc. [14]. All these linear models implic-
itly assume the underlying (superimposed) random variables to have a finite variance.
Hence, such models are all motivated by the central limit theorem (CLT). On the
contrary, nonlinear statistical models are built on the premises that the underlying
random variables possess an infinite variance; thus, such models are justified by the
generalized central limit theorem (GCLT). Examples of nonlinear statistical models
include the generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) [13], the complex GGD [15],
the symmetric α-stable (SαS) distribution [13], the Gaussian scale mixture (GSM)
[16], and the wrapped complex Gaussian scale mixture (WCGSM) [17], etc.
In the classification stage, suitable signal processing methods are often used to ex-

tract and/or select useful features from the SAR data. These features are used for
classifier training and testing. Feature generation methods can be broadly classified
into linear and nonlinear which are motivated by the CLT theorem and the GCLT the-
orem, respectively. Among others, popular linear signal processing methods include
the Fourier [18, 19], wavelet [20], Radon transforms [20, 21], and principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) [22], while nonlinear signal processing methods similarly include
the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [23, 24], Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT)
[23, 25, 26], nonlinear independent component analysis (nICA) [27], and the weighted
myriad filter (WMF) [13]. While many linear signal processing methods are designed
to preserve the nonlinear statistics (i.e., in the linearly transformed signal, when the
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nonlinear statistics are present in the original signal), features generated solely based
on the linear statistics will be blind to the nonlinear dynamics.
Based on the preceding discussion, it is clear that a proper understanding of the in-

herent nature of the SAR data in terms of linearity and nonlinearity will not only allow
for an informed choice pertaining to the most suitable statistical models and signal
processing methods, but also will provide for the extraction of as much information as
possible from the SAR data. The novel contributions presented in this chapter may
be summarized as follows

• A procedure for empirically demonstrating the inapplicability of the CLT the-
orem and the applicability of the GCLT theorem to extended targets in SAR
imagery, and the interrelationship with the spatial resolution of the SAR sensor
(see Sect. 4.3.2 and Sect. 4.8.1),

• A method for linearly transforming the real-valued SAR chip from 2-D to 1-D
space (see Sect. 4.5.2),

• A method for linearly transforming the complex-valued SAR chip, in terms of
the bivariate statistics, from 2-D to 1-D space (see Sect. 4.5.3),

• A method for linearly transforming the complex-valued SAR chip, in terms of
the complex-valued statistics, from 2-D to 1-D space (see Sect. 4.5.4), and

• A procedure for detecting and characterizing the statistical significance of non-
linearity in SAR imagery (see Sect. 4.6).

Throughout this chapter, the term SAR is used to inclusively imply all other signals
that possess similar properties. Moreover, the term high-resolution is used to nominally
refer to a sensor with a spatial resolution greater than the size of the imaged target
(i.e., extended target) [28]. Further, the term chip is used to refer to a smaller image,
for a particular target or clutter, extracted from a bigger scene. Finally, in the present
context the term non-Gaussian is used synonymously with nonlinear.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 4.3, the underlying

motivations for this study are presented. In Sect. 4.4, the topic of nonlinearity detection
in SAR imagery through resampling and hypothesis testing is approached. In Sect. 4.5,
a procedure for linear transformation of the real-valued, as well as the complex-valued,
SAR chip from 2-D to 1-D space is proposed. In Sect. 4.6, a procedure for testing
the statistical significance of nonlinearity in SAR imagery is outlined. In Sect. 4.7,
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the overall SAR datasets used in this study are introduced. In Sect. 4.8, results are
discussed. Finally, a conclusion appears in Sect. 4.9.

4.3. Motivations

In motivating this study, Sect. 4.3.1 suggests an answer to the question: why is nonlin-
ear signal processing necessary for SAR image analysis? This is followed in Sect. 4.3.2
by a discussion on the central limit theorem (CLT) and the generalized central limit
theorem (GCLT), in the context of SAR imagery. Demonstrative examples comple-
mentary to this section are provided under Sect. 4.8.1.

4.3.1. Why Nonlinear Signal Processing?

Nonlinear signal processing offers significant advantages over traditional linear signal
processing in applications where the underlying random processes are non-Gaussian in
nature and/or when the system acting on the signal of interest is inherently nonlinear
[13, 15]. Given that the SAR sensor is often modeled as a linear system [4], the former
case is of interest here. It is important to precisely explain what is meant by linearity
and nonlinearity. The following definitions are used in the literature to characterize
the signal’s linearity/nonlinearity [8–12]:

4.3.1.1. Definition of Strictly Linear Signal

a signal generated by a linear time invariant (LTI) or a linear space invariant (LSI)
system with a white Gaussian noise.

4.3.1.2. Commonly Adopted Definition of Linear Signal

similar to the aforementioned definition but the magnitude distribution is allowed to
deviate from the Gaussian distribution. This implies that, the strictly defined linear
signal is allowed to be characterized by a nonlinear observation function.
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4.3.1.3. Definition of Nonlinear Signal

any signal that does not fulfill the definition of either the strictly linear signal or the
commonly adopted definition of linear signal.
While much of the original interest in nonlinear phenomena arose from the study of

deterministic chaos, subsequent research has branched into an analysis of nonlineari-
ties generally [1–3]. In the remote sensing community, this motivated the development
of new techniques that are deliberately designed to excite nonlinear scattering in the
imaged object, and to properly harness it using suitable nonlinear signal processing
methods [29]. One of the most interesting recent studies on the superiority of nonlinear
signal processing for sonar is that reported in [29, 30]. In that study, it is empirically
demonstrated that while conventional linear signal processing is not able to distinguish
the targets from the bubble clutter, nonlinear signal processing inspired by dolphin-like
sonar pulses can both detect and classify such targets. In [29, 31], the extension of
this technique allowed the development of a new radar which relies on the excitation
of nonlinearities in the imaged scene. Nonlinear signal processing was used to differ-
entiate between linear and nonlinear scatterers, thus, improving the target recognition
performance of the radar.

4.3.2. Central Limit Theorem (CLT), Generalized Central Limit
Theorem (GCLT), and SAR Imagery

It is intuitive to approach the abovementioned definitions of linearity and nonlinear-
ity from the perspective of the CLT and the GCLT theorems, respectively. In Cases
(Sect. 4.3.1.1) and (Sect. 4.3.1.2) above, the signal is assumed to be linear. For the two
cases, this implies that the superposition principle (i.e., additivity and homogeneity)
either strictly or approximately hold, respectively [18, 19, 32]. This is a consequence
of the CLT theorem. The classical CLT theorem states that the properly normed sum
of a set of independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables, each with a
finite variance, will tend to Gaussian as the number of variables increases [33]. In Case
(Sect. 4.3.1.1), the CLT is strictly applicable which means that the statistical distribu-
tion of the signal can be strictly modeled as Gaussian. However, in many real-world
systems the assumption of the strict Gaussianity is impractical. In Case (Sect. 4.3.1.2),
although a distribution other than (strict) Gaussian can be used to model the (magni-
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tudeorpower-detected)signal,theapplicabilityoftheCLTtheoremisstillassumed.

Thisisbecausesuchdistributions(e.g.,exponential,Rayleigh, Weibull,etc.[14]),im-

plicitlyassumethattherandomvariablestheymodelpossessafinitevariance.This

impliesthattheylieinthedomain-of-attractionoftheGaussiandistribution(i.e.,are

asymptoticallyGaussian).Ittranspiresthatthisisthecaseforanystatisticaldistribu-

tionthatemploystheassumptionoffinitevarianceintherandomvariablesmodeled.

Here,wedemonstratetheapplicabilityofthisideatoSARimagery.

InorderforCase(Sect.4.3.1.1)tobeapplicabletoSARimagery,itisrequiredthat

thecomplex-valuedspeckle(i.e.,Y=YI+jYQ;imaginaryunitj=
√
−1,subscriptsI

andQdenotetherealandimaginaryparts,respectively),whichismodeledasamul-

tiplicativenoise,bebivariateGaussian(i.e.,YIisstrictlyGaussianandYQisstrictly

Gaussian). Assumingahomogeneousclutterandasingle-lookSARprocessing,the

complex-valuedbackscatterXisconstant(i.e.,C).Thus,thestatisticalmultiplicative

modelofthecomplex-valuedSARimageincludingspeckle(i.e.,Z=XY =ZI+jZQ)

isbivariateGaussian(i.e.,Z=C(YI+jYQ)). Thisimpliesthatthepower-detected

SARimagei.e.,ZP=Z
2
I+Z

2
Q isexponentiallydistributed.Further,themagnitude-

detectedSARimage i.e.,ZM = Z2I+Z
2
Q followsRayleighdistribution.Hence,the

phaseimagefollowsauniformdistribution. Thismakestheassumptionoflinearity

strictlyapplicable. ForCase(Sect.4.3.1.2),theassumptionthatthedistributionof

thecomplex-valuedYstrictlyabidesbythebivariateGaussianisreplacedwiththe

propertiesthatYfollowstheGammadistributionandthesquare-rootGammadis-

tribution,respectively,inthepower-domainandthemagnitude-domain.Itmaybe

notedthattheexponentialdistribution,mentionedearlierunderCase(Sect.4.3.1.1),

isaspecialcaseoftheGammadistribution.Further,theassumptionofconstantX

isreplacedwithaparticularstatisticalmodelinthepowerorthemagnitudedomain

butnotinthecomplex-valueddomain.Forexample,oneofthegenericdistributions

usedformodelingtheSARimageinthemagnitude-domainistheG-distribution.The

G-distributionusesthesquare-rootofthegeneralizedinverseGaussiandistributionto

modelXM = X2I+X
2
Qforbothhomogeneousandheterogeneousbackgrounds.The

specklemodelinthepowerorthemagnitudedomain,stillfollowstheGammadis-

tributionandthesquare-rootGammadistribution,respectively.Someotherpopular

statisticaldistributionssuchastheGo-distributionandtheK-distributionarespecial

casesoftheG-distribution.ThisshowsthescopeofCase(Sect.4.3.1.2)inthecontext
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of SAR imagery. It is clear that in all these cases the distribution of the magnitude-
detected or the power-detected SAR image is allowed to deviate from the Gaussian
distribution, in order for the non-strict assumption of linearity to hold. It is inter-
esting to note that the implicit assumption here is that all these distributions are in
the domain-of-attraction of the Gaussian distribution. Further, in all such statistical
models, the complex-valued statistics are entirely ignored due to the assumption that
the phase follows a uniform distribution. A detailed explanation on the interrelation
between these statistical models for SAR imagery is found in Sect. 5.2 in [14].
In Case (Sect. 4.3.1.3), due to the infinite variance of the signal’s distribution (i.e.,

when the signal is sampled from a population with an infinite variance), the CLT cannot
hold. Thus, the CLT is replaced with the Generalized CLT (GCLT). In the GCLT, the
Gaussian distribution as a domain-of-attraction is replaced with the so-called stable
distribution. The GCLT states that a sum of independent random variables from
the same distribution, when properly centered and scaled, belongs to the domain-of-
attraction of a stable distribution. Further, the only distributions that arise as limits
from suitably scaled and centered sums of random variables are the stable distributions
[13, 34]. Of interest in nonlinear signal processing are the stable Paretian distributions
which are strictly non-Gaussian. Note that statistical distributions motivated by the
CLT theorem can be viewed as a special case of the GCLT theorem.
Case (Sect. 4.3.1.3) motivates the whole research on nonlinear signal processing.

The reasoning here is that if one forces a signal sampled from a population which
possesses an infinite variance to be modeled, or more generally processed, using a linear
technique, one simply ignores some valuable information which can only be exploited
through utilizing nonlinear signal processing methods [13]. A practical example is
the statistical model often used in the front-end stage (i.e., target detection) of an
automatic target recognition (ATR) system. Other examples are the features generated
from the target chips for training and testing the intermediate (i.e., low-level classifier)
and the back-end (i.e., high-level classifier) stages of the ATR system. The empirical
applicability of Case (Sect. 4.3.1.3) to high-resolution SAR imagery is discussed in
detail in Sect. 4.8.1.
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4.4. Nonlinearity Detection in SAR Imagery

Under this section, the topic of nonlinearity detection in SAR imagery is presented.
Testing for nonlinearity through resampling is described in Sect. 4.4.1. Then, rele-
vant test statistics for linearity and nonlinearity, used in this chapter, are presented
in Sect. 4.4.2. Finally, pertinent parametric and nonparametric tests for statistical
significance are introduced in Sect. 4.4.3.

4.4.1. Testing for Nonlinearity through Resampling

The most common method for nonlinearity detection in a 1-D signal is that based
on the so-called surrogate data test. In this method, a surrogate signal {zt}nt=1 is
resampled from an original signal {xt}nt=1 to be tested. The resampled signal should
fulfill the following two conditions: (1) it should preserve the linear correlation of
the original signal, and (2) it should retain the marginal distribution pertinent to the
original signal [35–37]. Thus, {xt}nt=1 is resampled in accordance with a null hypothesis
H0 (for linearity) such that a surrogate signal {zt}nt=1 is generated as follows

H0 : zt = h (st) , {st} ∼ N (0, 1, ρs) , (4.1)

where H0 is a stochastic linear process, {st} is a standard Gaussian process, ρs is
the autocorrelation of st, and h is a static instantaneous transform which can be lin-
ear/nonlinear/monotonic/nonmonotonic. Note that N (0, 1, ρs) accounts for the linear
dynamics in the input signal and h allows for deviations from the marginal Gaussian
distribution. Various relevant resampling methods are reported in the literature. Of
interest to this study is the iterative amplitude adjusted Fourier transform (iAAFT )
method [38, 39], which is chosen mainly because it is found to give acceptable results
[40]. The iAAFT method approximates the sample power spectrum, Sz(f) ≈ Sx(f),
where Sx(f) is the periodogram of {xt}nt=1. Further, the iAAFT follows the constrained
realization approach in a direct attempt to generate surrogate data that fulfill the
abovementioned two conditions. Hence, the iAAFT is designed to be used for testing
H0 of a Gaussian process undergoing a static transform (i.e., not only the monotonic,
Case (Sect. 4.3.1.2) as discussed earlier). The iAAFT surrogate approximates the orig-
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inalautocorrelation(i.e.,linearcorrelation)andpossessestheexactoriginalmarginal

distributionoftheinputsignal[38,40,41].

4.4.2. MeasuresforLinearityandNonlinearity

Inthisstudy,twokindsofcorrelationmeasuresareusedtoaccountforthelinearand

nonlinearstatistics,respectively.Firstly,forcapturingthelinearcorrelationstatistics

intheSARchip,weusethePearsonproduct-momentcorrelation(PPMC)givenin

[39,42]as

r(τ)=
n−τ
t=1 (yt−ȳ)(yt+τ−ȳ)

n−τ
t=1 (yt−ȳ)

2 , (4.2)

whereτisalagand̄yisthemeanof{yt}
n
t=1.Secondly,forcapturingthenonlinear

correlationstatistics,weusethemutualinformation(MI)definedas[43]

I(τ)=I(Yt,Yt−τ)=
Yt Yt+τ

pYtYt−τ(yt,yt−τ)×log
pYtYt−τ(yt,yt−τ)

pYt(yt)pYt−τ(yt−τ)
,(4.3)

wherepYtYt−τ(yt,yt−τ)isthejointprobabilitymassfunction(PMF),andpYt(yt)and

pYt−τ(yt−τ)arethemarginalPMFsforytandyt−τ,respectively. MIisknowntobea

powerfulteststatisticfornonlinearity,accountingforbothlinearandnonlinearbehav-

iors[44–46].ToestimatethejointandmarginalPMFsofEq.4.3weusetheequiprob-

ablebinhistogram(EBH)procedurewhichpartitionsthedomainofYtandYt−τintob

intervalsofsimilaroccupancyanddifferentwidth[44,47,48].Thehistogrambinsare

chosentohaveequalprobabilityratherthanequalwidthasistheusualcase.Thus,

thewidthofthebinsisallowedtovarywhiletheheightofeachbinisconstrainedso

thattheareaunderthePMFapproximationisequaltoone.Themainadvantageof

EBHoverthetraditionalequidistanthistogram(EDH)isthatitprovidesimproved

resolutioninregionswherethereisalargenumberofsamples.Further,thenumber
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ofbinsbforeachhistogramconsideredinthisstudyisset,assuggestedin[44],to

b=
n

5
, (4.4)

wherenisthetotallengthofthe1-Dvector.

4.4.3.TestingforStatisticalSignificanceintheLinear/Nonlinear

Measures

Testingforthestatisticalsignificanceisofparamountimportanceintwoscenarios

pertainingtothisstudy.Firstly,thistestisrequiredtoexaminethevalidityofthe

surrogatesfornonlinearitytesting(i.e.,conformityofthesurrogateswithH0).This

isachievedthroughexaminingthestatisticalsignificanceofthelinearityinthesurro-

gates.Ifthesurrogatesareconfirmedlinear,theyaredeemedsuitablefornonlinearity

analysis.Secondly,thestatisticalsignificanceofthenonlinearityintheoriginalSAR

data(i.e.,deviationoftheoriginalSARdatafromH0)mustbetested.

TheprocedurefortestingthesignificanceofthestatisticQSisformedbyvalues

ofQS computedonanensembleofN surrogates{Q1,Q2,...,QN}. Then,ifthe

statisticcomputedontheoriginalsignal,denotedQ0,isfoundtobeinthetailsof

theempiricalnulldistribution,H0isrejected. Thistestmaybeimplementedusing

parametricandnonparametricmethods.Bothmethodsareconsideredinthisstudyto

confirmthesignificanceoftheresults.Theparametrictestforlinearity/nonlinearity

isprovidedinSect.4.4.3.1,andthenonparametrictestforGaussianity,requiredto

validatetheparametrictest,isgiveninSect.4.4.3.2.Finally,thenonparametrictest

forlinearity/nonlinearityisdescribedinSect.4.4.3.3.

4.4.3.1.ParametricTestforLinearity/Nonlinearity

LetQ0denotetheteststatisticgeneratedfromtheoriginalsignaltobetested,Qi

denotetheteststatisticfortheithsurrogateunderH0,andµSandσSdenotethe

samplemeanandstandarddeviation,respectively,oftheteststatisticpertainingto

QS∼{Q1,Q2,...,QN}.Theparametricmeasureofstatisticalsignificanceisdefined
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as

L=
|Q0−µS|

σS
. (4.5)

IfthedistributionofLisGaussian,thentheP-Valueisgivenby[49,50]as

P=1−erf
L
√
2
=

ˆ∞

L√
2

exp−u2 du. (4.6)

TheP-ValuerepresentstheprobabilityofobservingasignificanceLorlargerifH0is

true.Hence,H0isrejectediftheP-Valueislessthanorequaltoasignificancelevel

α(i.e.,thealternativehypothesisH1isfavored).Typically,αischosentobeeither

0.01or0.05[49,50].

4.4.3.2. NonparametricTestforGaussianity

InorderfortheparametrictestofSect.4.4.3.1tobevalid,themeasurevaluesfrom

thesurrogatesareassumedtofollowtheGaussiandistribution.Thus,theparametric

testisrenderedinvalid(oratleastinaccurate)ifthemeasurevaluesfromthesurro-

gatesdeviatefromtheGaussiandistribution.ThenonparametricKolmogorov-Smirnov

(KS)testforGaussianityisconsideredinthisstudytoexaminetheconformityofthe

surrogatestatisticensemble{Q1,Q2,...,QN}withtheGaussiandistributionforasig-

nificancelevelα. TheKStestachievesthisthroughquantifyingthelargestvertical

distancebetweentheempiricaldistributionfunction(EDF)denotedbyF̂(x)ofthe

sampleandanestimateofthecumulativedistributionfunction(CDF)oftheGaussian

distributiondenotedbyG(x).TheKSstatisticisgivenin[51,52]as

K=sup
x
F̂(x)−G(x), (4.7)

wheresup
x
isthesupremumofthesetofdistances.Anapproximationforthecritical
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valuepertainingtothistestisgivenby[39,53]

Cα=
Kα√

N+0.12+0.11√
N

, (4.8)

whereKα=1.358andKα=1.628forasignificancelevelα=0.05andα=0.01,

respectively[39,53].Forasignificancelevelα,GaussianityisacceptedifK<Cα,and

theparametrictestinSect.4.4.3.1isdeemedvalid.Otherwise,Gaussianityisrejected

andtheparametrictestinSect.4.4.3.1isdeemedinvalid.

4.4.3.3. NonparametricTestforLinearity/Nonlinearity

Beingdistribution-free,thenonparametricapproachoffersamorerobustwaytodefine

thestatisticalsignificanceforlinearity/nonlinearity.Inthiswork,atwo-sidedtestis

usedwhereH0isrejectedifQ0issmallerthanthe
α
2
quantileorlargerthanthe

1−α
2
quantileofthesurrogatestatisticensemble{Q1,Q2,...,QN}.Forexample,if

N=1000andα=0.05,H0isrejectedifQ0isinthefirstorlast25positionsofthe

rankorderedsequence{Q1,Q2,...,QN}.

4.5.LinearTransformationofSARChipsfrom2-Dto

1-DSpace

Whilethelinearandnonlinearmeasuresdescribedin Sect.4.4maybeappliedtoa

particulardirectionintheSARchip(e.g.,vertical,horizontal,diagonal,etc.),itis

desiredthatsuchmeasuresbedesignedtoaccountfortheneighborhoodsofeachpixel.

Underthissection,weproposeamethodtotransformthe2-DSARchipintoan

abstract1-Dvectorthataccountsforthepixelneighborhoods.Themethodisinspired

bytheRadontransform.OnemainadvantageoftheRadontransformisthat,being

alineartransforminthespatial-domain,itpreservestheoriginalstatisticspresentin

theSARimagewithoutintroducinganynonlinearartifacts. Asuccinctdescription

fortheforwardRadontransformisgiveninSect.4.5.1. Then,anovelmethodfor

lineartransformationofthereal-valued2-DSARchipintoa1-Dvectorispresentedin

Sect.4.5.2.Thisisfollowed,inSect.4.5.3,byanovelmethodforlineartransformation
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ofthebivariate2-DSARchipintoa1-Dvector.Finally,Sect.4.5.4describesamethod

forlineartransformationofthecomplex-valued2-DSARchipintoa1-Dvector.

4.5.1.TheForwardRadonTransform

TheRadontransformRθ(x)fora2-Dfunctionf(x,y)isthelineintegraloffparallel

totheyaxisdefined,forexamplein[21],as

Rθ(x)=

∞̂

−∞

f(xcosθ−ysinθ,xsinθ+ycosθ)dy, (4.9)

whereθistheprojectionangle,and(x,y)aretheprojectioncoordinateswhichare

relatedtotheprojectionangleby




x

y



=




cosθ sinθ

−sinθ cosθ








x

y



. (4.10)

ThegeometryoftheRadontransformisillustratedinFig.4.1.

Figure4.1:IllustrationoftheRadontransformforaprojectionangleθ.Therandom
shapeprovidedrepresentsthe2-Dfunctionf(x,y).
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Notethatthe(x,y)coordinateisrotated(inthespatial-domain)aboutthecenterof

theimageasshowninFig.4.1.AnimportantpropertyoftheRadontransform,which

isofinteresttothestudypresentedinthischapter,islinearity[21].Thisimpliesthat

theRadontransformisbothadditiveandhomogeneous. Thisguaranteesthatthe

Radon-transformedsignalretainsthestatisticsoftheoriginal2-DSARchipanddoes

notincludenonlinearartifactsduetothetransformationprocess.

4.5.2. A MethodforLinearTransformationoftheReal-Valued

2-DSARChipintoa1-DVector

Underthissection,aprocedurefortransformingthereal-valued2-DSARchipf(x,y)

intoa1-Dvector,utilizingtheRadontransform,isproposed.Theproposedprocedure

isillustratedinFig.4.2.First,theRadontransformofthereal-valuedinputSARchip

iscomputedfortheanglesintheinterval[0,π)as

Figure4.2:Proposedprocedurefortransformingareal-valued2-DSARchipintoa
1-Dvector.

F(θ,x)=Rθ{f(x,y)}|θ=[0,π), (4.11)

arepresentationknownalsoasasinogram.Notethatanglesintherange[π,2π]are

omittedbecausetheircorrespondingRadontransformprovidesidenticalvaluestothe

anglesintherange[0,π),andthisredundancyisofnointeresttothisstudy. This
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isfollowedbyintegratingouttheprojectionanglesθ=[0,π)throughapplyingthe

Radontransformtothesinogramoutputataprojectionangleφ=π
2
toobtain

F(x)=Rφ{F(θ,x)}|φ=π
2
. (4.12)

TheoutputgivenbyEq.4.12isanabstract1-Dvectorrepresentativeoftheinput2-D

SARchip. TheprocedureshowninFig.4.2canbeappliedtoanyreal-valuedSAR

chip,includingthedetectedSARchips(i.e.,thepowerandthemagnitude-detected

chips)aswellastherealandtheimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchip.

4.5.3.A MethodforLinearTransformationoftheBivariate2-D

SARChipintoa1-DVector

Underthissection,aprocedurefortransformingthebivariateSARchipintoareal-

valued1-Dvectorisproposed.Thetermbivariateisusedheretodenotethatthereal

andtheimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchiparetreatedastwoseparate

real-valuedchips.Thisisinanalogytothebivariatedistribution(e.g.,bivariateGaus-

sian)whichisusedtomodelthecomplex-valueddatainsuchamanner(seepage20

in[54]).Theprocedureproposedhereismeanttoaccountforthebivariatestatistics

betweentherealandtheimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchip.Fig.4.3

depictstheproposedprocedure.

Figure4.3:Proposedprocedurefortransformingabivariatecomplex-valuedSAR
chipintoa1-Dvector.
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Thecomplex-valuedSARchipisavailableintheform

g(u,v)=i(x,y)+jq(x,y), (4.13)

wherei(x,y)andq(x,y)aretherealandtheimaginaryparts,respectively,ofthe

complex-valuedSARchip;andj=
√
−1.Notethat(x,y)representthe2-DCartesian

coordinatesofthereal-valuedplane,while(u,v)representthe2-DCartesiancoordi-

natesinthecomplex-valuedplane.

TheRadontransformisappliedseparatelytotherealandtheimaginarypartsof

thecomplex-valuedSARchipas

I(θ,x)=Rθ{i(x,y)}|θ=[0,π), (4.14)

Q(θ,x)=Rθ{q(x,y)}|θ=[0,π). (4.15)

Then,thetwosinogramsoutputfromEq.4.14andEq.4.15,respectively,arecombined

togetherintoasinglesinogramas

IQ(θ,x)=[I(θ,x)Q(θ,x)]. (4.16)

NotethatMatlabnotationisusedinEq.4.16todenotethatthetwosinogramsare

concatenatedhorizontally,alongtheseconddimension.Thus,theresultantsinogram

hasthesamenumberofrowsasintheoriginalsinogram(i.e.,I(θ,x)andQ(θ,x)have

thesamesize),andthenumberofcolumnsisdoubled.Followingthis,theprojection

anglesθ=[0,π)areintegrated-out. ThisisachievedthroughapplyingtheRadon

transformtothecombinedsinogramoutputfromEq.4.16ataprojectionangleφ=π
2
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asfollows

IQ(x)=Rφ{IQ(θ,x)}|φ=π
2
. (4.17)

TheoutputgivenbyEq.4.17isanabstract1-Dvectorrepresentativeofthebivariate

statisticsintheinput2-Dcomplex-valuedSARchip.

4.5.4.A MethodforLinearTransformationofthe

Complex-Valued2-DSARChipintoa1-DVector

TheproceduredescribedinSect.4.5.3accountsforthebivariatestatisticsbetweenthe

realandtheimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchip.However,thecomplex-

valuedstatistics[54]arenotmeanttobeaccountedforbythisprocedure. Here,to

accountforsuchcomplex-valuedstatistics,asimpleprocedureisproposed.First,the

realandtheimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchiparesuitablyamalgamated

inthespatial-domainaccordingto

fuiq(x,y)=furud(i(x,y),q(x,y)). (4.18)

Thisspecificformofinterleavingisreferredtoasfurud’ing,inspiredbythespectro-

scopicbinaryintheconstellationCanisMajorknownbythetraditionalnameFurud

[55–58].Fig.4.4illustratesourproposedfurud’ingprocedure.

Inthenextstep,thereal-valuedfurudchipistransformedtoa1-Dvectorthrough

inputtingittothealgorithmintroducedinFig.4.2,withthefinaloutputbeinggiven

by

Fuiq(x)=Rφ Rθ{fuiq(x,y)}|θ=[0,π) φ=π
2

. (4.19)
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(a) Real-part of the
complex-valued
SAR chip, i (x, y).

(b) Imaginary-
part of the
complex-valued
SAR chip,
q (x, y).

(c) Furud’ed chip, fuiq (x, y).

Figure 4.4: Our proposed furud’ing procedure.

4.6. Proposed Procedure for Nonlinearity Testing in
SAR Imagery

Our proposed procedure for nonlinearity testing in SAR imagery is depicted in Fig. 4.5.
Firstly, the 2-D SAR chip is transformed into an abstract 1-D vector, to be used for
all subsequent operations, following the procedure described in Sect. 4.5. Next, an
N number of iAAFT surrogates is generated from the abstract 1-D SAR data based
on the iAAFT method described in Sect. 4.4.1. Then, the surrogates are tested for
linearity. This step is crucial as it guarantees the validity of the iAAFT surrogates for
nonlinearity testing in the subsequent stage. The test for linearity commences with
computing the PPMC coefficients, at a particular lag τ , for both the input 1-D SAR
data as well as for each surrogate, as described by Eq. 4.2.

Following this, to determine the statistical significance of linearity in the resampled
surrogates, the parametric and the nonparametric tests are conducted following the
methods described in Sect. 4.4.3.1 and Sect. 4.4.3.3. Furthermore, in order to validate
the parametric test for linearity, the PPMC measure values for the surrogates are also
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opt

Figure 4.5: Proposed testing procedure for nonlinearity/linearity proposed in this
chapter.

tested for Gaussianity following the KS test described in Sect. 4.4.3.2. If the measure
values for the surrogates are found to be not strictly Gaussian, the parametric test
for linearity is deemed invalid and only the nonparametric test is considered in this
case. Otherwise, the P-Values for both the parametric and the non-parametric tests
are considered. This procedure is repeated for different lags τ . It is reported in the
literature that an approximate optimal value, τopt, for τ can be chosen such that it
corresponds to the first local minimum of the mutual information given by Eq. 4.3 [43].
However, it should be noted that this value of τopt is not guaranteed to maximize the
linearity in the surrogates. Thus, we choose a value of τ , in the vicinity of τopt, such
that the P-Value for the linearity measures of the N surrogates is maximized and refer
to this lag as τmax. This validates the significance for the statistical conformity of
the surrogates with H0. The chosen lag τmax is used in the next stage for testing the
nonlinearity.
Finally, to test for the nonlinearity, the MI coefficients, described in Eq. 4.3, are

computed both for the input abstract 1-D SAR data and for the N iAAFT surrogates
at lag τmax. Further, both the parametric and the nonparametric tests are conducted to
characterize the statistical significance of nonlinearity/linearity (i.e., whichever the test
finds to be applicable) in the input abstract 1-D SAR data. The statistical significance
for all the results is presented in terms of P-Values. The KS test is applied to the MI
coefficients to validate the parametric test as described above.
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4.7. Real-World SAR Chips for Nonlinearity Analysis

Multiple single-channel SAR chips are utilized in this study. These SAR chips come
from four different SAR sensors. Radarsat-2 (RS-2) datasets are introduced in Sect. 4.7.1.
Relevant chips from the MSTAR dataset are provided in Sect. 4.7.2. A SAR chip from
our own SAR sensor is provided under Sect. 4.7.3.1. Finally, two additional SAR chips
from a very high-resolution SAR sensor are presented in Sect. 4.7.3.2.

4.7.1. SAR Chips from Radarsat-2 Datasets

RS-2 is a spaceborne C-band radar. Two single-channel (HH) single-look complex-
valued (SLC) datasets from RS-2 are considered in this study. SLC is the lowest-
level product commercially available from MDA Corporation. In the first dataset, the
imaging mode is Spotlight. In this mode, RS-2 allows for improved spatial resolution
in the azimuth direction in which it delivers the highest nominal spatial resolution of
1.6×0.8 m in range and azimuth, respectively [59]. The targets of interest considered in
this dataset are six construction vehicles (shown in red circles in Fig. 4.6a, and counted
from left to right) and two corner reflectors (trihedrals, shown in red trapezoids in
Fig. 4.6a, and counted from left to right) imaged in a site located in the former Naval
Station Argentia in Newfoundland, Canada [60]. The phase image for this scene is
provided in Fig. 4.6b. Ground-truthing is conducted by C-CORE (see Fig. 4.6c). Note
that the size of these targets is comparable to the nominal spatial resolution of the
RS-2 sensor (i.e., these targets can be considered as point targets).
In the second dataset, two single-channel SLC SAR chips were extracted from a

public-domain RS-2 scene, i.e., Vancouver dataset in [61]. The imaging mode is ‘Po-
larimetric Fine’. Only the HH channel is utilized. The nominal spatial resolution for
this imaging mode is 5.2× 7.7 m in range and azimuth, respectively [59]. In the first
chip, the target is a ship occupying a rectangular area of size 72× 34 m in range and
azimuth, respectively. Note that this is an extended target. The magnitude-detected
chip and the phase chip for this target are provided in Fig. 4.7. The second chip is
pertinent to a target-free sea clutter. The magnitude-detected chip and the phase chip
are shown in Fig. 4.8.
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(a) Contrast-enhanced magnitude-detected RS-2 image. Ve-
hicle targets are numbered 1 to 6, respectively, from left to
right, Corner reflectors are numbered CR1 and CR2, respec-
tively, from left to right.

(b) Phase image.

(c) Ground-truth image (left to right: 1 dump truck, 1 loader, 2 dump trucks, 2
pickup trucks).

Figure 4.6: Spotlight RS-2 SLC image for a site in the former Naval Station Argen-
tia [60] in Newfoundland, Canada. Ground-truth image is provided by C-CORE.
RADARSAT-2 Data and Products © MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd.
(2011)
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(a) Magnitude-detected chip. (b) Phase chip.

Figure 4.7: RS-2 chip for ocean-based extended (ship) target (ET). RADARSAT-2
Data and Products © MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. (2008)

(a) Magnitude-detected chip. (b) Phase chip.

Figure 4.8: RS-2 chip for ocean clutter (i.e., target-free (TF) chip). RADARSAT-2
Data and Products © MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. (2008)

4.7.2. SAR Chips from the MSTAR Dataset

MSTAR is a public-domain single-channel (HH) and ground-truthed dataset acquired
by an airborne SAR sensor. MSTAR offers X-band SLC Spotlight chips for multiple
types of military targets (mostly vehicles) imaged under various amounts of articu-
lation, obscuration and camouflage. The MSTAR dataset provides a nominal spatial
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resolution of 0.3047× 0.3047 m in range and azimuth [62]. A set of MSTAR chips per-
taining to extended target D7 (bulldozer) is arbitrarily chosen for this study. The cho-
sen set is representative of different azimuth angles for this target. Table 4.1 provides a
list of the chosen MSTAR chip IDs along with relevant azimuth angles. A ground-truth
image for the target is shown in Fig. 4.9. The magnitude-detected chips considered in
this chapter for all the MSTAR chips of target D7, are provided in Fig. 4.10. The
corresponding phase chips are depicted in Fig. 4.11. The numbers shown on the chips
represent the chip number provided in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: List of the MSTAR chips of target D7 used in this chapter.

No. MSTAR ID Azimuth Angle
1 HB15056.005 13.307442o

2 HB15256.005 36.307442o

3 HB15132.005 94.307442o

4 HB14931.005 97.307442o

5 HB15006.005 113.307442o

6 HB15206.005 121.307442o

7 HB15082.005 144.307434o

8 HB15148.005 180.307434o

9 HB15156.005 220.307434o

10 HB14956.005 222.307434o

11 HB15031.005 243.307434o

12 HB15231.005 261.307434o

13 HB15106.005 274.307434o

14 HB14981.005 347.307434o

15 HB15181.005 350.307434o
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Figure 4.9: Ground-truth image for target D7.

Figure 4.10: Magnitude-detected chips for a selected set from MSTAR target D7.
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Figure 4.11: Phase chips for a selected set from MSTAR target D7.

4.7.3. SAR Chips from Miscellaneous Sensors

Three additional SAR chips are utilized in this study, the first being a ground-truthed
chip from our own SAR sensor as described in Sect. 4.7.3.1. Finally, two ground-truthed
chips, from a very high-resolution SAR sensor, are provided under Sect. 4.7.3.2.

4.7.3.1. A Chip from our Own SAR Sensor

A SAR chip for a vehicle target (i.e., extended target) from our self-designed S-band
SAR sensor is utilized. Our SAR sensor offers single-channel SLC SAR data [63]. The
antenna polarization is HH. The imaging mode is ‘Stripmap’. The nominal spatial
resolution of our SAR sensor is 0.67873 × 0.15 m in range and azimuth, respectively.
A ground-truth photo for the imaged target is provided in Fig. 4.12. The magnitude-
detected and phase chips are depicted in Fig. 4.13.
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Figure 4.12: Ground-truth photo with magnitude-detected SAR chip superimposed.

(a) Magnitude-detected SAR chip.

(b) Phase SAR chip.

Figure 4.13: SAR chip from our own SAR sensor.

4.7.3.2. Two SAR Chips from a Very High-Resolution SAR Sensor

The final two SAR chips considered in this study are from a very high-resolution single-
channel X-band SAR system, obtained from [64, 65]. The imaging mode is ‘Stripmap’.
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The nominal spatial resolution of the SAR sensor is 0.03 × 0.012 m in range and
azimuth, respectively. The first target is a bike. The magnitude-detected and phase
chips for this target are shown in Fig. 4.14. The second target is the phrase GO STATE
which is formed through using a group of tiny pushpins. The magnitude-detected and
phase chips for this target are depicted in Fig. 4.15.

(a) Magnitude-detected chip. (b) Phase chip.

Figure 4.14: SAR chip for a bike from a very high-resolution X-band radar.

(a) Magnitude-detected chip. (b) Phase chip.

Figure 4.15: SAR chip for GO STATE in pushpins from a very high-resolution X-band
radar.
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4.8. Results and Comments

This section is comprised of three parts. The applicability of the GCLT theorem to the
extended targets in SAR imagery is presented in Sect. 4.8.1. Results for the statistical
significance of the nonlinear dynamics in the SAR datasets considered in this study are
provided in Sect. 4.8.2. Finally, relevant comments are introduced under Sect. 4.8.3.

4.8.1. Applicability of the GCLT Theorem to SAR Imagery, and
the Interrelationship with the Spatial Resolution

This section aims at empirically demonstrating the inapplicability of the CLT theorem
to the extended targets in SAR imagery. Further, the effect of the spatial resolution
for the SAR sensor is also examined. Five complex-valued SAR chips containing a
variety of target types and having differing spatial resolutions are chosen. The first
chip is for target-free (i.e., TF) ocean clutter taken from the RS-2 dataset introduced in
Sect. 4.7.1. The second chip containing target #1 and representing the case of a point
target, is taken from the RS-2 dataset introduced in Sect. 4.7.1. The third chip is for
target ET taken from the RS-2 dataset introduced in Sect. 4.7.1. This chip represents
the case of an extended target. The fourth chip is for target #11 taken from the
MSTAR dataset presented under Sect. 4.7.2. This chip also represents an extended
target. Finally, the fifth chip is for the phrase GO STATE in pushpins given under
Sect. 4.7.3.2. This case also represents an extended target.
For each of these chips, the following procedure is applied. First, a normalized EDH
histogram is computed for both the real-part and the imaginary-part, respectively.
Then, the envelope of the resultant histogram is fitted to the Gaussian distribution
and the GGD distribution, respectively. The Gaussian distribution serves to demon-
strate the applicability/inapplicability of the CLT theorem. The GGD distribution is
a non-Gaussian statistical model motivated by the GCLT theorem. GGD allows the
rate of tail decay to be varied and it is known to offer a good model for some impul-
sive phenomena. The GGD family is general in that it encompasses a wide array of
distributions with different tail characteristics from super-Gaussian to sub-Gaussian
with specific densities such as Laplacian and Gaussian distributions [13, 66]. The GGD
distribution is chosen in this study because it is found to closely fit our SAR data.
Fitting with the Gaussian distribution is performed using the minimum variance
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unbiased estimator (MVUE) [67]. Fitting with the GGD distribution is done through
minimizing the symmetrized relative entropy, known as the Jensen–Shannon (JS) di-
vergence, between the envelope of the histogram and the GGD’s PDF (see [17] and
Eq. E.5 in Appendix E for details). Goodness-of-fit measures between the normalized
histograms and both the Gaussian and the GGD PDFs are presented in terms of the
JS divergence (see Eq. E.5 in Appendix E for details). Our results are presented in
Fig. 4.16-Fig. 4.20, respectively. Goodness-of-fit measures are given in Table 4.2.

(a) Histogram for real-part. (b) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
real-part in Fig. 4.16a.

(c) Histogram for imaginary-part. (d) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
imaginary-part in Fig. 4.16c.

Figure 4.16: Histogram and fitting with Gaussian and GGD distributions for ocean
clutter (i.e., target-free (TF) chip) .
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(a) Histogram for real-part. (b) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
real-part in Fig. 4.17a.

(c) Histogram for imaginary-part. (d) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
imaginary-part in Fig. 4.17c.

Figure 4.17: Histogram and fitting with Gaussian and GGD distributions for RS-2
target #1.
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(a) Histogram for real-part. (b) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
real-part in Fig. 4.18a.

(c) Histogram for imaginary-part. (d) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
imaginary-part in Fig. 4.18c.

(e) Zoom-in into the right tail of
Fig. 4.18b.

Figure 4.18: Histogram and fitting with Gaussian and GGD distributions for RS-2
extended (ship) target (ET).
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(a) Histogram for real-part. (b) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
real-part in Fig. 4.19a.

(c) Histogram for imaginary-part. (d) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
imaginary-part in Fig. 4.19c.

(e) Zoom-in into the right tail of
Fig. 4.19b.

Figure 4.19: Histogram and fitting with Gaussian and GGD distributions for MSTAR
target #11.
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(a) Histogram for real-part. (b) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
real-part in Fig. 4.20a.

(c) Histogram for imaginary-part. (d) GGD PDF and Gaussian PDF
superimposed on histogram of
imaginary-part in Fig. 4.20c.

(e) Zoom-in into the right tail of
Fig. 4.20b.

Figure 4.20: Histogram and fitting with Gaussian and GGD distributions for the
SAR chip of GO STATE in pushpins.
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Table 4.2: Goodness-of-fit measures for Fig. 4.16-Fig. 4.20, respectively.

Chip
Spatial Resolution

[Range×Azimuth]
Target Type Channel

JS Divergence

Gaussian

PDF

GGD

PDF

RS-2 TF [0.3047× 0.3047] m Ocean Clutter
I 0.0592 0.0590

Q 0.0625 0.0605

RS-2 #1 [1.6× 0.8] m Point Target
I 0.2204 0.1218

Q 0.4678 0.3944

RS-2 ET [5.2× 7.7] m Extended Target
I 2.0096 0.2277

Q 1.8840 0.2839

MSTAR #11 [0.3047× 0.3047] m Extended Target
I 0.8886 0.2495

Q 0.7589 0.1624

GO STATE [0.03× 0.012] m Extended Target
I 0.7667 0.0353

Q 0.7671 0.0384

The following conclusions are drawn based on the results obtained. First, for the
target-free RS-2 chip considered, it is evident that the goodness-of-fit for both the
Gaussian and the GGD PDFs are almost identical (see Fig. 4.16 and Table 4.2). It
is thus concluded that nonlinearity is negligible in the absence of targets. Second,
based on the fitting results for the case of point target considered (see Fig. 4.17 and
Table 4.2), the Gaussian PDF and the GGD PDF are close to each other (i.e., in terms
of the JS divergence), despite the relatively better fit achieved by the GGD PDF. It
is observed that the GGD PDF gives more weight to the heavy tails and peakedness
of the histogram while the Gaussian PDF is restricted by the sample variance. Note
that the smaller the JS divergence measure is, the better the fit. Thus, it is evident
that the point target considered also possesses minimum nonlinearity. Third, for all
the other chips considered, the GGD distribution offers a much better fit than the
Gaussian distribution. This is evident through visually inspecting the fitting results
depicted in Fig. 4.18-Fig. 4.20, respectively. This is also confirmed from Table 4.2 for
the JS divergence measures. It is clear that the Gaussian distribution cannot model
pulsed phenomenon with heavy tails (i.e., super-Gaussian) similar to those obtained in
the figures pertinent to the case of extended targets. However, the GGD distribution
accounts for this behavior. Further, it is noted that the peakedness and the heavy tails
get even more pronounced with the increase in the spatial resolution of the SAR sensor
relative to the size of the imaged target. This is clearly observed through comparing
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the histograms in Fig. 4.20 with Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19, respectively. This behavior
increases the goodness-of-fit between the histogram and the GGD PDF, in contrast
to the Gaussian PDF. This is confirmed by examining the JS divergence measures
provided in Table 4.2.
Since the Gaussian distribution is motivated by the CLT theorem, this demonstrates

the inapplicability of the CLT theorem to the real-part and the imaginary-part of the
SAR chips containing the extended targets. Similarly, since the GGD distribution is
motivated by the GCLT theorem, it can be said that in the presence of extended tar-
gets, the SAR chips considered demonstrate some nonlinear behavior. This nonlinear
behavior becomes even more pronounced with the increase in the spatial resolution of
the SAR sensor, relative to the size of the imaged target. The statistical significance
of the nonlinearity is investigated in the next section.

4.8.2. Statistical Analysis for Nonlinearity

This section presents the statistical analysis results for the nonlinear dynamics in
the SAR datasets introduced under Sect. 4.7. This analysis follows the procedure
described under Sect. 4.4.1. The analysis utilizes a number of 1024 iAAFT surrogates
(i.e., N = 1024) for each 1-D vector representation. The number 1024 is chosen as
a tradeoff between computational complexity and statistical significance. Once the
iAAFT surrogates are calculated, the spatial lag τmax is found for each 1-D vector
representation as proposed in Sect. 4.6. Then, the nonlinear measures in terms of
MI, are calculated at τmax for each 1-D representation and its corresponding 1024
iAAFT surrogates. Parametric and nonparametric tests for the statistical significance
pertinent to both the linearity of the surrogates (i.e., in terms of PPMC) and the
nonlinearity of the 1-D representations (i.e., in terms of MI) are presented in terms of
P-Values following the procedure outlined in Sect. 4.4.3.1 and Sect. 4.4.3.3, respectively.
The applicability of the parametric test is validated following the procedure presented
in Sect. 4.4.3.2.
The statistical analysis results for the SAR chips from the RS-2 dataset are presented

in Table 4.3. The results pertaining to the SAR chips from the MSTAR dataset are
provided in Table 4.4. Finally, Table 4.5 through Table 4.7 respectively present the
statistical analysis results for the three chips from the miscellaneous SAR datasets.
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Table 4.3: Nonlinearity analysis of the RS-2 chips.

No. Type τmax
PPMC (P-Value) MI (P-Value)

Parametric Nonparametric Parametric Nonparametric

CR1

P 4 GR 0.9317 GR 0.3015

M 12 GR 0.9902 GR 0.9278

I 6 GR 0.9376 GR 0.7073

Q 11 GR 0.7932 GR 0.1063

IQ 19 GR 0.8595 GR 0.2234

Fuiq 15 GR 0.9473 GR 0.0634

CR2

P 18 GR 0.9785 GR 0.8907

M 11 GR 0.9532 GR 0.9259

I 6 GR 0.9220 GR 0.0010

Q 2 GR 0.9629 GR 0.7424

IQ 12 GR 0.9766 GR 0.0010

Fuiq 12 GR 0.9551 GR 0.0010

1

P 8 GR 0.9668 GR 0.9376

M 13 GR 0.8966 GR 0.6527

I 6 GR 0.2605 GR 0.9005

Q 3 GR 0.6859 GR 0.3405

IQ 20 GR 0.9220 GR 0.3990

Fuiq 7 GR 0.3600 GR 0.5141

2

P 7 GR 0.9863 GR 0.6273

M 8 GR 0.9766 GR 0.9356

I 3 GR 0.9590 GR 0.6898

Q 2 GR 0.8263 GR 0.4693

IQ 1 GR 0.9220 GR 0.2839

Fuiq 10 GR 0.6293 GR 0.6956

3

P 6 GR 0.9454 GR 0.5434

M 9 GR 0.9356 GR 0.9434

I 9 GR 0.8751 GR 0.9571

Q 12 GR 0.7854 GR 0.3015

IQ 6 GR 0.9649 GR 0.7873
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Fuiq 20 GR 0.9629 GR 0.7229

4

P 6 GR 0.9688 GR 0.7483

M 9 GR 0.8771 GR 0.8810

I 9 GR 0.8927 GR 0.2078

Q 6 GR 0.9863 GR 0.2878

IQ 5 GR 0.9805 GR 0.3288

Fuiq 12 GR 0.8107 GR 0.4498

5

P 13 GR 0.8888 GR 0.8556

M 13 GR 0.9649 GR 0.9902

I 8 GR 0.9278 GR 0.7795

Q 6 0.8092 0.8459 GR 0.0654

IQ 10 GR 0.8595 GR 0.2898

Fuiq 2 GR 0.9317 GR 0.0927

6

P 12 GR 0.9395 GR 0.7854

M 14 GR 0.9707 GR 0.9317

I 18 GR 0.9766 GR 0.5805

Q 6 GR 0.4400 GR 0.4985

IQ 20 GR 0.9220 GR 0.5298

Fuiq 2 GR 0.7346 GR 0.9571

ET

P 4 GR 0.9707 0.0000 0.0010

M 5 GR 0.7854 0.0216 0.0244

I 5 GR 0.9044 0.0033 0.0049

Q 9 GR 0.8576 GR 0.0556

IQ 4 GR 0.7034 0.0014 0.0010

Fuiq 4 GR 0.4966 0.0000 0.0010

TF

P 6 GR 0.6468 GR 0.4322

M 7 GR 0.5317 GR 0.2546

I 5 GR 0.8439 GR 0.0088

Q 5 GR 0.8673 0.1921 0.2098

IQ 11 GR 0.7073 GR 0.8790

Fuiq 12 GR 0.7054 0.6191 0.6585
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Table 4.4: Nonlinearity analysis of the MSTAR chips.

No. Type τmax
PPMC (P-Value) MI (P-Value)

Parametric Nonparametric Parametric Nonparametric

1

P 5 GR 0.7268 GR 0.0010

M 6 GR 0.7268 0.1406 0.1239

I 8 GR 0.9239 GR 0.0127

Q 9 GR 0.7678 GR 0.0283

IQ 6 GR 0.6644 GR 0.0010

Fuiq 9 GR 0.9278 GR 0.0907

2

P 3 GR 0.8829 GR 0.0010

M 12 GR 0.8498 0.1290 0.1063

I 3 GR 0.9532 GR 0.0010

Q 12 GR 0.5083 GR 0.0576

IQ 4 GR 0.3015 GR 0.0302

Fuiq 10 GR 0.4810 GR 0.0088

3

P 1 GR 0.8732 GR 0.0010

M 10 GR 0.8888 0.0581 0.0576

I 3 GR 0.9707 GR 0.0029

Q 7 GR 0.9941 0.0000 0.0010

IQ 3 GR 0.9063 GR 0.0010

Fuiq 10 GR 0.7580 GR 0.0010

4

P 6 GR 0.9434 GR 0.0010

M 12 GR 0.8498 0.0273 0.0302

I 12 GR 0.8439 GR 0.1961

Q 8 GR 0.6644 GR 0.0010

IQ 14 GR 0.9063 GR 0.0068

Fuiq 12 GR 0.1220 GR 0.0029

5

P 5 GR 0.9766 GR 0.0010

M 14 GR 0.9298 0.0148 0.0146

I 17 GR 0.9337 0.1680 0.1571

Q 7 GR 0.8166 GR 0.0010

IQ 13 GR 0.7151 GR 0.0888
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Fuiq 6 GR 0.7502 GR 0.0615

6

P 4 GR 0.9473 GR 0.0010

M 9 GR 0.9844 0.0541 0.0380

I 4 GR 0.4849 GR 0.0068

Q 4 GR 0.4010 GR 0.0088

IQ 4 GR 0.2117 GR 0.0010

Fuiq 3 GR 0.1298 GR 0.0010

7

P 6 GR 0.5063 0.0000 0.0010

M 5 GR 0.7307 0.0413 0.0380

I 4 GR 0.3307 GR 0.0537

Q 7 GR 0.2702 GR 0.0029

IQ 4 GR 0.6605 GR 0.0146

Fuiq 5 GR 0.3210 GR 0.0010

8

P 13 GR 0.8732 GR 0.0010

M 3 GR 0.5044 GR 0.0010

I 3 GR 0.9395 GR 0.0185

Q 1 GR 0.8810 GR 0.0010

IQ 2 GR 0.3249 GR 0.0029

Fuiq 4 GR 0.9024 GR 0.0010

9

P 6 GR 0.5161 GR 0.0010

M 12 GR 0.9063 0.1155 0.0888

I 7 GR 0.7463 GR 0.0010

Q 10 GR 0.5922 GR 0.0049

IQ 10 GR 0.8771 GR 0.0049

Fuiq 17 GR 0.8537 GR 0.0166

10

P 3 GR 0.9200 GR 0.0010

M 12 GR 0.8341 0.0572 0.0634

I 5 GR 0.3034 GR 0.0010

Q 3 GR 0.8341 GR 0.0166

IQ 4 GR 0.1688 GR 0.0166

Fuiq 6 GR 0.5688 GR 0.0010

11

P 2 GR 0.9727 GR 0.0010

M 11 GR 0.8732 0.0437 0.0556
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I 4 GR 0.5922 GR 0.0068

Q 4 GR 0.8400 GR 0.0010

IQ 6 GR 0.3951 GR 0.0010

Fuiq 8 GR 0.3268 GR 0.0029

12

P 7 GR 0.9278 0.0000 0.0010

M 10 GR 0.8615 0.1059 0.1024

I 10 GR 0.8478 GR 0.0810

Q 8 GR 0.7951 GR 0.0010

IQ 8 GR 0.6078 0.0000 0.0010

Fuiq 14 GR 0.5337 0.0000 0.0029

13

P 2 GR 0.9590 GR 0.0010

M 9 GR 0.9180 0.0408 0.0459

I 2 GR 0.9941 GR 0.0029

Q 4 GR 0.7620 GR 0.0068

IQ 2 GR 0.8556 GR 0.0010

Fuiq 5 GR 0.9434 GR 0.0127

14

P 4 GR 0.5220 GR 0.0010

M 12 GR 0.7015 0.5185 0.5317

I 8 GR 0.8556 GR 0.0010

Q 17 GR 0.8537 GR 0.0068

IQ 11 GR 0.8946 GR 0.0537

Fuiq 16 GR 0.9434 GR 0.0107

15

P 4 GR 0.9668 GR 0.0010

M 5 GR 0.6351 0.0815 0.0654

I 9 GR 0.9688 GR 0.0010

Q 17 GR 0.9941 GR 0.5532

IQ 13 GR 0.9844 GR 0.0634

Fuiq 12 GR 0.5668 GR 0.0049
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Table 4.5: Nonlinearity analysis of the SAR chip from our own SAR sensor.

Type τmax
PPMC (P-Value) MI (P-Value)

Parametric Non-Parametric Parametric Non-Parametric

P 11 GR 0.5668 GR 0.0010

M 1 GR 0.3678 GR 0.0322

I 4 GR 0.8829 GR 0.0010

Q 4 GR 0.8517 GR 0.0010

IQ 4 GR 0.9571 GR 0.0010

Fuiq 17 GR 0.8595 GR 0.0010

Table 4.6: Nonlinearity analysis of the SAR chip for a bike.

Type τmax
PPMC (P-Value) MI (P-Value)

Parametric Non-Parametric Parametric Non-Parametric

P 19 GR 0.9532 0.0000 0.0010

M 20 GR 0.4498 0.2070 0.2351

I 2 GR 0.7659 0.0000 0.0010

Q 2 GR 0.7971 0.0052 0.0068

IQ 2 GR 0.8185 0.0000 0.0010

Fuiq 9 GR 0.9551 0.000 0.0010

Table 4.7: Nonlinearity analysis of the SAR chip for GO STATE in pushpins.

Type τmax
PPMC (P-Value) MI (P-Value)

Parametric Non-Parametric Parametric Non-Parametric

P 16 GR 0.9317 0.0795 0.0888

M 14 GR 0.6332 0.1156 0.1337

I 2 GR 0.5883 GR 0.0010

Q 2 GR 0.7307 GR 0.0010

IQ 2 GR 0.6351 GR 0.0010

Fuiq 8 GR 0.8751 GR 0.0010
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4.8.3. Comments

This section summarizes the main lessons learned from the statistical analysis for
the nonlinearity in the datasets considered in this study. Firstly, through inspecting
the results for the RS-2 dataset presented in Table 4.3, it is clear that the statistical
significance for the nonlinearity is dependent on the target size relative to the spatial
resolution of the SAR sensor. It is observed that the nonlinearity is negligible for all
the point targets considered (i.e., construction vehicles and CR1) as well as for the
target-free ocean clutter chip. This can be inferred through examining the P-Values
under the MI measures. To reiterate,

Linearity:H0 ∈ P-Value > 0.01, (4.20)
Nonlinearity:H1 ∈ P-Value ≤ 0.01. (4.21)

Further, CR2 has statistically significant nonlinear behavior. This nonlinear behavior
originates from the real-part of this chip, and it is preserved in both the bivariate
representation (i.e., IQ) and the furud’ed representation (i.e., Fuiq). As this SAR chip
is detected, the nonlinear behavior is obliterated in both the power and the magnitude
chips. Note that there are no ground-truth images available for the corner reflectors.
Thus, it is postulated that the positioning of CR1 and CR2, relative to the RS-2 sensor,
are not identical. This explains the difference in the backscattering behavior of these
two corner reflectors. Moreover, when an extended target for a ship of size of 72× 34
m is considered, the nonlinear dynamics are found to become pronounced. This is
expected since the ship size is orders of magnitude greater than the spatial resolution
of the RS-2 sensor. For almost all the RS-2 target chips analyzed it is noted that the
MI’s P-Value pertaining to the power-detection is less than that of the magnitude-
detection, and different from that of the real and the imaginary parts. This indicates
that both the power and the magnitude detections alter the statistics in the original
SAR image.
Next, from Table 4.4 it is evident that the nonlinearity behavior in the complex-

valued MSTAR dataset is statistically significant. This is to be expected since the
imaged objects are all extended targets. It can be seen that the smallest MI’s P-
Value alternates between the real and the imaginary parts which indicates that the
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nonlinearity effect originates from both of these parts. A close look at the effect of
detection in terms of P-Values reveals that magnitude-detection is worst when it comes
to either greatly diminishing or obliterating the nonlinear dynamics originally present
in the complex-valued SAR chip. This is in agreement with the results for the RS-2
dataset. The power-detected SAR chip retains some of the nonlinear characteristics
present in the real and the imaginary parts. However, through visually comparing
the 1-D representations for the undetected and the power-detected SAR chips, it is
postulated that the nonlinear dynamics have been altered from their original form.
Furthermore, it is also suggested that although the 1-D representation for the real-
part, imaginary-part, bivariate and furud’ed representations, respectively, do possess
some nonlinear behavior, the nonlinear dynamics in these different representations are
not identical.
In addition to the foregoing observations, the results obtained from the miscella-

neous SAR datasets given in Table 4.5 through Table 4.7, respectively, evidently reveal
a significant nonlinear trend. This can be attributed to the fact that the imaged objects
are extended targets. The nonlinear effect is clearly manifested through noting that all
the MI’s P-Values for the real-part, imaginary-part, bivariate and furud’ed representa-
tions, respectively, strongly favor H1 for the nonlinearity. Similarly, it is observed that
the magnitude-detection greatly diminishes the nonlinear effects originally present in
the complex-valued SAR chip. While the power-detection often retains some of the
nonlinear characteristics in an altered form, it is noted that this may not be the case
at very high resolution and for the relatively small targets such as that of GO STATE
in pushpins (see Table 4.7).
Finally, several overall observations may be summarized. The nonlinear effects in

complex-valued SAR chips are proportional to the spatial resolution and the size of
the imaged target. Magnitude-detection greatly diminishes or obliterates the nonlinear
effects. Power-detection either diminishes and/or alters the nonlinear effects. It is well-
known that the power and the magnitude detections, respectively, degrade the spatial
resolution originally present in the complex-valued SAR image by a factor of two or
greater (see [68] and Sect. 2.8 in [4]). Hence, to take full advantage of the nonlinear
statistics for the extended targets, it is advised to utilize the complex-valued SAR
image rather than the detected one. To account for the different nonlinear dynamics,
it may be useful to consider the real-part, imaginary-part, bivariate and furud’ed
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representations as complementary to each other. The 1-D representations for the real
and the imaginary parts capture the nonlinear dynamics in the 2-D counterparts.
The bivariate representation captures the bivariate nonlinear dynamics between the
real and the imaginary parts. The furud’ed representation accounts for the nonlinear
dynamics both within and between the pixels of the real and the imaginary parts.
From the perspective of the statistical significance for the nonlinear dynamics, this
demonstrates the usefulness of the often discarded phase for the extended targets in
high-resolution single-channel SAR imagery.

4.9. Conclusions

Nonlinear signal processing is motivated by the generalized central limit theorem
(GCLT) which provides for capturing the peakedness and heavy tails, indicators of
nonlinearity in the signal. In order to maximize the extraction of information from
SAR imagery, it is important to approach it from this perspective. This allows for
making informed decisions in the choice of suitable statistical models (e.g., for target
detection) and signal processing methods (e.g., for feature generation) that exploit the
inherent statistics embedded in the complex-valued SAR data. To provide for this,
this chapter has introduced a systematic procedure to infer the statistical significance
of the nonlinear dynamics in SAR imagery.
The applicability of our proposed procedure is demonstrated on various real-world

chips from multiple SAR sensors having a variety of spatial resolutions. The analysis
confirms the statistical significance of the nonlinear phenomenon, in the complex-
valued chip, for the case of extended targets. Furthermore, as the SAR chip is
magnitude-detected, the nonlinear effect is either obliterated or greatly diminished.
The power-detected chip is found to retain some nonlinear statistics but it is postulated
that such statistics are altered from their original form present in the complex-valued
chip. Hence, for the case of extended targets, in order to utilize the ‘nonlinear dynam-
ics’ in target recognition applications, it is recommended to use the complex-valued
SAR image rather than the detected one. Ongoing investigation involves building a
suitable classifier based on features generated from the complex-valued image. The
usefulness of the 1-D representations, presented in this chapter, for harnesssing the
nonlinear dynacmis from the complex-valued SAR chip will also be investigated.
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5. Recognition of Nonlinear
Dispersive Scattering in Synthetic
Aperture Radar Imagery Imagery

5.1. Overview

This chapter presents a new insight into the nonlinear dynamics in SAR imagery.
For extended targets, the conventional radar resolution theory is violated due to the
nonlinear phase modulation induced by the dispersive scatterers. A novel algorithm
motivated by the Hilbert view for the nonlinear phenomenon is introduced. Our al-
gorithm may be used to not only detect the dispersive scatterers but also to estimate
the nonlinear order of the phase modulation. Our results are demonstrated on a rep-
resentative real-world target chip.

5.2. Introduction

Although our world is inherently nonlinear, conventional signal processing is built on
a linear system theory that sees deviation from linearity as a noise that warrants
removal. This is the Fourier view which assumes a first-order fundamental oscillation
and bounding higher order harmonics. Despite its mathematical soundness, this view
does not correspond to physical reality [1]. Nonlinear research migrates from the
Fourier view, and it can be broadly classified into two branches: (1) development
of methods that seek to exploit the nonlinear phenomenon and (2) development of
techniques to harness the nonlinear dynamics embedded in the data generated by the
linear signal processing methods. This chapter is concerned with the second branch,
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as it is applied to the focused single-channel complex-valued (CV) synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) image.
Following the conventional radar resolution theory, the focused SAR image is linear

[2]. Thus, analysis of the SAR image has traditionally been based on linear techniques
associated with the image intensity while the phase content is ignored. The inappli-
cability of the linear theory to extended targets has been reported in the literature
[3–5], based on the empirical observation that man-made targets produce dispersive
scattering. In effect, this induces a nonlinear phase modulation (PM) in the radar
return signal which causes a mismatch in the correlator’s output. This phenomenon is
preserved in the CV image rather than the detected one.
The Hilbert Huang transform (HHT) represents an advancement in nonlinear and

nonstationary signal processing [6]. First, it uses a technique known as empirical
mode decomposition (EMD) to decompose the data, according to their characteristic
scales, into a set of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Thus, unlike Fourier-based meth-
ods, the basis of the data comes from the data itself. Second, the IMFs are used to
construct a time/space-frequency-energy distribution known as the Hilbert spectrum.
Subsequently, the time/space localities of the events are preserved. Therefore, the fre-
quency and energy defined by the Hilbert transform have intrinsic and instantaneous
physical meaning. Although the term ‘spectrum’ and ‘frequency’ are traditionally as-
sociated with the Fourier-based analysis, the HHT provides a different interpretation
for these terms. In doing so, the HHT avoids the Heisenberg principle, which is a seri-
ous setback to all Fourier-based time/space-frequency methods including the wavelet
transform [6, 7].
In [3–5], a curve fitting algorithm is used to detect nonlinear scattering in SAR

imagery. We pinpoint two issues with this approach. Firstly, it is non-adaptive due to
its contingency on certain a priori assumptions. Secondly, while it identifies nonlinear
scattering in general terms, it neither classifies it nor estimates its order. The algorithm
presented in this chapter differs significantly. First, since our approach is motivated
by the HHT transform, it is entirely data-driven. Second, our approach allows for
classifying the dispersive scatterers as well as estimating their nonlinear order. To our
knowledge, this capability has not been previously demonstrated in the SAR literature.
A major advantage of the approach is the development of a new set of features which
exploit the nonlinear dynamics for target recognition applications.
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Theremainderofthischapterisorganizedasfollows.InSect.5.3,theoriginof

thenonlinearphenomenoninSARimageryiselaborated.InSect.5.4,theproposed

algorithmisintroduced.InSect.5.5,anillustrativeexampleisprovided.Conclusions

areprovidedinSect.5.6.

5.3. OriginoftheNonlinearPhenomenon

ThebasebandbackscatterxBBfromasinglepointtarget,outputfromthequadrature

demodulatoranddownlinkedtotheSARprocessor[2],isknownasthephasehistory

ortherawdatagivenby

xBB(τ,η)=Aexp(jψ)wr τ−2
R(η)

c
wa(η−ηc)

exp−j4πfo
R(η)

c
exp



jπKr τ−2
R(η)

c

2








,

(5.1)

whereAisthebackscattercoefficient(i.e.,σo),ψisaphasechangeinthereceived

pulseduetothescatteringprocessfromasurface,j=
√
−1,τisthefasttime,ηis

theslowtime,wr(τ)=rect(τ/Tr)isthetransmittedpulseenvelope,Tristhepulse

duration,R(η)isthedistancebetweentheradarandthepointtarget,cisthespeedof

lightinavacuum,wa(η)isthetwo-wayazimuthbeampattern,ηcisthebeamcenter

intheazimuthdirection,foisthecenterfrequency,andKristheFMrateoftherange

pulse.TheSARrawsignalxBB(τ,η)isconventionallymodeledas

xBB(τ,η)=g(τ,η)⊗h(τ,η)+n(τ,η), (5.2)

where⊗denotesconvolution,g(τ,η)isthegroundreflectivity,h(τ,η)istheimpulse

responseoftheSAR,andn(τ,η)isanoisecomponentmainlyduetothefront-end

receiver.

TheSARprocessorsolvesforg(τ,η).Followingtheconventionalradarresolution

theory,h(τ,η),boundedbythecurlybracketsinEq.5.1,isanimpulseresponseofa

pointtarget.Foragivenreflectorwithintheradarilluminationtime,ψisassumed
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to be constant [2]. For the case of an extended target, this assumption is adopted
verbatim. Hence, such a target is modeled as the linear combination of its point reflec-
tors. However, the assumption of constant ψ is violated in the presence of dispersive
scattering from cavity-like reflectors, typical in stationary and moving man-made tar-
gets such as vehicles and airplanes. These reflectors trap the incident wave before it
is backscattered, thus, inducing a PM. The problem arises when the PM is nonlinear.
Besides the PM, this phenomenon also introduces amplitude modulation (AM) [3–5].
Thus, the backscatter term in Eq. 5.1 is rewritten

s (τ (fτ ) , η) = A (τ (fτ ) , η) exp (jψ (τ (fτ ) , η)) , (5.3)

where τ (fτ ) is the time delay due to the PM, and fτ varies over the spectral width
of the chirp, B. In Eq. 5.3, it is emphasized that the magnitude and phase of the
backscatter is frequency dependent. While the AM is a linear process, this is often not
the case for the PM. Indeed, based on the principle of stationary phase (POSP), the
time delay induced by a dispersive scatterer is

τ (fτ ) ∝
d

df
(fτ )n , (5.4)

where n is the order induced by the dispersive scatterer. For n ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the PM
is linear, and its effect is either translation or smearing of the response in the corre-
lation filter. Another reason for the smearing of the response is the variable Doppler
processing used for motion compensation. However, for n /∈ {0, 1, 2}, the phase cen-
ter possesses a nonlinear delay which introduces spurious effects in the correlator’s
output. This phenomenon is referred to as ‘sideband responses’, and the information
about it is preserved in the CV image rather than the detected one. Further, in the
presence of an extended target, it is empirically observed that this effect dominates
the focused SAR imagery [3–5]. The sideband responses are radically different from
the range and Doppler sidelobes. One of the reasons for this is that they are among
the strongest responses. Secondly, unlike the range and the Doppler sidelobes, they
are not restricted to the range and cross range gates. Thirdly, they are distributed
over an area far larger than that occupied by the target. As stressed in [3–5], these
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sidebandresponsescannotbesuppressedbytheweightingmethodsbecausetheyare

targetgenerated.Obviously,thenonlinearPMviolatestheresolutiontheoryofpoint

targets.

Althoughitisnotcommontoexploitthisphenomenoninradarapplications,it

iswell-knowninwavetheory(seeCh.14and15in[8]).Indeed,Huangetal.[1]

distinguishbetweentwotypesoffrequencymodulation(FM):interwaveandintrawave.

Theformerimpliesthatthefrequencyofoscillationgraduallychangesasdothewaves

inadispersivesystem.Thelattersignifiesthatindispersivewaves,thefrequencyalso

changeswithinonewave.BeforetheadventoftheHHT,thisphenomenonwasoften

treatedasharmonicdistortion[6].Inthisstudy,weexploitthiseffecttodetectand

classifythedispersivescatterersinSARimagery.

5.4. OurProposedAlgorithm

OurproposedalgorithmisdepictedinFig.5.1.Firstly,theCVSARchipisavailable

intheform

g(u,v)=ix,y+jqx,y, (5.5)

whereix,yandqx,yaretherealandtheimaginarypartsoftheSARchip,

respectively.Toconvertthischiptothe1-Dspace,theRadontransformisappliedto

eachpartseparatelyasfollows

F(θ,x)=Rθ fx,y
θ=[0,π)

. (5.6)

whereθ∈[π,2π]isomittedbecausethecorrespondingRadontransformisredundant.

Rθ(x)isthelineintegraloffx,yparalleltotheyaxisdefinedas[9]

Rθ(x)=

∞̂

−∞

f(xcosθ−ysinθ,xsinθ+ycosθ)dy, (5.7)
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Figure5.1:Ourproposedalgorithmfordetectionandclassificationofthenonlinear
dispersivescatterers.

whereθistheprojectionangle,and(x,y)arecoordinatesrelatedtoθby




x

y



=




cosθ sinθ

−sinθ cosθ








x

y



. (5.8)

and(x,y)isrotatedaboutthecenteroftheimage. TheRadontransformislinear

whichguaranteesthatitpreservesthestatisticsoftheoriginalSARchip.Then,the

projectionanglesareintegrated-outthroughapplyingtheRadontransformtoEq.5.6

atφ=π
2
asfollows

F(x)=Rφ{F(θ,x)}|φ=π
2
. (5.9)

TheoutputgivenbyEq.5.9isa1-DvectorI(x)andQ(x),respectively,repre-

sentativeofix,yandqx,y.Secondly,theensembleEMD(EEMD)isapplied

[10]. EEMDisanoise-assistedmethodwhichresolvestheproblemofmodemixing

encounteredinthetraditionalEMD[6]. Primarily,EEMDdefinesthetrueIMFas

themeanvalueforanensembleoftrials.Eachtrialconsistsofthesignalplusawhite
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noiseofafiniteamplitude.Hence,theEEMDdecomposestheinputdatatoasmall

numberofIMFsbasedonthelocalcharacteristictime/spacescale.AnIMFrepresents

asimpleoscillatorymodeasacounterparttotheharmonicfunction. Bydefinition,

anIMFisanyfunctionwiththesamenumberofextremaandzerocrossingswithits

envelopesymmetricwithrespecttozero. Thisdefinitionguaranteesawell-behaved

HilberttransformoftheIMF.TheprocedureforextractinganIMFisreferredtoas

sifting.Inoursubsequentanalysis,weusealocalstoppingcriterionforthesifting

processasprescribedin[10].Thus,anumbermofIMFsareextractedfromI(x)and

Q(x)as

I(x)=
m

a=1

[IIMF(x)]a+rI(x),

Q(x)=
m

a=1

[QIMF(x)]a+rQ(x).

(5.10)

whererI(x)andrQ(x)aretheresidues.

Next,ananalyticsignalisformedfromeachIMF.Typically,theHHTachievesthis

throughcomputingtheHilberttransformfortheIMF,andtheresultisplacedinthe

imaginary-partoftheanalyticsignal.Thereal-partistheIMFsignalitself.However,

accordingtothePaley-Wienertheorem,theCVSARdataoutputfromthequadrature

demodulatorisindeedananalyticsignalwhoseimaginary-partistheHilberttransform

ofitsreal-part[11].Hence,weformtheanalyticsignalsbasedonapropercombination

ofthereal-partandtheimaginary-partforeachIMFaccordingto

[HIMF(x)]a=[IIMF(x)]a+j[QIMF(x)]a, (5.11)

wherea∈{1,...,m}. ThisrepresentationisknownastheHilbertspectrum. Then,

theunwrappedinstantaneousphasefortheHilbertspectrumiscomputedas

[Hp(x)]a=unwrap(arg{[HIMF(x)]a}), (5.12)
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whereunwrapdenotestheadditionofmultiplesof±2πwhenabsolutejumpsbetween

consecutiveelementsof[Hp(x)]aaregreaterthanorequaltothedefaultjumptolerance

ofπradians.

Subsequently,theinstantaneousfrequency(IF)iscomputedfollowingthedefinition

ofthePOSPas

[IF(x)]a=
d

dx
[Hp(x)]a. (5.13)

Then,theaveragefrequencyforthecyclesoftheIFandthereal-partofeachIMF

iscomputedas

[fIF]a=favg{[IF(x)]a},[fI]a=favg{[IIMF(x)]a}. (5.14)

Here,[fIF]aistheintrawavefrequencyand[fI]aisthecorrespondingoscillationfre-

quency.Finally,wecomputethenonlinearorderforeachIMFas[6,12,13]

[O]a=
[fIF]a
[fI]a

+1. (5.15)

For
[fIF]a
[fI]a

<1,[fIF]aisundersampled,andshouldnotbeusedforcalculating[O]a.

5.5.AnIllustrativeExample

Asingle-channel(i.e.,withahorizontal-horizontal(HH)polarization)SARchipfor

targetD7isarbitrarilychosenfromthe MSTARdataset(seeFig.5.2). MSTARis

apublic-domaindatasetthatoffersanominalspatialresolutionof0.3047minboth

rangeandazimuth[14].InFig.5.3,thischipistransformedto1-DspaceusingEq.5.9.

Then,inFig.5.4,theEEMDisappliedasdescribedbyEq.5.10. Basedon[10],we

usedanumberof2000ensembleswitharatioforthestandarddeviationoftheadded

noisetothesignalequalto0.2.ThepoweroftheEEMDisobviousasitdecomposes

theSARdataintoonlyfourIMFswhichareAM-FMsignals.Notethattheresidues
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arediscarded.

(a)Real-part,ix,y. (b)Imaginary-part,qx,y.

Figure5.2:MSTARchipfortargetD7:HB14931.005.

Table5.1:OrderofthenonlinearscatterersinFig.5.5.

a [fI]a [fIF]a Oa=
[fIF]a
[fI]a
+1

1 0.2621Hz 0.3414Hz 2.3026
2 0.1364Hz 0.2154Hz 2.5792
3 0.0678Hz 0.1076Hz 2.5870
4 0.0256Hz 0.0476Hz 2.8594

Next,theIFsbasedonEq.5.13aredepictedinFig.5.5.Twotypesofmodulation

arenoted:firstly,interwavemodulationbetweentheIMFsisaclearindicatorforthe

presenceofdispersivescatterers;secondly,intrawavemodulationisevidentwithineach

[IF(x)]a.Inthecaseoflineardispersivescattering,onewouldexpecttheabsenceof

oscillationsin[IF(x)]a.However,all[IF(x)]ahaveoscillations,aclearindicatorfor

thenonlineardispersivescattering[1,6,12].Inthefinalstep,wecomputetheorderof

thenonlinearscatteringforeach[IF(x)]a.ThisisachievedthroughapplyingEq.5.15.

OurcalculationforEq.5.14isbasedonthedistancebetweenthepeaks.Theorders

forthescatterersareprovidedinTable5.1.

Thisresultrevealsfourdifferentnonlinearscatterersinthe MSTARchipconsid-

ered.Thecapabilityofourproposedmethodtoidentifyandclassifythesedispersive
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Figure 5.3: Normalized I (x) and Q (x).

scatterers is clear. This shows that the nonlinear effects in the CV SAR image can
offer an important set of features for target recognition applications. These features
are unique in that they accentuate the nonlinear dynamics of the scattering process.

Figure 5.4: EEMD for Fig. 5.3. Red solid line is for [IIMF (x)]a. Dashed green line is
for [QIMF (x)]a.
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Figure 5.5: IF for Fig. 5.4. The ordinate is the normalized chirp bandwidth. For
MSTAR, B = 0.591GHz.

5.6. Conclusions

Dispersive scatterers from man-made targets induce a predominant nonlinear phase
modulation in the radar return signal. The conventional radar resolution theory views
this phenomenon as distortions that warrant removal. Motivated by the Hilbert view,
this chapter has presented a new insight into the nonlinear dynamics of the dispersive
scatterers. A novel algorithm for recognizing the order of the nonlinear scatterers is
introduced. The applicability of our algorithm is demonstrated on a real-world target
chip from the MSTAR dataset. Ongoing research involves the development of a new set
of features to harnesses this effect for target recognition applications in SAR imagery.
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6. Characterization and Statistical
Modeling of Phase in
Single-Channel Synthetic Aperture
Radar Imagery

6.1. Overview

Traditionally, the phase content in single-channel synthetic aperture radar (SAR) im-
agery is discarded. This practice is justified by the conventional radar resolution theory,
which is a theory strictly relevant to point targets. The advent of high-resolution radars
permits small targets previously considered to be points to be now treated as extended
targets, in which case this theory is not strictly applicable. With this in mind, this
chapter offers a new insight into the relevance of phase in single-channel SAR imagery.
The proposed approach builds on techniques from the fields of complex-valued and
directional statistics. In doing so, three main contributions are presented, the first
being a novel method for characterizing the phase content. Secondly, a new statistical
model for the phase is considered, and then a set of fifteen solely-phase-based features
are discussed. Our results are demonstrated on real-world SAR datasets for ground-
truthed targets. The statistical significance of the information carried in the phase is
clearly demonstrated. Furthermore, if applied to a dataset with higher resolution, the
proposed techniques are expected to achieve even higher performance.
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6.2. Introduction

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an active remote sensor that provides day-and-night
and all-weather broad area imaging capabilities at high resolutions. These unique ca-
pabilities make SAR a distinctive sensor for both civilian and military applications. In
most works published in the literature utilizing single look complex-valued (SLC) high-
resolution SAR imagery, and particularly for single polarization (i.e., single-channel),
the phase content is entirely discarded. Practitioners in the field usually comments
that the phase is discarded because it is random and uniformly distributed (i.e., in
the range (−π, π]) and, thus, useless. This statement bears some scrutiny. In order
to trace the root of this common belief, it is best to approach the topic from the
perspective of speckle. Indeed, the logic behind the discarding of the phase of a sig-
nal is based on the resolution theory of point targets [1], which in turn leads to the
so-called fully-developed speckle model [2]. Among the main hypotheses motivating
this model are [2, 3]: (1) the number of scatterers per resolution cell is large enough,
(2) the magnitude and phase of a particular scatterer do not depend on those of other
scatterers, (3) the magnitude and phase of any scatterer are independent of each other,
and (4) the phases are uniformly distributed between (−π, π] (i.e., in other words, the
imaged surface is rough with respect to the wavelength of the radar). Clearly, with the
advent of high-resolution radars, the foregoing assumptions may be no longer strictly
applicable [1].
The main reason for violating the resolution theory of point targets is the intro-

duction of nonlinear phase modulation into a signal due to dispersive scatterers [1].
This scattering behavior is due to the cavity-like reflectors in extended targets, and it
dominates the focused SAR imagery [1]. Although the practice of using the complex-
valued image is not common in the literature, in [1, 4, 5] a curve fitting algorithm is
used to detect nonlinear scattering in single-channel SAR imagery. The output from
this algorithm is used to generate features that take advantage of nonlinear scatter-
ing. These features are found to be useful for target recognition applications in SAR
imagery. Another advantage of using the complex-valued SAR image is that it retains
the full spatial resolution which is degraded by factors of two and greater for power
and magnitude detections, respectively [1, 6, 7].
The study in this chapter builds on three previous investigations [8–10]. In [8, 9],

an in-depth analysis for nonlinearity in single-channel SAR imagery was carried out.
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The analysis demonstrated the statistical significance of the nonlinear phenomenon in
high-resolution complex-valued SAR imagery. It was also shown that the nonlinear
effect is either obliterated or altered/diminished for magnitude and power detections,
respectively. In [10], an initial investigation into the effect of circularity/noncircularity
(also known as propriety/impropriety) in complex-valued SAR imagery was conducted.
It was demonstrated that, for the case of extended target, the complex-valued SAR
chip is noncircular. Also, a proportional relationship between noncircularity and non-
linearity was noted.
This chapter offers a new approach for extracting useful information from the phase

in single-channel SAR imagery. Primarily, the SAR image is considered from the
perspectives of complex-valued [11–13] and directional [14–16] statistics, respectively.
From the perspective of complex-valued statistics [11–13], the usefulness of the phase
can be quantified using a measure called noncircularity. Noncircularity simply means
that the complex-valued SAR image has a probability density function (PDF) that
is variant under rotation in the complex plane. This present research has indicated
that applying this measure directly to the phase image is misleading as it gives erro-
neous results for circularity (also known as propriety). Subsequently, it is important
that each pixel in the phase image is properly referenced to its neighbors. This is
achieved through borrowing relevant techniques from the field of directional statistics
[14–16] which can easily handle the issue of phase wrapping. Once preprocessed, it
transpires that in the presence of extended targets, the phase image is noncircular.
Furthermore, relevant techniques from the field of directional statistics are applied to
develop a suitable statistical model for the processed phase image. The following are
main contributions presented in this chapter:

• A method for characterizing the phase content in SAR imagery (see Sect. 6.5),
• A statistical model for the characteristic phase in SAR imagery (see Sect. 6.6),

and
• A set of fifteen solely-phase-based features for target classification in SAR im-

agery (see Sect. 6.7).
The ideas presented in this chapter are applicable to various kinds of stationary and
moving extended targets including vehicles, ships, airplanes, icebergs, etc. Further-
more, the application of the methods proposed may be extended well beyond SAR
to include various types of coherent sensors in general such as radar, sonar, syn-
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theticaperturesonar(SAS),ultrasound,andsyntheticapertureultrasound(SAU),

etc. Throughoutthechapter,thetermhigh-resolutionisusedtonominallyreferto

asensorwithaspatialresolutionfinerthanthesizeoftheimagedtarget(i.e.,an

extendedtarget[17]).Finally,thetermchipisusedtorefertoasmallerimage,fora

particulartargetorclutter,extractedfromabiggerscene.

Theremainderofthechapterisorganizedasfollows.InSect.6.3,theoriginofthe

nonlinearphenomenoninSARimageryisdescribed.InSect.6.4,theSARdatasets

utilizedinthisstudyareprovided.InSect.6.5,theproposedmethodforphasechar-

acterizationisintroduced.InSect.6.6,thewrappedcomplexGaussianscalemixture

(WCGSM)forphasemodelingispresentedandcomparedwithvonMises(vM)and

wrappedCauchy(WC)distributions.InSect.6.7,newfifteenphase-basedfeaturesare

developedandusedtodemonstratetheadvantageoftheproposedmethodsfortarget

classificationinSARimagery.Finally,concludingremarksaregiveninSect.6.8.

6.3. OntheOriginoftheNonlinearPhenomenonin

SARImagery

ThebasebandbackscatterxBBfromasinglepointtarget,outputfromthequadrature

demodulatoranddownlinkedtotheSARprocessor,isknownasthephasehistoryor

therawsignalgivenby[6]

xBB(τ,η)=Aexp(jψ)wr τ−2
R(η)

c
wa(η−ηc)

exp−j4πfo
R(η)

c
exp



jπKr τ−2
R(η)

c

2








,

(6.1)

whereAisthebackscattercoefficient(i.e.,σo),ψisaphasechangeinthereceived

pulseduetothescatteringprocessfromasurface,j=
√
−1,τisthefasttime,ηis

theslowtime,wr(τ)=rect(τ/Tr)isthetransmittedpulseenvelope,Tristhepulse

duration,R(η)isthedistancebetweentheradarandthepointtarget,cisthespeedof

lightinavacuum,wa(η)isthetwo-wayazimuthbeampattern,ηcisthebeamcenterin

theazimuthdirection,foisthecenterfrequency,andKristhefrequencymodulation
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(FM) rate of the range pulse. The SAR raw signal is conventionally modeled as

xBB (τ, η) = g (τ, η)⊗ h (τ, η) + n (τ, η) , (6.2)

where ⊗ denotes convolution, g (τ, η) is the ground reflectivity, h (τ, η) is the impulse
response of the SAR, and n (τ, η) is a noise component mainly due to the front-end
receiver.
The SAR processor solves for g (τ, η). Following the conventional radar resolution

theory, h (τ, η), bounded by the curly brackets in Eq. 6.1, is an impulse response of a
point target. For a given reflector within the radar illumination time, ψ is assumed to
be constant [6]. For the case of an extended target, this assumption is retained. Hence,
such a target is modeled as the linear combination of its point reflectors. However,
the assumption of constant ψ is violated in the presence of dispersive scattering from
cavity-like reflectors, typical in stationary and moving man-made (extended) targets
such as vehicles and airplanes. These reflectors trap the incident wave before it is
backscattered, thus, inducing a phase modulation (PM). The problem arises when
the PM is nonlinear. Besides the PM, this phenomenon also introduces amplitude
modulation (AM) [1, 4, 5]. Thus, the backscatter term in Eq. 6.1 is rewritten as

s (τ (fτ ) , η) = A (τ (fτ ) , η) exp (jψ (τ (fτ ) , η)) , (6.3)

where τ (fτ ) is the time delay due to the PM, and fτ varies over the spectral width
of the chirp, B. In Eq. 6.3, it is emphasized that the magnitude and phase of the
backscatter is frequency dependent. While AM is a linear process, this is often not
the case for PM. Indeed, based on the principle of stationary phase (POSP), the time
delay induced by a dispersive scatterer is

τ (fτ ) ∝
d

df
(fτ )O , (6.4)

where O is the order induced by the dispersive scatterer. For O ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the PM is
linear, and its effect is either translation or smearing of the response in the correlation
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filter1. However, for O /∈ {0, 1, 2}, the phase center possesses a nonlinear delay which
introduces spurious effects in the correlator’s output. This phenomenon is referred
to as ‘sideband response’, and the information about it is preserved in the complex-
valued image rather than the detected one. Further, in the presence of an extended
target, it is empirically observed that this effect dominates the focused SAR imagery
[1, 4, 5]. The sideband responses are radically different from the range and Doppler
sidelobes. One of the reasons for this is that they are among the strongest responses.
Secondly, unlike the range and the Doppler sidelobes, they are not restricted to the
range and cross-range gates. Thirdly, they are distributed over an area far larger than
that occupied by the target. As stressed in [1, 4, 5], these sideband responses cannot be
suppressed by the weighting methods because they are target generated. It is clear, as
a result of the effect, the nonlinear PM violates the resolution theory of point targets.
It may be noted that target recognition in SAR imagery is an important applica-

tion of the nonlinear phenomenon. Previous research has empirically observed that
‘nonlinear dynamics’ are dependent on the target type and the operating conditions at
which the target is imaged [1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 18]. Accordingly, through developing suitable
techniques to harness the ‘nonlinear dynamics’ in complex-valued SAR imagery, rele-
vant target recognition applications are naturally expected to achieve improvement in
target discrimination accuracy.

6.4. The SAR Datasets

This study utilizes two single-channel (i.e., HH) and SLC SAR datasets imaged in
the Spotlight mode: (1) a ground-truthed scene from the C-band Radarsat-2 (RS-
2) imaged in a site located in the former Naval Station Argentia of Newfoundland,
Canada [19], and (2) a comprehensive public-domain dataset collected and distributed
under the DARPA moving and stationary target recognition (MSTAR) program, and
acquired by an X-band STARLOS sensor [20]. The RS-2 scene offers a nominal spatial
resolution of 1.6 × 0.8 metres in range and azimuth, respectively [21]. The targets of
interest considered in this study are six construction vehicles. Ground-truthing (see
Fig. 6.1) was conducted by C-CORE2. The RS-2 scene is mainly used to demonstrate

1Note that smearing also occurs due to the variable Doppler processing used for motion compensa-
tion.

2http://www.c-core.ca/
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the population distribution for the characterized phase image (i.e., in Sect. 6.5).

(a) Contrast-enhanced and
magnitude-detected image. The
red and orange rectangles respec-
tively represent the target-free
(RS-2 TF) and the target chip
(RS-2 T1) utilized in Table 6.2 .

(b) Phase image.

(c) Ground-truth image (right to left: 2 pickup
trucks, 2 dump trucks, 1 loader, 1 dump truck).

(d) Histogram for the phase image
in (b).

Figure 6.1: Spotlight RS-2 SLC image for a site in the former Naval Station Argentia
[19] in Newfoundland, Canada. Ground-truth image was provided by C-CORE.
RS-2 Data and Products © MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. (2011)

The MSTAR dataset provides a nominal spatial resolution of 0.3047×0.3047 metres
in range and azimuth. The dataset used in this study comes from two CDs avail-
able from the Sensor and Data Management System (SDMS) and entitled MSTAR/IU
Mixed Targets CD1 and CD2. In total, for each CD there are eight different types
of stationary (extended) targets imaged at azimuth angles covering the full span of
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[0o, 360o). CD1 and CD2 include SAR data collected at 15o and 17o depression angles,
respectively. In this chapter, the 17o and 15o datasets, respectively, are used for train-
ing and testing the classifier. A list for the target names and the overall number of the
complex-valued chips used in this study is provided in Table 6.1. Ground-truth pictures
for the eight MSTAR targets are depicted in Fig. 6.2. An example for a chip pertaining
to target T-62 is provided in Fig. 6.3. Fig. 6.1d and Fig. 6.3c serve to demonstrate the
shape of the histograms for the phase chip prior to characterization (see Sect. 6.5).

(a) BTR-60. (b) 2S1. (c) BRDM-2.

(d) D7. (e) T62. (f) ZIL-131.

(g) ZSU-23/4. (h) SLICY.

Figure 6.2: Ground-truth pictures for the MSTAR targets used in this study [20].
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Table 6.1: List of the MSTAR targets used in this study.

Target Name No. of Training Chips No. of Testing Chips
(17o depression angle) (15o depression angle)

BTR-60 256 195
2S1 299 274

BRDM-2 298 274
D7 299 274
T62 299 273

ZIL-131 299 274
ZSU-23/4 299 274
SLICY 298 274

(a) Magnitude-detected chip. (b) Phase chip. (c) Histogram for the phase chip
in (b).

Figure 6.3: Images for an MSTAR chip of target T-62 (Tank HB15206.016). Azimuth
angle for this target is 5.515511o. In this chapter, this chip is referred to as MSTAR
T1.

6.5. Phase Characterization: Backscatter Relative
Phase Image (BRPI)

This section is comprised of three parts. An algorithm for phase characterization
in single-channel complex-valued SAR imagery is proposed in Sect. 6.5.1. Measures
for circularity and noncircularity are introduced in Sect. 6.5.2. Illustrative results are
provided in Sect. 6.5.3.
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6.5.1. A Novel Algorithm for Phase Characterization

The complex-valued SAR chip is available in the form

c (u, v) = i (x, y) + j q (x, y) , (6.5)

where i (x, y) and q (x, y) are the real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued SAR
chip, respectively. Note that (x, y) represent the 2-D Cartesian coordinates of the
real-valued plane, while (u, v) represent the 2-D Cartesian coordinates in the complex-
valued plane. Hence, the phase chip is given by

Φ (x, y) = arg {c (u, v)} . (6.6)

The phase chip Φ (x, y) should be properly processed in order to make sense of the
information content it carries. This is because, by definition, the phase is relative and
it often appears meaningless if it is not appropriately characterized. Accordingly, a
simple algorithm is proposed to compute the so-called backscatter relative phase image
(BRPI). Then, a histogram can be produced based on the BRPI image. The proposed
algorithm is depicted in Fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Proposed algorithm for phase characterization in single-channel complex-
valued SAR imagery.
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 1 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1


(a) Kernel a.

 0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0


(b) Kernel b.

 0 0 0
1 0 1
0 0 0


(c) Kernel c.

 0 1 0
0 0 0
0 1 0


(d) Kernel d.

 1 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 1


(e) Kernel e. 0 0 1

0 0 0
1 0 0


(f) Kernel f.

 1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1


(g) Kernel g.

 0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0


(h) Kernel h.

 0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0


(i) Kernel i.

 0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0


(j) Kernel j.

 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0


(k) Kernel k.


1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1


(l) Kernel l.



1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1


(m) Kernel m.

Figure 6.5: Examples of the convolution kernel fk tested in this chapter.

Phase values are in the range (−π, π]. The phase chip should be first converted to the
polar form as

CV F (u, v) = exp (jΦ (x, y)) = cos {Φ (x, y)}+ j sin {Φ (x, y)} . (6.7)

The main advantage of the polar representation is that it offers a unique means for
handling the phase wrapping typically encountered in linear statistics. This idea is
borrowed from the field of directional statistics 3[14–16]. CV F (u, v) has a sizeMc×Nc.
The neighborhood-processed phase image is obtained through convolving CV F (u, v)
with a kernel fk. The kernel should have a value of zero in the center and ones where
desired. The kernel convolution operation produces an average phase image for the
neighborhood of each pixel in the phase chip. Examples of selected kernels tested in

3Directional statistics are also known as circular statistics. The name circular stems from the fact
that the phase values are on a circle where the angles π and −π meet at the same point. In
directional statistics, ‘phase wrapping’ is also called ‘phase circularity’. This is not to be confused
with circularity/noncircularity discussed later in this chapter.
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thischapteraredepictedinFig.6.5.TheconvolutionkernelfkhasasizeMk×Nk.

MkandNkaretypicallychosentobeoddvaluestoavoidambiguityindefiningthe

centerpixel.ConvolvingCVF(u,v)withthekernelfkataparticularpixellocation

intheimage(mc,nc)yieldsthefollowingconvolutionimage

CI(mc,nc)=fk⊗CVF(mc,nc)=
Mk

mk=1

Nk

nk=1

fk(mk,nk)CVF(mc−mk,nc−nk),

(6.8)

wheremc∈{1,2,...,Mc}andnc∈{1,2,...,Nc}.TheBRPIimageisdefinedas

BRPI(x,y)=arg
CVF(u,v)

CI(u,v)
. (6.9)

TheresultantBRPIimagedefinesthecharacteristicphaseofeachpixelintheinput

phaseimageΦ(x,y)relativetoitsneighborhood,definedbytheconvolutionkernelfk.

6.5.2.Circularityvs.Noncircularity

Fromtheperspectiveofcomplex-valuedstatistics,thepracticeofdiscardingthephase

maybejustifiedbytheimplicitassumptionthattheunderlyingrandomvariablesare

second-ordercircular(alsoknownasproper)innature[11–13]. Theassumptionof

circularitymeansthatthecomplex-valuedSARchiphasaPDFthatisinvariantun-

derrotationinthecomplexplane. Thisalsoimpliesthatthecomplex-valuedSAR

chipisuncorrelatedwithitscomplex-conjugate. Accordingly,discardingthephase

contentimplicitlyimpliesthattheaforementionedassumptionsaresatisfied. Other-

wise,valuableinformationaboutthetargetsinthecomplex-valuedimageislost.This

informationisimportantfortargetrecognitionapplications.

Formally,azero-meancomplex-valuedrandomvariable(i.e.,X=XR+jXI)issaid

tobesecond-ordercircular,orproper,whenitspseudo-covarianceiszero[11].That
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is,

Ψ=E X2 =0. (6.10)

Thismeans,

σXR =σXI,andE{XRXI}=0. (6.11)

whereσXR andσXIarethestandarddeviationsoftherealandimaginarypartsofX,

respectively.

ForarandomvectorX,circularityimpliesthat[11,12]

E XRX
T
R =E XIX

T
I , (6.12)

and

E XRX
T
I =−E XIX

T
R , (6.13)

whereXR andXIaretherealandimaginarypartsofX,respectively;E{·}isthe

expectation;andTdenotesthetranspose.

AstrongerconditionforcircularityisbasedonthePDFoftherandomvariable.

ArandomvariableXiscircularifXandXexp(jΦ)havethesamePDF(i.e.,the

PDFisrotationinvariant)[13].Thisimplicitlymeansthatthephaseofthecomplex-

valuedrandomvariableisnon-informative;hence,thePDFisafunctionofonlythe

magnitudewhichimpliesthatthePDFcanbewrittenasafunctionofXX∗rather

thanXandX∗,separately,where*denotesthecomplexconjugate.Sincethephaseis

non-informativeforacircularrandomvariable,areal-valuedapproachandcomplex-

valuedapproachforthiscaseareequivalent[11,12].
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Inthischapter,acombinationoftwomethods[11,12]isappliedtodetectandcharac-

terizethecircularity/noncircularityincomplex-valuedsingle-channelSARimagery.In

thefirstmethod,ahypothesistestisadoptedtoexaminethecircularity/noncircularity

(i.e.,alternativehypothesisH1,NCisfornoncircularity)inthecomplex-valuedSAR

chip.Thistestemploysageneralizedlikelihoodratiotest(GLRT)basedonthecom-

plexgeneralizedGaussiandistribution(CGGD)ataspecificdetectionthresholdde-

finedbytheprobabilityoffalsealarm(PFA)[12].CGGDisabivariateGGDmodel

thatutilizestheso-calledaugmentedrepresentation[13]ofthecomplex-valuedran-

domvariables,anditoffersanexcellentfitfortheSARdatausedinthisstudy[9](see

Fig.6.8).

Inthesecondmethod,thestrengthofnoncircularityinthecomplex-valuedSAR

chipisquantifiedusingthemodulusofthepseudo-covariance[11,12]

|Ψ|= E X2 ,0<|Ψ|<1. (6.14)

Notethatthegreater|Ψ|,thehigherthenoncircularityeffect.Furthermore,theangle

ofΨisusedinthisstudyasafeature.Itisdefinedby

∠Ψ=arg{Ψ}. (6.15)

Theforegoingtwomethodsareappliedtoboththeoriginalphasechip(i.e.,Φ(x,y))as

wellastotheBRPIimagegivenbyEq.6.9.Thus,therandomvariableXissubstituted

withthepolarrepresentationsforthephasechipandtheBRPIimage,aftertheyare

convertedtoa1-Dvector.

6.5.3.Results

Thissubsectiondemonstratestheapplicabilityoftheproposedphasecharacterization

method.Firstly,inordertogainaninsightintotheshapeofthehistogramsproduced

bythedifferentkernelsinFig.6.5,theproposedmethodisappliedtothewholephase

imageinFig.6.1b.Theoutputresultforthethirteenkernelsconsideredisdepictedin

Fig.6.6.Thisoutputrepresentsthestatisticaldistributionforthepopulation.Next,
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the phase characterization method is applied to the phase chip for target T-62 from
the MSTAR dataset shown in Fig. 6.3b. The corresponding output result is given in
Fig. 6.7.

Figure 6.6: Normalized BRPI histograms (population distribution) pertaining to the
RS-2 image in Fig. 6.1b, and for all the kernels in Fig. 6.5. The abscissa denotes the
angles [−π, π] in radians.

Based on these results, it is evident that the proposed method properly characterizes
the phase content in SAR imagery. This can be easily inferred through comparing
the output results in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7, respectively, with the original histograms
in Fig. 6.1d and Fig. 6.3c. It is obvious that kernels a, l and m produce histograms
that look consistent with typical statistical distributions. Hence, these three kernels
are considered for all the subsequent analysis while the other kernels are discarded.
To further demonstrate the advantage of the proposed method, the two tests for

circularity/noncircularity (see Sect. 6.5.2) are applied to a selection of three phase
chips both before and after phase characterization. The first and second phase chips
are for the target-free (TF) and the first target (T1) chips, respectively, taken from
the RS-2 image in Fig. 6.1a and Fig. 6.1b. The third phase chip is for the MSTAR
target T-62 (i.e., MSTAR T1) in Fig. 6.3b. The overall analysis results are given in
Table 6.2.
These results suggest that the phase for extended targets in SAR imagery is noncircular
in nature. However, in order to reveal the noncircularity, the phase chip should be
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Figure 6.7: Normalized BRPI histograms pertaining to the MSTAR phase chip in
Fig. 6.3b, for all the kernels in Fig. 6.5. The abscissa denotes the angles [−π, π] in
radians.

processed using the proposed method. Note that the RS-2 TF phase chip considered
is circular (i.e., |Ψ| ≈ 0 and H1,NC = 0). Furthermore, the RS-2 T1 phase chip possess
minimum noncircularity as suggested by |Ψ|. This is expected since RS-2 T1 is closer
to being a point-target. However, for the MSTAR T1 phase chip, the noncircularity
is more pronounced. This implies that the noncircularity measure i.e., |Ψ|, may serve
as a useful feature, for example, in target classification applications. The statistical
significance of the noncircularity in the MSTAR dataset is investigated later in this
chapter (see Sect. 6.7).

6.6. Statistical Phase Modeling

An important aspect of statistical analysis is probability modeling. If the BRPI his-
togram can be fit to a particular probability model through a suitable process of
parameter estimation, then the phase information can be efficiently abstracted. In
Sect. 6.6.1.1, a novel statistical model for the BRPI image is introduced. In Sect. 6.6.2,
two relevant circular models, used for comparison purposes, are overviewed. Finally,
the applicability of the proposed model is demonstrated in Sect. 6.6.3.
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Table6.2:Resultsfortheinvestigationintocircularity/noncircularityofthephasein
single-channelSARimagery.PFA=0.0001.

RS-2TF RS-2T1 MSTART1

TargetType Target-Free Point Extended

ShapeparameterforCGGD(̂c) 1 1 0.2

Without Noncircularity
0 0 0

preprocessing H1,NC

|Ψ| 0.0054 0.0097 0.0129

Preprocessing Noncircularity
0 0 1

withkernel H1,NC

a |Ψ| 0.0055 0.0146 0.4683

Preprocessing Noncircularity
0 0 1

withkernel H1,NC

l |Ψ| 0.0022 0.0094 0.1908

Preprocessing Noncircularity
0 0 1

withkernel H1,NC

m |Ψ| 0.0043 0.0062 0.0817

6.6.1.ANovelStatistical ModelfortheBRPIImage

6.6.1.1. Motivations

Envelopesforthehistogramsoftherealandtheimaginarypartspertainingtothe

MSTARchipinFig.6.3aredepictedbyreddashedlinesinFig.6.8.Itisobviousthat

thesehistogramsfollowapeakyandheavy-tailednon-Gaussiandistribution(see[8–

10]formoredetails).Thesecharacteristicscanbewell-modeledusingthegeneralized

Gaussiandistribution(GGD)[22].TheGGDdistributionadaptstoalargefamilyof

symmetricdistributions,fromsuper-Gaussiantosub-Gaussianwithspecificdensities

suchasLaplacianandGaussiandistributions[23].Thesehistogramsarefittedwiththe

GGDPDF.Fittingwasdoneusingthemaximumlikelihoodestimator(MLE)[24,25].

ThefittingresultsaresuperimposedonthehistogramsinFig.6.8.

ThenormalizedJensen-Shannondivergence(JSDN)betweenthehistogramandthe

GGDPDF(seeEq.E.6inAppendixE)fortherealandtheimaginaryparts,respec-

tively,are0.0059and0.0083.NotethatthesmallertheJSDN measureis,thebetter

thefit. Thisgoodness-of-fitisconfirmedforvariousexamplesextractedfromthe

MSTARdataset.Itiswell-knownthattheGGDdistributionisaspecialcaseofthe

moregenericGaussianscalemixture(GSM)[26]. AmajoradvantageoftheGSM
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model, besides its relative generality, is that it naturally accounts for correlations be-
tween the neighboring pixels which are not accounted for in the GGD model. Thus,
the complex GSM (CGSM) distribution is proposed to model the BRPI histogram.
The relevance of this choice is demonstrated below.

(a) Real-part. (b) Imaginary-part.

Figure 6.8: Normalized histograms and GGD PDFs for the real and imaginary parts
of the MSTAR chip in Fig. 6.3.

6.6.1.2. Modeling the Complex-Valued SAR Image (i.e., c(u, v)) Using CGSM

Consider the complex-valued SAR image represented by a complex random vector
zC = xC + jyC (i.e., this is the 1-D representation of c(u, v) in Eq. 6.5). This vector
can be characterized by a CGSM model. The CGSM model is the product of a complex
Gaussian random vector (i.e., uC = uC,R + juC,I) and an independent hidden scalar
multiplier (i.e., γC). The neighboring pixels in the complex-valued SAR image are
indirectly linked by their shared dependency on the hidden multiplier. Hence, the
CGSM model can efficiently account for the correlation between neighboring pixels in
the complex-valued SAR image. Following the CGSM model, the real and imaginary
parts of the complex valued random vector can be described as follows [26, 27]

zC = xC + jyC = √γCuC,R + j
√
γCuC,I = √γCuC . (6.16)

Since the distribution of the real-part (i.e.,xC) is GSM, the conditional probability
p(xC |γC) is Gaussian. Similarly, since the distribution of the imaginary-part (i.e., yC) is
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GSM,p(yC|γC)isalsoGaussian.Accordingly,whenitisconditionedonthemultiplier

γC,thedistributionofthecomplex-valuedrandomvector(i.e.,zC)iscomplexGaussian

and[26–28]

p(zC|γC)=
exp−zHCC

−1
zC|γC
zC

πdetCzC|γC
, (6.17)

whereCzC|γC =γCCuC isthecomplexcovariancematrixforzC,CuC =E uCu
H
C is

thezero-mean(seeFig.6.8)complexcovariancematrixforuC,andthedimensionality

ofzCanduCisN=1inthiscase;andHimpliescomplexconjugatetransposition.

BasedonthedefinitionoftheCGSMmodel,uCiscomplex-Gaussian,andthescalar

realparameter
√
γChassomedistributionon(0,∞)withaPDFp(γC)whereγC>0

(see[28]forthePDFofγC).Subsequently,zCcanbemodeledwithCGSMas[27,28]

p(zC)=

ˆexp−zHCC
−1
zC|γC
zC

πdetCzC|γC
p(γC)dγC. (6.18)

6.6.1.3. ModelingtheAveragePhaseImage(i.e.,CI(u,v))usingCGSM

GiventhewiderangeofdistributionfamiliesencompassedbytheCGSMmodel,itis

assumedthatthecomplex-valuedaveragephaseimage(i.e.,CI(u,v)inEq.6.8)can

bemodeledusingtheCGSMmodel.Byanalogywiththeearlierdescription,the1-D

representationforCI(u,v)isgivenby

zCI=xCI+jyCI=
√
γCIuCI,R+j

√
γCIuCI,I=

√
γCIuCI, (6.19)

and,

p(zCI)=

ˆexp−zHCIC
−1
zCI|γCI

zCI

πdetCzCI|γCI
p(γCI)dγCI. (6.20)
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Notethatthismodelisassumedtoholdforthethreeconvolutionkernelsa,landm

ofFig.6.5.

6.6.1.4.JointDistributionofc(u,v)andCI(u,v)

GiventhatzCandzCIaremodeledusingCGSM,itisassumedthattheirjointdistri-

butionisalsoCGSM(i.e.,BRPI(x,y)inEq.6.9).Accordingly,zbrpi=[zCzCI]
Tcan

bemodeledas

p(zC,zCI|γbrpi)=
exp−zHbrpiC

−1
zbrpi|γbrpi

zbrpi

π2detCzbrpi|γbrpi
. (6.21)

Notethatthevectordimension,Nis2inthiscase.Equivalently,thiscanbewritten

inpolarformas[29]

p(rC,rCI,ΦC,ΦCI|γbrpi)=π
−2detC−1zbrpi|γbrpi rCrCIexp−z

H
brpiC

−1
zbrpi|γbrpi

zbrpi .

(6.22)

Thecomplex-valuedrandomvariablesinEq.6.22haveazero-mean(seeFig.6.8)and

theirjointcovariancematrixisdefinedas

Czbrpi|γbrpi=E zbrpi,z
H
brpi|γbrpi =γbrpi




ρ11 ρ12

ρ∗12 ρ22



.(6.23)

ThismatrixispositivedefiniteHermitianwhichimpliesthatitsinverseexistsas

C−1zbrpi|γbrpi=
1

γbrpi




β11 β12

β∗12 β22



, (6.24)
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where

β12=|β12|expjφ12 . (6.25)

Subsequently,itcanbeeasilyshownthat(see[29])

zHbrpiC
−1
zbrpi|γbrpi

zbrpi

= rCexp(−jΦC)rCIexp(−jΦCI)




|β11| |β12|expjφ12

|β12|exp−jφ12 |β22|



×




rCexp(jΦC)

rCIexp(jΦCI)



=r2C|β11+|r
2
CI|β22|+2rCrCI|β12|cosΦC−ΦCI−φ12 .

(6.26)

SubstitutingEq.6.26intoEq.6.22andintegrating-outrCandrCI yields(seep.557

in[29])

p(ΦC,ΦCI|γbrpi)

=π−2detC−1zbrpi|γbrpi

∞̂

rCI=0

∞̂

rC=0

rCrCIexp(−r
2
C|β11−|r

2
CI|β22|

−2rCrCI|β12|cos(ΦC−ΦCI−φ12))drCdrCI

= 8π2|β11||β12|
−1
detC−1zbrpi|γbrpi

∂2

∂c2
arccos2(χ),(6.27)

where

detC−1zbrpi|γbrpi
|β11||β12|

=1−
|β12|

2

|β11||β22|
=1−λ212, (6.28)

whereλ212isthecorrelationcoefficientwhichmaybeobservedtobeindependentof
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γbrpi(seeEq.6.23andEq.6.24)since

λ212=

1
γbrpi
β12

2

1
γbrpi
β11

1
γbrpi
β22
=

|γbrpiρ12|
2

|γbrpiρ11||γbrpiρ22|
=
|ρ12|

2

|ρ11||ρ22|
. (6.29)

Also,inEq.6.27χisgivenby

χ=λ12cosΦC−ΦCI−φ12+π. (6.30)

Hence,Eq.6.27simplifiesto

p(ΦC,ΦCI|γbrpi)=
1−λ212
8π2

∂2

∂C2
arccos2(χ)=

1−λ212
8π2

×2
χarccos(χ)

(1−χ2)1.5
+

1

1−χ2

=
1−λ212

4π2(1−χ2)

χarccos(χ)

(1−χ2)0.5
+1 .(6.31)

Notingthat,accordingtoEq.6.29andEq.6.30,bothλ12andχareindependenton

γbrpi,

p(ΦC,ΦCI|γbrpi)≡
p(ΦC,ΦCI)p(γbrpi)

p(γbrpi)
=p(ΦC,ΦCI). (6.32)

Thus,fromEq.6.31andEq.6.32,

p(ΦC,ΦCI)=
1−λ212

4π2(1−χ2)

χarccos(χ)

(1−χ2)0.5
+1 . (6.33)

TheinteresthereisinmodelingthedistributionoftheBRPIimage(i.e.,Φbrpi)where

Φbrpi=ΦC−ΦCI. (6.34)
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Thus,fromEq.6.30

c=λ12cosΦbrpi−φ12+π, (6.35)

and,Eq.6.33becomes

p(Φbrpi+ΦCI,ΦCI)=
1−λ212

4π2(1−χ2)

χarccos(χ)

(1−χ2)0.5
+1 .(6.36)

Subsequently,ΦCIcanbeintegrated-outtoobtainp(Φbrpi)asfollows

p(Φbrpi)=

π̂

−π

1−λ212
4π2(1−χ2)

χarccos(χ)

(1−χ2)0.5
+1 dΦCI.(6.37)

Hence,

p(Φbrpi)=
1−λ212
2π(1−χ2)

χarccos(χ)

(1−χ2)0.5
+1 . (6.38)

TheBRPImodelderivedinEq.6.38ischaracterizedbythelocationparameterφ∈

[−π,π]andtheshapeparameterλ∈[0,1)wherethesubscript12isdroppedfornota-

tionalsimplicity.ThismodelisreferredtoasthewrappedCGSM(i.e.,WCGSM φ,λ).

Itisnotedthatthismodelresemblesthatreportedin[30]whichisusedformodeling

the1-Dcomplex-valuedwaveletcoefficients.Fig.6.9depictstheWCGSM φ,λPDF

fortwovaluesofφandvariousvaluesofλ. Giventhatthisphasemodelisderived

basedontheCGSMdistribution,itisstraightforwardtoconcludethatitencompasses

multiplecirculardistributionssuchasthevonMises(vM)andwrappedCauchy(WC)

asspecialcases.ThisisexploredinSect.6.6.3.
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(a)WCGSMPDFfor φ=0. (b)WCGSMfor φ=0.75π.

Figure6.9:PDFsforthe WCGSMdistributionatdifferentvaluesofλ.

6.6.1.5.ParameterEstimationforWCGSM φ,λ

The WCGSMdistribution,characterizedbytwoparameters,isgivenby

WCGSM φ,λ≡p(Φbrpi)=
1−λ2

2π(1−χ2)

χarccos(χ)

(1−χ2)0.5
+1 , (6.39)

where,

χ=λcosΦbrpi−φ+π. (6.40)

In[30],theMLEapproachforestimatingtheparametersofasimilarPDFwasinves-

tigated,anditwasconcludedthatnoclosed-formsolutionexists.Subsequently,an

iterativeprocedureusingtheNewton-Raphsonmethodwasused.Inthiswork,itis

proposedtoestimatetheparametersofthe WCGSMmodelasfollows.Firstly,φis

thelocationparameter,andithasbeenempiricallyobservedthatitcanbeaccurately

estimatedusingthecircularmeanoftheBRPIimagewhichisdefinedas[14]

φ̂=arg
1

n

n

i=1

exp(jΦbrpi,i), (6.41)
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where n is the total number of samples in the BRPI image. Secondly, it is proposed to
utilize a simple numerical procedure based on the Jensen–Shannon divergence (JSD,
see Appendix E) to estimate the shape parameter (i.e., λ) [31, 32]. This proposed
procedure may be summarized as follows:

1. Convert the BRPI image (i.e., Φbrpi) to a 1-D vector; this vector has a length of
n.

2. Calculate φ̂ based on Eq. 6.41.
3. Produce a histogram (i.e., h) based on the 1-D BRPI vector, and normalize it

(i.e., hNorm = h
sum(h)).

4. Define the desired range of λ (i.e., lambdas ∈ [λmin, λmax] = [0, 1)), and iterate
as follows:

• i = 1;
• lambdas (1) = 0;
• while lambdas(i) < 1

– Produce the PDF for WCGSM model and normalize it as

∗ p (i) = WCGSM(φ̂, lambdas(i))
sum(WCGSM(φ̂, lambdas(i))) ;

– Calculate the JS divergence between hNorm and p(i) as

∗ JS (i) = JSD (hNorm, p (i)); %See JSD below

– i = i+ 1;
– Increment (inc) for iterations. The larger inc the faster will be the

algorithm and the smaller inc, the more accurate the estimation result.

∗ inc = 0.00001;
∗ lambdas(i) = lambdas(i− 1) + inc;

• end

• λ̂ = lambdas(JS == min(JS)); %Find the best fit

5. The JS divergence is calculated based on the following procedure (see Appendix E).

function JS = JSD(P,Q)
• P = P./sum(P );
• Q = Q./sum(Q);
• KL1 = (P. ∗ (log2(P )− log2(Q)));
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•KL2=(Q.∗(log2(Q)−log2(P)));

•total=(KL1+KL2)/2;

•total(isnan(total))=0;%resolvingP(i)=Q(i)==0

•JS=sum(total)

end

Asnoted,foraccurateestimationofλ,incshouldbesmall,and,inthischapter

inc=0.00001isusedforallthecalculations.

6.6.2. RelevantCircularDistributions

Twopopularcircularmodels,thevon Mises(vM)andwrappedCauchy(WC)are

consideredinthissubsection. ThePDFspertainingtothesetwodistributionsare

brieflyintroducedinSect.6.6.2.1andSect.6.6.2.2,respectively.

6.6.2.1.von MisesDistribution,vM(µvM,κ)

ThevMdistributionisthecircularanalogueoftheGaussiandistribution.Itisthe

mostcommonlyusedsymmetricunimodaldistributionforcirculardata. ThevM

distributionisaspecialcaseofthevonMises-FisherdistributionontheN-dimensional

sphere.ThevMPDFforthecircularrandomvariable(i.e.,thephase,x)isgivenby

[16,33]

vM(µ,κ)≡f(x|µvM,κ)=
exp(κcos(x−µvM))

2πIo(κ)

where,−π<µvM≤π,0≤κ<∞,(6.42)

and

•Io(κ)isthemodifiedBesselfunctionoforder0;Io(κ)=
1
π

π́

0
exp(κcos(x))dx.

•µvMisthecircularmean,whichisameasureoflocationanalogoustothemean

inGaussiandistribution.

•κisameasureofconcentration.Itisthereciprocalofdispersion.Notethat1/κ

isanalogoustoσ2intheGaussiandistribution.Asκ⇒ 0,thevMdistribution
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converges to the uniform distribution. As κ becomes large, the vM distribution
approaches the Gaussian distribution. As κ⇒∞, the vM distribution tends to
the point distribution concentrated in the direction µ.

The PDFs of the vM distribution for µvM = 0 and µvM = 0.75π at different values of
κ are depicted in Fig. 6.10a and Fig. 6.10b, respectively. These two parameters of the
vM distribution can be estimated in a closed form based on an MLE procedure (see
Sect. F.1).

(a) vM PDF for µvM = 0. (b) vM PDF for µvM = 0.75π.

Figure 6.10: vM PDF for two values of µvM and different values of κ.

6.6.2.2. Wrapped Cauchy (also known as wrapped Lorentzian) Distribution,
WC (µwc, ρ)

The WC distribution is a symmetric unimodal distribution that can be obtained by
wrapping the Cauchy distribution (on the line) around the circle. The PDF of the WC
distribution is given by [34]

WC (µwc, ρ) ≡ f (x|µ, ρ) = 1
2π

1− ρ2

1 + ρ2 − 2ρ cos (x− µwc)
,

where − π < µwc ≤ π, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. (6.43)
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Note that µwc is the location parameter and ρ is the scale parameter. As ρ ⇒ 0 the
WC distribution converges to the uniform distribution. As ρ⇒ 1, the WC distribution
tends to the point distribution concentrated in the direction µwc. The PDFs of the
WC distribution for µwc = 0 and µwc = 0.75π at different values of ρ are depicted in
Fig. 6.11a and Fig. 6.11b, respectively. A summary of the estimation procedure for
the two parameters of the WC distribution is provided in Sect. F.2.

(a) WC PDF for µwc = 0. (b) WC PDF for µwc = 0.75π.

Figure 6.11: WC PDF for two values of µwc and different values of ρ.

6.6.3. Fitting Results

To demonstrate the applicability of the WCGSM PDF, two phase chips from the
MSTAR dataset are considered. The first phase chip, referred to as MSTAR T1, is for
target T-62 shown in Fig. 6.3b. The second phase chip, referred to as MSTAR T2, is
for target BRDM-2 (see Fig. 6.2). The ID number for this chip is HB15156.001 and
the azimuth angle is 103.325272o. For these two chips, the BRPI images for kernels
a, l and m of Fig. 6.5 are obtained as described in Sect. 6.5.1. Then, for each BRPI
image, the parameters of the WCGSM, vM and WC PDFs, respectively, are computed
as described in Sect. 6.6.1 and Sect. 6.6.2. The fitting results pertaining to MSTAR
T1 are depicted in Fig. 6.12. The overall fitting results for the two chips along with
the goodness-of-fit in terms of JSDN (see Eq. E.6 in Appendix E) are presented in
Table 6.3.
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(a) Plots for kernel (a). (b) Plots for kernel (l).

(c) Plots for kernel (m).

Figure 6.12: Plots for MSTAR T1. The vM, WC and WCGSM PDFs, respectively,
are superimposed on the BRPI histograms for kernels a, l and m.

The following conclusions are drawn based on the results obtained. Firstly, comparing
the vM, WC, and WCGSM PDFs it is apparent that the latter achieves the best fit
for the three kernels. Secondly, as one moves from kernels a to m, the peakedness and
heavy tails of the corresponding BRPI histograms become less pronounced. The WC
PDF is more heavy-tailed and more peaked, which makes it a better model than the
vM PDF for the BRPI histogram of kernel a. On the contrary, the vM PDF is less
heavy-tailed and less peaked, which makes it a better model than the WC PDF for
the BRPI histogram of kernel m. The peakedness and heavy tails pertaining to kernel
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Table6.3:Parameterestimatespertainingtokernelsa,landmforthevM,WCand
WCGSMPDFs.

Kernel
Chip

vM
JSDN

WC
JSDN

WCGSM
JSDN

fk (µvM,κ) (µwc,ρ) φ,λ

a

T MSTAR#1
0.0053,

0.0065
0.0048,

0.0021
0.0053,

6.1331e-04
1.9418 0.6458 0.7919

T MSTAR#2
0.0033,

0.0061
-9.215e-04,

0.0018
0.0033,

6.3857e-04
1.8884 0.6398 0.7846

l

T MSTAR#1
0.0081,

0.0012
0.0061,

0.0012
0.0081,

7.2833e-04
1.0561 0.4457 0.5641

T MSTAR#2
-3.78e-04,

0.0012
0.0021,

0.0010
-3.78e-04,

6.2111e-04
1.0237 0.4373 0.5529

m

T MSTAR#1
0.0004,

7.1752e-04
-0.003,

8.4103e-04
0.0004,

7.1742e-04
0.6440 0.2983 0.3798

T MSTAR#2
-0.002,

6.6240e-04
7.1424e-04,

6.8543e-04
-0.002,

5.9436e-04
0.6466 0.3013 0.3824

lismoderatelysituatedbetweenthatofkernelsaandm.Thismakesthefitsofthe

vMandthe WCPDFsrelativelysimilarforthiscase. Finally,theresultsobtained

demonstratethegeneralapplicabilityoftheWCGSMPDFanditsadaptabilitytothe

BRPIhistogramsforthethreekernels.ItisevidentthatthevMandthe WCPDFs

canbeviewedasspecialcasesofthe WCGSMPDF.

6.7.ClassificationUsingPhase-BasedFeatures

Thepurposeofthissectionistodemonstratetheadvantageoftheproposedmeth-

odsforphasecharacterizationandmodelingintargetclassificationinSARimagery.

First,baselinefeaturesextractedfromthepower-detectedSARchipareprovidedin

Sect.6.7.1. Then,asetoffifteenfeaturesbasedsolelyonthephaseimagearein-

troducedinSect.6.7.2.Supportvectormachine(SVM)classifierdesignandfeature

rankingaredescribedinSect.6.7.3andSect.6.7.4,respectively. Finally,theoverall

resultsarepresentedinSect.6.7.5.
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6.7.1. Baseline Features

Baseline features are solely based on the power-detected SAR chip. Nineteen baseline
features are utilized in this study. The procedure for extracting the baseline features
is summarized in Fig. 6.13. First, the complex-valued SAR chip is power-detected as

p (x, y) = [i (x, y)]2 + [q (x, y)]2 . (6.44)

Figure 6.13: Procedure for extraction of the baseline features.

Then, the power-detected SAR chip is thresholded through an adaptive information
theoretic approach based on the entropy of the histogram as originally proposed by
Kapur et al. [35]. This method was chosen because it is found to offer excellent
performance. Further, morphological dilation is applied to the thresholded image [36].
This operation is aimed at merging the relevant different connected regions in the
thresholded image into one contiguous region representative of the target extent. In
the next step, a set of features is extracted from the binary image, the dilated binary
image, and the gray-level image. These extractions are meant to represent the power-
based features commonly used in the literature, and they include the following [37]:

• Number of scattering centers (fBL1): the number of connected regions in the
binary image.

• Area (fBL2): the total number of pixels with value of one in the binary image.
• Centroid (fBL3, fBL4): the ‘center of mass’ of the dilated binary image. Note

that the first element (fBL3) is the horizontal coordinate (or x-coordinate) of
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thecenterofmass,andthesecondelement(fBL4)istheverticalcoordinate(or

y-coordinate).

•Majoraxislength(fBL5):thelength(inpixels)ofthemajoraxisoftheellipse

thathasthesamenormalizedsecondcentralmomentsastheregion.Thismea-

sureisbasedonthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Minoraxislength(fBL6):thelength(inpixels)oftheminoraxisoftheellipse

thathasthesamenormalizedsecondcentralmomentsastheregion.Thismea-

sureisalsobasedonthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Eccentricity(fBL7):theeccentricityoftheellipsethathasthesamesecond-

momentsastheregion.Theeccentricityistheratioofthedistancebetweenthe

focioftheellipseanditsmajoraxislength.Thevalueisbetween0and1.This

measureisalsobasedonthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Orientation(fBL8):theangle(indegreesrangingfrom−90
oto90o)betweenthe

x-axisandthemajoraxisoftheellipsethathasthesamesecond-momentsas

theregion.Thismeasureisalsobasedonthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Convexarea(fBL9):thenumberofpixelsintheconvexhullthatspecifiesthe

smallestconvexpolygonthatcancontaintheregion.Thismeasureisalsobased

onthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Eulernumber(fBL10):thenumberofobjectsintheregionminusthenumberof

holesinthoseobjects.Thismeasureisbasedonthebinaryimage.

•Equivalentdiameter(fBL11):thediameterofacirclewiththesameareaasthe

region. Computedas 4
π
fBL2. Thismeasureisbasedonthedilatedbinary

image.

•Solidity(fBL12):theproportionofthepixelsintheconvexhullthatarealsoin

theregion,computedasfBL2
fBL9
.Thismeasureisalsobasedonthedilatedbinary

image.

•Extent(fBL13):theratioofpixelsintheregiontopixelsinthetotalbounding

box. Computedas fBL2
AreaoftheBoundingBox

. Thismeasureisalsobasedonthe

dilatedbinaryimage.

•Perimeter(fBL14):thedistancebetweeneachadjoiningpairofpixelsaroundthe

borderoftheregion.Thismeasureisalsobasedonthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Weightedcentroid (fBL15,fBL16):thecenteroftheregionbasedonlocationand
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intensity value. The first element (fBL15) is the horizontal coordinate (or x-
coordinate) of the weighted centroid. The second element (fBL16) is the vertical
coordinate (or y-coordinate). This measure is based on both the dilated binary
image as well as the power-detected intensity image.

• Mean intensity (fBL17): the mean of all the intensity values in the region of the
power-detected image as defined by the dilated binary image.

• Minimum intensity (fBL18): the value of the pixel with the lowest intensity in
the region of the power-detected image as defined by the dilated binary image.

• Maximum intensity (fBL19): the value of the pixel with the greatest intensity in
the region of the power-detected image as defined by the dilated binary image.

6.7.2. Features Based Solely on the Phase Image

While various types of features can be extracted based on the BRPI image as well as
the WCGSM model described in Sect. 6.5 and Sect. 6.6, for demonstration purposes
the following set of fifteen features are considered in this study:

• The location parameter based on kernel a (fPh1): this is the location parameter
φ̂ of the WCGSM PDF for kernel a (see Fig. 6.5) estimated based on Eq. 6.41.

• The shape parameter based on kernel a (fPh2): this is the shape parameter λ̂ of
the WCGSM PDF for kernel a (see Fig. 6.5) estimated based on the JSD method
presented in Sect. 6.6.1.5.

• Maximum peak value for kernel a (fPh3): this is the peak value for the WCGSM
PDF based on kernel a. This is analogous to the peak value for the the normalized
histogram defined by h/sum(h) (see Fig. 6.12).

• The location parameter based on kernel l (fPh4): this is the location parameter
φ̂ of the WCGSM PDF for kernel l (see Fig. 6.5) estimated based on Eq. 6.41.

• The shape parameter based on kernel l (fPh5): this is the shape parameter λ̂
of the WCGSM PDF for kernel l (see Fig. 6.5) estimated based on the JSD
divergence method presented in Sect. 6.6.1.5.

• Maximum peak value for kernel l (fPh6): this is the peak value for the WCGSM
PDF based on the kernel l.

• The location parameter based on kernel m (fPh7): this is the location parameter
φ̂ of the WCGSM PDF for the kernelm (see Fig. 6.5) estimated based on Eq. 6.41.
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• The shape parameter based on kernel m (fPh8): this is the shape parameter λ̂
of the WCGSM PDF for kernel m (see Fig. 6.5) estimated based on the JSD
method presented in Sect. 6.6.1.5.

• Maximum peak value for kernel m (fPh9): this is the peak value for the WCGSM
PDF based on kernel m.

• First pseudo-covariance measure (fPh10): this is the measure given in Eq. 6.15,
and based on kernel a.

• Second pseudo-covariance measure (fPh11): this is the measure given in Eq. 6.15,
and based on kernel l.

• Third pseudo-covariance measure (fPh12): this is the measure given in Eq. 6.15,
and based on kernel m.

• First noncircularity measure (fPh13): this is the measure given in Eq. 6.14, and
based on kernel a.

• Second noncircularity measure (fPh14): this is the measure given in Eq. 6.14, and
based on kernel l.

• Third noncircularity measure (fPh15): this is the measure given in Eq. 6.14, and
based on kernel m.

It may be noted that because the ‘sideband responses’ due to the nonlinear scattering
are distributed over an area far larger than that physically occupied by the target [1],
no segmentation should be utilized and the largest area possible around the target
should be included. Hence, the entire MSTAR chip provided by SDMS is used in this
study.

6.7.3. Classifier Design

The open source LIBSVM machine learning library [38] is used in this study to design
an eight-class support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The kernel used in this work
is the Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) [39, 40]. Two parameters (C, γ) play a
crucial role in dictating the performance of the SVM classifier. C > 0 is the penalty
or regularization parameter, and γ > 0 is the kernel parameter (see [38] for details).
Following the guidelines in [38, 39, 41], a grid-search and a ν-fold cross-validation can
be used to find the optimal values of these two parameters.
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6.7.4.FeatureRanking

Inthisstudy,theFisherscore(F-Score)[42]isusedtoevaluatethestatisticalsignif-

icanceofthefeatures. TheF-Scoreisatechniqueformeasuringthediscrimination

oftwosetsofrealnumbers. Giventhetrainingvectorsxkwherek=1,...,mandif

thenumberofpositiveandnegativeinstancesaren+andn−,respectively,then,the

F-Scoreoftheithfeatureisdefinedas[40,42,43]
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thfeatureofthewhole,
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(−)
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theithfeatureofthekthnegativeinstance.Thenumeratorindicatesthediscrimination

betweenthepositiveandnegativesets,andthedenominatorindicatesthatwithin

eachofthetwosets. ThelargertheF-Scoreis,themorelikelythefeatureismore

discriminative[42,43].

6.7.5.Results

TwodifferenttrainingandtestingfeaturesetsareextractedusingtheMSTARdatasets

presentedinSect.6.4.Thefirstfeaturesetcontainsthebaselinefeaturesbasedonthe

power-detectedSARchipsdescribedinSect.7.8.1.Intotal,therearenineteenbaseline

featuresforeachtargetchip.Hence,thesizeoftheconstructedbaselinefeaturesmatrix

fortrainingis2347×19andfortestingis2112×19.Thesecondsetisforthephase-

basedfeaturespresentedinSect.6.7.2.Fifteenphase-basedfeaturesareextractedfrom

eachtargetchip.Thesizeofthephase-basedfeaturesmatrixfortrainingis2347×15

andfortestingis2112×15.

FollowingthestepsoutlinedinSect.6.7.3,twodifferentmulti-classSVMclassifiers

aretrainedusingthetrainingbaselineandphase-basedfeaturesets.Thegridsearchfor

theoptimalvaluesof(C,γ)pertainingtothetwoclassifiersisdepictedinFig.6.14.

Theaccuracydepictedisbasedonafive-foldcrossvalidation. Optimalvaluesare

foundtobe(25,2−1)and(2,2),respectively,forthebaselineandphase-basedfeature
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sets. Once the two classifiers are constructed based on the optimal parameters found,
the classifiers are tested using the baseline and the phase-based testing feature sets,
respectively. The confusion matrices for the baseline and phase-based classifiers are
provided in Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16, respectively. The overall classification accuracy (as
well as the validation accuracy) is calculated based on [38] as

Accuracy = No. of Correctly Predicted Data
No. of Testing Data × 100. (6.46)

The classifier based on the baseline features achieves an overall classification accuracy
of 73.6269%. Moreover, the results obtained for the phase-based features evidently
demonstrate that the phase in single-channel SAR imagery is not useless as is often
assumed in the literature. On the contrary, based only on fifteen phase-based features,
an overall classification accuracy of 63.0208% is achieved. In comparison to the other
targets, it is noted that SLICY, BTR-60, ZSU-23/4 and 2S1, respectively, scored an
overall classification accuracy of 97.4453%, 87.6923%, 79.1971% and 71.5328% for the
phase-based features, and an overall classification accuracy of 96.7153%, 73.3333%,
72.9927% and 64.2336% for the baseline features. This is a clear indication that the
nonlinear dynamics possessed in the phase chips of these targets are relatively more
pronounced, and they are captured by the proposed features. It is worth noting that
SLICY achieved the highest classification accuracy for both the baseline and the phase-
based classifiers. This is expected due to the unique phenomenology of SLICY in
comparison to the other targets considered. It should also be noted that if a SAR
dataset with higher resolution is used, one would expect an increase in the classification
accuracy based solely on the phase features.
Next, the combinatorial effect of the baseline and the phase-based features is studied.

This serves to illustrate the uniqueness of the information carried in the phase in
comparison to the power-detected chip. The amalgamation of the baseline and the
phase-based features is used to build a new SVM classifier following the procedure
described in Sect. 6.7.3. Thus, the sizes of the new features matrices for training and
testing, respectively, are 2347 × (19 + 15) and 2112 × (19 + 15). The optimal values
for (C, γ) are obtained based on a grid search (see Fig. 6.17) and found to be (25, 2−1).
The confusion matrix and the classification accuracy for this classifier are provided in
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Fig. 6.18.

(a) Grid search for the baseline features.

(b) Grid search for the phase-based features.

Figure 6.14: Grid search for optimal (C, γ) for the two set of features.
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BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 73.3333 3.0769 8.2051 2.0513 6.1538 3.0769 4.1026 0
2S1 5.8394 64.2336 6.9343 6.2044 8.7591 5.8394 1.0949 1.0949

BRDM− 2 9.4891 5.8394 71.8978 0.3650 3.6496 4.7445 4.0146 1.0949
D7 2.1898 5.1095 2.1898 77.3723 4.3796 3.2847 4.7445 0.7299
T62 6.2271 10.6227 5.4945 0.7326 67.3993 3.6630 5.4945 0.3663

ZIL− 131 6.2044 9.4891 5.1095 1.4599 9.4891 64.9635 1.0949 2.1898
ZSU− 23/4 6.5693 2.9197 4.0146 7.2993 4.3796 1.4599 72.9927 0.3650

SLICY 0.3650 1.4599 0 0.3650 0 1.0949 0 96.7153

Figure 6.15: Confusion matrix for the baseline classifier. Classification accuracy =
73.6269% (1555/2112).

BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 87.6923 3.5897 1.0256 1.0256 0 0 3.0769 3.5897
2S1 6.9343 71.5328 1.8248 15.3285 0.7299 1.4599 1.8248 0.3650

BRDM− 2 0.7299 5.8394 43.4307 10.9489 19.3431 12.0438 7.2993 0.3650
D7 0 15.6934 6.2044 44.8905 9.1241 20.8029 3.2847 0
T62 0 0.7326 13.9194 8.0586 43.5897 20.5128 13.1868 0

ZIL− 131 0.3650 4.0146 6.2044 30.6569 10.9489 43.4307 4.3796 0
ZSU− 23/4 0 0 4.3796 0.3650 12.7737 1.0949 79.1971 2.1898

SLICY 0 0 1.0949 0 0 0 1.4599 97.4453

Figure 6.16: Confusion matrix for the classifier based solely on the phase features.
Classification accuracy = 63.0208% (1331/2112).

These results demonstrate the uniqueness of the phase-based features. Particularly,
upon combining the baseline and the phase-based features, the overall classification
accuracy is increased by around 8%. Again, if a SAR dataset with higher resolution
is used, one would expect even greater increase in accuracy. Next, the combination of
the baseline and the phase-based features are ranked based on the procedure outlined
in Sect. 6.7.4. F-Scores for the features are depicted in Fig. 6.19. The correspond-
ing F-Score values are given in Table 6.5. Generally, the F-Score results convey that
five of the phase-based features possess higher significance than the baseline features.
Additionally, the F-Score of the phased-based features with indices of 22, 32 and 21,
respectively, are around seven-fold of the maximum F-Score pertinent to the baseline
features scored by the baseline feature with index number five. This shows the utility
of the phase-based features.
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Figure 6.17: Grid search of optimal (C, γ) for combinations of the baseline + phase-
based features.

BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 88.2051 4.1026 1.0256 1.5385 0 1.0256 1.5385 2.5641
2S1 8.0292 79.5620 2.9197 5.4745 1.4599 2.1898 0.3650 0

BRDM− 2 0.3650 7.2993 75.5474 1.4599 5.8394 6.9343 2.5547 0
D7 1.4599 4.0146 3.2847 84.6715 2.1898 3.2847 1.0949 0
T62 0.7326 2.1978 10.2564 1.4652 73.6264 6.2271 5.4945 0

ZIL− 131 1.8248 8.0292 7.6642 3.6496 9.1241 68.6131 1.0949 0
ZSU− 23/4 0 1.4599 4.0146 2.1898 4.3796 1.4599 85.4015 1.0949

SLICY 0 0.3650 0.3650 0.3650 0 01.0949 0.3650 97.4453

Figure 6.18: Confusion matrix for the classifier based on baseline and phase-based
features. Classification accuracy = 81.392% (1719/2112).

Figure 6.19: Significance in terms of the F-Score for all the features (baseline + phase-
based) used in this study. Blue and red bars, respectively, represent the baseline
and phase-based features. The feature index corresponds to the feature subscript
provided in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: F-Scores for the baseline features used in this study

Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Type fBL1 fBL2 fBL3 fBL4 fBL5 fBL6 fBL7 fBL8

F-Score 0.104282 0.174448 0.026250 0.240112 0.525163 0.116269 0.356272 0.007372

Index 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Type fBL9 fBL10 fBL11 fBL12 fBL13 fBL14 fBL15 fBL16

F-Score 0.234009 0.074707 0.252705 0.071361 0.090576 0.435705 0.037509 0.205777

Index 17 18 19

Type fBL17 fBL18 fBL19

F-Score 0.296468 0.037128 0.290143

Table 6.5: F-Scores for the phase-based features used in this study.

Index 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

Type fPh1 fPh2 fPh3 fPh4 fPh5 fPh6 fPh7 fPh8

F-Score 0.002161 3.40389 3.93829 0.001028 0.852989 0.850224 0.000536 0.451283

Index 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

Type fPh9 fPh10 fPh11 fPh12 fPh13 fPh14 fPh15

F-Score 0.437565 0.003383 0.004468 0.001335 3.609093 0.466928 0.100274

The following observations are based on the results obtained. First, unlike the
common belief that the phase in single-channel complex-valued SAR imagery carries
no useful information, the statistical significance of the information carried in the
phase is clearly demonstrated. Second, the top ranked feature is that based on the
peak value of the normalized WCGSM model. This is directly followed by the measure
for noncircularity based on the absolute value for the pseudo-covariance of the BRPI
image. Then, this is followed by the shape parameter of the WCGSM PDF. This
demonstrates the advantage of the proposed method for phase characterization and
modeling. Finally, it should be stressed that because we do not have access to a dataset
with a greater resolution (i.e., typical of today’s airborne SAR sensors), the MSTAR
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dataset was utilized to illustrate the general advantages of our proposed methods.
With the increase in the spatial resolution of the SAR sensor relative to the size of the
imaged target, the nonlinear phenomenon is naturally expected to be more pronounced.
Accordingly, the application of the proposed approach to this kind of SAR imagery
should achieve higher classification accuracy.

6.8. Conclusions

Nonlinear phase modulation is a phenomenon of significance for extended targets in
SAR imagery. Important information about this phenomenon is carried in the often
discarded phase of the SAR image. This chapter presented a new insight into the
phase in single-channel SAR imagery. A method for characterizing the phase content
is presented. Additionally, a statistical model for the characteristic phase is derived.
Furthermore, a set of fifteen phase-based features are introduced. The applicability of
the proposed features is demonstrated on eight-class real-world phase chips from the
MSTAR dataset. When a dataset with higher resolution is available, the techniques
proposed in this chapter are expected to achieve superior classification accuracy. On-
going research effort is focused on developing novel methods that take advantage of
the nonlinear dynamics in the complex-valued SAR chip. The combinatorial effect for
various types of features, including those considered in this study, will be examined.
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7. Holism for Target Classification in
Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery

7.1. Overview

Reductionism and holism are two worldviews underlying the fields of linear and nonlin-
ear signal processing, respectively. The conventional radar resolution theory is moti-
vated by the former view, and it is violated due to nonlinear phase modulation induced
by the dispersive scattering typically associated with extended targets. Motivated by
the latter view, this chapter offers a new insight into the process of feature extrac-
tion for target recognition applications in single-channel SAR imagery. Two novel
frameworks for feature extraction are presented. The first framework is based solely
on the often-ignored phase chip. The second framework uses the complex-valued 2-D
SAR chip after it is transformed into a 1-D vector. This transformation provides for
the utilization of various nonlinear and nonstationary time series analysis methods.
Some representative nonlinear features based on these two frameworks are introduced.
Further, for comparison purposes, baseline features from the power-detected chip are
also considered. Multiple instances of an eight-class support vector machine (SVM)
classifier are designed based on combinations of feature sets extracted from the public-
domain MSTAR dataset. A classification accuracy of 93.4186% is achieved for the
combination of the phase and 1-D based nonlinear features. This is in comparison to
73.6269% for the baseline features. Because the nonlinear phenomenon is resolution-
dependent, our proposed approach is expected to achieve even greater accuracy for
SAR sensors with higher resolution.
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7.2. Introduction

The underpinning philosophy for science in general, and the field of signal processing
in particular, is based on either one of two multidisciplinary worldviews: reductionism
(also known as Newtonianism) and holism [1–3]. In the reductionist worldview, a
complex system is assumed to be simply the superposition of its parts, and its analysis
is reduced to analysis of its individual components. Although this view may not
seem to explicitly dismiss the existence of the so-called emergence phenomenon (i.e.,
multiplicity due to interactions between the individual components), it is implicit that
the emergence phenomenon can be captured by the constituent processes. On the
contrary, in the holistic worldview, the system is viewed as a whole that cannot be
fully understood solely in terms of its constituent parts. This principle was succinctly
summarized twenty-four centuries ago by Aristotle in Metaphysics: “The whole is
greater than the sum of its parts” [3].
Reductionism and holism set the philosophical foundations of linear and nonlinear

signal processing, respectively [1, 3]. In linear system theory [4], the reductionist view
is applied, meaning that the signal is decomposed into fragments that are analyzed
individually. The analysis result for the whole signal is obtained from proper scaling
(i.e., homogeneity property) and addition of the fragments (i.e., superposition princi-
ple). For this process to be valid, the central limit theorem (CLT) is invoked; hence, it
is implicitly assumed that the signal samples are drawn from a distribution possessing
a finite variance [5]. Accordingly, the linear system theory treats deviation from linear-
ity as noise that warrants removal. For example, the Fourier view, the heart of linear
system theory, assumes a first-order fundamental oscillation and bounding higher order
harmonics. Despite its mathematical soundness, this view does not correspond strictly
to physical reality [6].
When the underlying random processes are nonlinear, advantages of the holistic ap-

proach become apparent. Statistically, nonlinear signal processing is motivated by the
generalized central limit theorem (GCLT) which holds that the variance of the under-
lying random variables is infinite [7]. The Poincaré view [6, 8] is one such important
view for nonlinear signal processing, which sets the foundations for chaos theory. The
Hilbert view [6] is another important view which was popularized after the advent
of the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) [9], an important advancement in adaptive
nonlinear and nonstationary signal processing.
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Conventional radar resolution theory, which is a resolution theory of point targets
[10], represents a direct application of the reductionist worldview. Thus, analysis of
the single-channel synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image has traditionally been based
on linear techniques associated with the image intensity while the phase content is
ignored. The insufficiency of the linear resolution theory to extended targets, based
on the empirical observation that man-made targets produce dispersive scattering,
has been reported in the literature [11–13]. In effect, this induces a nonlinear phase
modulation (PM) in the radar return signal which causes a mismatch in the correlator’s
output. This phenomenon is preserved in the complex-valued image rather than the
detected one.
In [11–13], a curve fitting algorithm is used to detect nonlinear scattering in SAR

imagery. However, there are two possible drawbacks associated with this approach.
Firstly, it is non-adaptive due to its contingency on certain a priori assumptions. Sec-
ondly, while it identifies nonlinear scattering in general terms, it neither classifies it
nor estimates its order. The feature extraction approach presented in this chapter
differs significantly in that it is entirely data driven without any a priori assumptions.
Further, our approach is advantageous in that it allows for classifying the dispersive
scatterers as well as estimating their nonlinear order. To our knowledge, this capa-
bility has not been previously demonstrated in the SAR literature. This provides for
significantly utilizing nonlinear phenomena in target recognition applications.
The study in this chapter builds on six previous investigations [14–19]. In [14, 15],

an in-depth analysis for nonlinearity in single-channel SAR imagery was conducted.
The analysis demonstrated the statistical significance of the nonlinear phenomenon in
high-resolution complex-valued SAR imagery. It was also shown that the nonlinear
effect is either obliterated or altered/diminished for magnitude and power detections,
respectively. In [16–18], a method for characterization and statistical modeling of the
phase in single-channel SAR imagery was proposed. Also, the circularity (also known
as propriety) in complex-valued SAR imagery was investigated. It was demonstrated
that, for the case of extended target, the complex-valued SAR chip is noncircular. In
[19], a method for estimating the order of nonlinear dispersive scattering in complex-
valued SAR imagery was provided.
The main contributions presented in this study are:
• Development of a new feature set based solely on the phase in single-channel
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SAR imagery,
• Development of three complementary 1-D representations for the 2-D real/imaginary

parts, bivariate and complex-valued SAR chips. This allows for applying various
nonlinear and nonstationary time series analysis methods for feature extraction,

• Development of a new set of features based on the HHT as well as methods
motivated by chaos theory including permutation entropy (PE) and detrended
fluctuation analysis (DFA), and

• A simple method for feature standardization based on the median and the in-
terquartile range (IQR).

The topic addressed in this chapter is applicable to various kinds of stationary and
moving targets including vehicles, ships, airplanes, icebergs, etc. Furthermore, the
application of the methods proposed may be extended beyond SAR to include radar
in general, sonar, synthetic aperture sonar (SAS), ultrasound, synthetic aperture ul-
trasound (SAU), etc.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, the origin of the

nonlinear phenomenon in single-channel SAR imagery is approached in Sect. 7.3. Then,
the proposed framework for nonlinear feature extraction based solely on the phase chip
is described in Sect. 7.4. Thirdly, the three 1-D representations for the 2-D SAR chip
are introduced in Sect. 7.5. Subsequently, methods used for nonlinear feature extraction
based solely on the 1-D representations are proposed in Sect. 7.6, and this is followed in
Sect. 7.7 by a discussion of the SAR dataset utilized in this study. The overall features
used in the study, including the baseline features and the nonlinear features, as well as
the proposed procedure for feature normalization, are defined in Sect. 7.8. The process
of classifier design and feature selection are outlined in Sect. 7.9, and the overall results
are elaborated upon in Sect. 7.10. Finally, conclusions are offered at the end of the
chapter in Sect. 7.11.

7.3. Origin of the Nonlinear Phenomenon in SAR
Imagery

The baseband backscatter xBB from a single point target, output from the quadrature
demodulator and downlinked to the SAR processor, is known as the phase history or
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therawdataandisgivenby[10]

xBB(τ,η)=Aexp(jψ)wr τ−2
R(η)

c
wa(η−ηc)

exp−j4πfo
R(η)

c
exp



jπKr τ−2
R(η)

c

2








,

(7.1)

whereAisthebackscattercoefficient(i.e.,σo),ψisaphasechangeinthereceived

pulseduetothescatteringprocessfromasurface,j=
√
−1,τisthefasttime,ηis

theslowtime,wr(τ)=rect(τ/Tr)isthetransmittedpulseenvelope,Tristhepulse

duration,R(η)isthedistancebetweentheradarandthepointtarget,cisthespeedof

lightinavacuum,wa(η)isthetwo-wayazimuthbeampattern,ηcisthebeamcenterin

theazimuthdirection,foisthecenterfrequency,andKristhefrequencymodulation

(FM)rateoftherangepulse.TheSARrawsignalxBB(τ,η)isconventionallymodeled

as

xBB(τ,η)=g(τ,η)⊗h(τ,η)+n(τ,η), (7.2)

where⊗denotesconvolution,g(τ,η)isthegroundreflectivity,h(τ,η)istheimpulse

responseoftheSAR,andn(τ,η)isanoisecomponentmainlyduetothefront-end

receiver.

TheSARprocessorsolvesforg(τ,η).Followingtheconventionalradarresolution

theory,h(τ,η),boundedbythecurlybracketsinEq.7.1,isanimpulseresponseofa

pointtarget.Foragivenreflectorwithintheradarilluminationtime,ψisassumedto

beconstant[10].Forthecaseofanextendedtarget,thisassumptionisadoptedverba-

tim.Hence,suchatargetismodeledasthelinearcombinationofitspointreflectors.

However,theassumptionofconstantψisviolatedinthepresenceofdispersivescatter-

ingfromcavity-likereflectors,typicalinstationaryandmovingman-made(extended)

targetssuchasvehiclesandairplanes.Thesereflectorstraptheincidentwavebefore

itisbackscattered,thusinducingaphasemodulation(PM).Theproblemariseswhen

thePMisnonlinear. BesidesthePM,thisphenomenonalsointroducesamplitude
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modulation (AM) [11–13]. Therefore, the backscatter term in Eq. 7.1 is rewritten as

s (τ (fτ ) , η) = A (τ (fτ ) , η) exp (jψ (τ (fτ ) , η)) , (7.3)

where τ (fτ ) is the time delay due to the PM, and fτ varies over the spectral width of
the chirp, B. It should be emphasized that the magnitude and phase of the backscatter
in Eq. 7.3 is frequency dependent. While the AM is a linear process, this is often not
the case for the PM. Indeed, based on the principle of stationary phase (POSP), the
time delay induced by a dispersive scatterer is

τ (fτ ) ∝
d

df (fτ )O , (7.4)

where O is the order of nonlinearity induced by the dispersive scatterer. For O ∈
{0, 1, 2}, the PM is linear, and its effect is either translation or smearing of the re-
sponse in the correlation filter. Another reason for the smearing of the response is the
variable Doppler processing used for motion compensation. However, for O /∈ {0, 1, 2},
the phase center possesses a nonlinear delay which introduces spurious effects in the
correlator’s output. This phenomenon is referred to as ‘sideband responses’, and the
information about it is preserved in the complex-valued image rather than the detected
one. Further, in the presence of an extended target, it is empirically observed that
this effect dominates the focused SAR imagery [11–13]. The sideband responses are
radically different from the range and Doppler sidelobes. One of the reasons for this
is that they are among the strongest responses. Secondly, unlike the range and the
Doppler sidelobes, the sideband responses are not restricted to the range and cross-
range gates. Thirdly, they are distributed over an area far larger than that occupied
by the target. As stressed in [11–13], these sideband responses cannot be suppressed
by the weighting methods because they are target generated. Obviously, the nonlinear
PM violates the resolution theory of point targets.
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7.4. Nonlinear Measures Based Solely on the Phase
Chip

In a previous work [16, 18], it was demonstrated that the phase in single-channel
complex-valued SAR imagery, particularly in the presence of extended target(s), can
indeed be statistically well-modeled using the wrapped complex Gaussian scale mixture
(WCGSM). A brief overview for our proposed algorithm for phase characterization is
presented in Fig. 7.1. The complex-valued SAR chip is available in the form

c (u, v) = i (x, y) + j q (x, y) , (7.5)

where i (x, y) and q (x, y) are the real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued SAR
chip, respectively. Note that (x, y) represent the 2-D Cartesian coordinates of the
real-valued plane, while (u, v) represent the 2-D Cartesian coordinates in the complex-
valued plane. Hence, the phase chip is given by

Φ (x, y) = arg {c (u, v)} . (7.6)

The phase chip Φ (x, y) is processed in order to make sense of the information content
it carries. This is because, by definition, the phase is always relative and it often ap-
pears meaningless if it is not appropriately characterized. Accordingly, the proposed
algorithm simply produces the so-called backscatter relative phase image (BRPI). The
main idea is that each pixel in the phase chip is characterized in relation to its neigh-
bors. Then, a histogram can be computed based on the BRPI image.
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Figure 7.1: Proposed algorithm for phase characterization in SAR imagery.

The BRPI image is computed from the difference between the phase chip and the
neighborhood-processed phase chip. The latter is obtained through convolving the
phase chip with a kernel fk. The kernel should have a value of zero in the center
and ones where desired. The kernel convolution operation produces an average phase
chip for the neighborhood of each pixel in the phase chip. In this study, three kernels
are considered as shown in Fig. 7.2. As pointed-out in [16], these kernels were chosen
because they are found to produce histograms consistent with typical statistical models.

 1 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1


(a) First kernel.


1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1


(b) Second kernel.



1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1


(c) Third kernel.

Figure 7.2: The three convolution kernels (fk) considered in this study.

Phase values are in the range (−π, π] - i.e., the phase values are on a circle where the
angles π and −π meet at the same point. In order to account for the circularity of the
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phase,thephasechipΦ(x,y)shouldbefirstconvertedtothepolarformasfollows1

CVF(u,v)=exp(jΦ(x,y))=cos{Φ(x,y)}+jsin{Φ(x,y)}. (7.7)

CVF(u,v)hasasizeofMc×Nc.TheconvolutionkernelfkhasasizeofMk×Nk.

MkandNkaretypicallychosentobeoddvaluestoavoidambiguityindefiningthe

centerpixel.ConvolvingCVF(u,v)withthekernelfkataparticularpixellocation

inthechip(mc,nc)yieldstheconvolutionimageas

CI(mc,nc)=fk⊗CVF(mc,nc)=
Mk

mk=1

Nk

nk=1

fk(mk,nk)CVF(mc−mk,nc−nk),

(7.8)

where⊗denotesconvolution,mc∈{1,2,...,Mc}andnc∈{1,2,...,Nc}. TheBRPI

imageisdefinedasthedifferencebetweenthephaseanglespertainingtotheoriginal

phasechipandtheconvolutionchipandmaybeexpressedas

BRPI(x,y)=arg
CVF(u,v)

CI(u,v)
. (7.9)

TheresultantBRPIimagedefinesthecharacteristicphaseofeachpixelintheinput

phasechipΦ(x,y)relativetoitsneighborhoodasdefinedbytheconvolutionkernel

fk. ThenextstepinvolvesmodelingthethreeresultantBRPIhistogramsusingthe

WCGSMmodeldescribedin[16]. The WCGSMdistribution,characterizedbytwo

1Processingthepolarrepresentationofthephasechipratherthanthephasechipperseallowsfor
easilyaccountingforphasewrapping. Thisideaisborrowedfromthefieldofdirectional(also
knownascircular)statistics.Seeforexample[20–22]. Theterm‘circular’stemsfromthefact
thatthephasevaluesareonacirclewheretheanglesπand−πmeetatthesamepoint.In
directionalstatistics,‘phasewrapping’isalsocalled‘phasecircularity’.Thisisnottobeconfused
withcircularity/noncircularitydiscussedlaterinthischapter.
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parameters,isgivenby

WCGSM φ,λ≡p(Φbrpi)=
1−λ2

2π(1−χ2)

χarccos(χ)

(1−χ2)0.5
+1 , (7.10)

where,

χ=λcosΦbrpi−φ+π. (7.11)

Theparametersofthe WCGSMmodelareestimatedasdiscussedbelow.First,itwas

empiricallyobservedthatthelocationparameterφcanbeaccuratelyestimatedusing

thecircularmeanoftheBRPIimagewhichisdefinedas

φ̂=arg
1

n

n

i=1

exp(jΦbrpi,i), (7.12)

wherenisthetotalnumberofsamplesintheBRPIimage.Theparameterλisthe

shapeparameterofthe WCGSMdistributionwhichisestimatedbasedonasimple

fittingprocedureutilizingthetheJensen–Shannon(JS)divergence(seeSect.6.6.1.5

fordetails). Oncethethreehistogramspertainingtothethreekernelsaremodeled

usingthethree WCGSMmodels,featuresbasedonthe WCGSMprobabilitydensity

function(PDF)canbeextracted(seeSect.7.8.2.1).

Besidesthefeaturesbasedonthe WCGSMmodel,itispossibletoextractuseful

featuresdirectlyfromtheBRPIimagegiveninEq.7.9.Onesuchimportantmeasure

isthecircularity/noncircularitywhichisalsoknownaspropriety/impropriety,respec-

tively[23,24]. CircularitymeansthattheBRPIimagehasaPDFthatisinvariant

underrotationinthecomplexplane.ThisalsoimpliesthattheBRPIimageisuncor-

relatedwithitscomplex-conjugate.In[16,18],itwasshownthatthroughutilizingthe

BRPIimage,itispossibletocharacterizethenoncircularityinthephasechip.This

isachievedbyusingthemodulusofthepseudo-covariance[23,25,26]

|Ψ|= E BRPIBRPIT ,0<|Ψ|<1. (7.13)
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whereE{.}denotestheexpectation,BRPIisthepolarrepresentationofBRPIafter

conversiontoa1-Dvector,andTdenotesthetranspose.Notethatif|Ψ|=0,then

BRPIissaidtobesecond-ordercircular,orproper.Further,theangleofΨisalso

usedinthisstudyas

∠Ψ=arg{Ψ}. (7.14)

7.5.LinearTransformationof2-DSARChipsto1-D

Space

Thissectionpresentsthreecomplementaryalgorithmstotransformthe2-DSARchip

intoanabstract1-Dvectorthataccountsforthepixelneighborhood.Ourmethodis

inspiredbytheRadontransform.Theremainderofthissectionisorganizedasfollows.

First,adescriptionfortheforwardRadontransformisgiveninSect.7.5.1.Second,a

methodforlineartransformationoftherealandtheimaginarypartsofthecomplex-

valued2-DSARchipintoa1-DvectorispresentedinSect.7.5.2. Third,amethod

forlineartransformationofthebivariate2-DSARchipintoa1-Dvectorisdescribed

inSect.7.5.3.Finally,Sect.7.5.4describesamethodforlineartransformationofthe

complex-valued2-DSARchipintoa1-Dvector.

7.5.1.TheForwardRadonTransform

TheRadontransformRθ(x)fora2-Dfunctionf(x,y)isthelineintegraloffparallel

totheyaxisdefinedas[27]

Rθ(x)=

∞̂

−∞

f(xcosθ−ysinθ,xsinθ+ycosθ)dy, (7.15)
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whereθistheprojectionangle,and(x,y)aretheprojectioncoordinateswhichare

relatedtotheprojectionangleas




x

y



=




cosθ sinθ

−sinθ cosθ








x

y



. (7.16)

ThegeometryoftheRadontransformisillustratedinFig.7.3.Notethatthe(x,y)

coordinateisrotatedaboutthecenteroftheimageasshowninFig.7.3.Amongthe

mainadvantagesoftheRadontransformisthatitiscomputeddirectlyinthespatial

domain,anditisalineartransform[27].Hence,itpreservesthestatisticspresentin

theoriginal2-DSARchipwithoutintroducinganynonlinearartifacts.

Figure7.3:IllustrationoftheRadontransformforaprojectionangleθ.Therandom
shapeprovidedrepresentsthe2-Dfunctionf(x,y).

7.5.2. A MethodforLinearTransformationoftheRealandthe

ImaginaryPartsofthe2-DSARChipintoa1-DVector

Underthissubsection,aprocedurefortransformingtherealandtheimaginaryparts

ofthe2-Dcomplex-valuedSARchipintoa1-Dvector,utilizingtheRadontransform,

isproposed.OurproposedprocedureisdepictedinFig.7.4.
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Figure7.4:Proposedprocedurefortransformingtherealandimaginarypartsofthe
2-Dcomplex-valuedSARchipintoa1-Dvector.

TheRadontransformisappliedseparatelytotherealandimaginarypartsofthe

complex-valuedSARchip(seeEq.7.5)as

I(θ,x)=Rθ{i(x,y)}|θ=[0,π). (7.17)

Q(θ,x)=Rθ{q(x,y)}|θ=[0,π). (7.18)

Notethatanglesintherange[π,2π]areomittedbecausetheircorrespondingRadon

transformprovidesidenticalvaluestoanglesintherange[0,π). Thisredundantin-

formationisofnointerestinthisstudy.Also,notethattheRadontransformrepre-

sentationgivenbyEq.7.17andEq.7.18isknownasasinogram.Inthenextstep,the

projectionanglesθ=[0,π)areintegrated-out.Thisisachievedthroughapplyingthe

Radontransformtothesinogramsataprojectionangleφ=π
2
as

I(x)=Rφ{I(θ,x)}|φ=π
2
. (7.19)

Q(x)=Rφ{Q(θ,x)}|φ=π
2
. (7.20)
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TheoutputgivenbyEq.7.19andEq.7.20isanabstract1-Dvectorrepresentativeof

therealandimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchip.

7.5.3.A MethodforLinearTransformationoftheBivariate2-D

SARChipintoa1-DVector

Underthissubsection,aprocedurefortransformingthebivariateSARchipintoareal-

valued1-Dvectorisproposed.Thetermbivariateisusedheretodenotethatthereal

andimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchiparetreatedastwoseparatereal-

valuedchips.Thisisinanalogytothebivariatedistribution(e.g.,bivariateGaussian)

whichisusedtomodelcomplex-valueddatainsuchamanner(seepage20in[24]).

Theprocedureproposedhereismeanttoaccountforthebivariatestatisticsbetween

therealandimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchip.Fig.7.5depictsour

proposedprocedure.

Figure7.5:Proposedprocedurefortransformingthebivariate2-DSARchipintoa
1-Dvector.

ThetwosinogramsoutputfromEq.7.17andEq.7.18,respectively,arecombinedto-

getherintoasinglesinogramasfollows

IQ(θ,x)=[I(θ,x)Q(θ,x)]. (7.21)
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NotethatMatlabnotationisusedinEq.7.21todenotethatthetwosinogramsare

concatenatedhorizontally,alongtheseconddimension.Thus,theresultantsinogram

hasthesamenumberofrowsasintheoriginalsinogram(i.e.,I(θ,x)andQ(θ,x)

havesimilardimensions),andthenumberofcolumnsisdoubled.Inthenextstep,the

projectionanglesθ=[0,π)areintegrated-out.Thisisachievedthroughapplyingthe

RadontransformtothecombinedsinogramoutputfromEq.7.21ataprojectionangle

φ=π
2
asfollows

IQ(x)=Rφ{IQ(θ,x)}|φ=π
2
. (7.22)

TheoutputgivenbyEq.7.22isanabstract1-Dvectorrepresentativeofthebivariate

statisticsintheinput2-Dcomplex-valuedSARchip.

7.5.4.A MethodforLinearTransformationofthe

Complex-Valued2-DSARChipintoa1-DVector

TheproceduredescribedinSect.7.5.3accountsforthebivariatestatisticsbetweenthe

realandimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchip. However,thecomplex-

valuedstatistics[24]arenotmeanttobeaccountedforbythisprocedure.Toaccount

forthesestatistics,asimpleprocedureisproposedunderthissubsection.First,thereal

andtheimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchiparesuitablyamalgamatedin

thespatial-domainas

fuiq(x,y)=furud(i(x,y),q(x,y)). (7.23)

Thisprocedure,referredtoasfurud’ing,wasinspiredbythespectroscopicbinaryin

theconstellationCanisMajorknownwiththetraditionalnameFurud[28–31].Fig.7.6

demonstratesourproposedfurud’ingprocedure.
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(a)Real-partofthe
complex-valued
SARchip,i(x,y).

(b) Imaginary-
part of the
complex-valued
SAR chip,
q(x,y).

(c)Furud’edchip,fuiq(x,y).

Figure7.6:Ourproposedfurud’ingprocedure.

Inthenextstep,thereal-valuedfurudchipistransformedtoa1-Dvectorbyinputting

ittotheproposedalgorithmintroducedinFig.7.4.Thefinaloutputisgivenby

Fuiq(x)=Rφ Rθ{fuiq(x,y)}|θ=[0,π) φ=π
2

. (7.24)

7.6. Nonlinear MeasuresBasedSolelyonthe1-D

Representation

Inthissection,thenonlinearmeasuresconsideredinthisstudyandbasedonthe1-D

representationoftheSARchiparepresented.Someofthesemeasuresaredirectly

basedonthe1-DRadonrepresentationsdiscussedearlierwhilesomeothersarebased

ontheHilbertspectrumcomputedfromthe1-DRadonrepresentations.Theremainder

ofthissectionisorganizedasfollows.InSect.7.6.1,abriefoverviewfortheHilbert-

Huangtransform(HHT)[9]alongwithafewproposedmodificationsispresented.

Further,inSect.7.6.2,aselectionofrelevantmethodsusedinthisstudyforquantifying

thenonlineardynamicsisprovided.
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7.6.1. Hilbert-HuangTransform(HHT)

HHTrepresentsanadvancementinnonlinearandnonstationarysignalprocessing[9].

Firstly,itusesatechniqueknownasempiricalmodedecomposition(EMD)tode-

composethedata,accordingtotheircharacteristicscales,intoasetofintrinsicmode

functions(IMFs). Thus,unlikeFourier-basedmethods,thebasisofthedatacomes

fromthedataitself.Secondly,theIMFsareusedtoconstructatime/space-frequency-

energydistributionknownastheHilbertspectrum. Subsequently,thetime/space

localitiesoftheeventsarepreserved.Therefore,thefrequencyandenergydefinedby

theHilberttransformhaveintrinsicandinstantaneousphysicalmeaning. Although

theterm‘spectrum’and‘frequency’aretraditionallyassociatedwiththeFourier-based

analysis,theHHTprovidesadifferentinterpretationfortheseterms.Indoingso,the

HHTavoidstheHeisenbergprinciple,whichisaserioussetbacktoallFourier-based

time/space-frequencymethodsincludingtheFourier-basedwavelettransform[9,32].

Inthisstudy,theensembleEMD(EEMD)[33]isappliedtotheoutputsgivenby

Eq.7.19andEq.7.20separately.EEMDisanoise-assistedmethodwhichresolvesthe

problemofmodemixingencounteredinthetraditionalEMD[9].Primarily,EEMD

decomposestheinputdatatoasmallnumberofIMFsbasedonthelocalcharacteristic

time/spacescale. AnIMFrepresentsasimpleoscillatorymodeasacounterpartto

theharmonicfunction.Bydefinition,anIMFisanyfunctionwiththesamenumber

ofextremaandzero-crossings,withitsenvelopesbeingsymmetricwithrespectto

zero. Thisdefinitionguaranteesawell-behavedHilberttransformoftheIMF.The

procedureofextractinganIMFiscalledsifting.Inoursubsequentanalysis,weusea

localstoppingcriterionforthesiftingprocessasprescribedin[33].Thus,anmnumber

ofIMFsisextractedfromI(x)andQ(x)as

I(x)=
m

a=1

[IIMF(x)]a+rI(x),

Q(x)=
m

a=1

[QIMF(x)]a+rQ(x).

(7.25)
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whererI(x)andrQ(x)aretheresidues.ThetotalnumberofIMFsisspecifiedas[9]

m=log2(n)−1, (7.26)

wherenisthelengthoftheoriginal1-Dsignal.InordertocalculatetheHilbert

spectrum,twomethodsareusedinthisstudy[34,35]:thedirectquadrature(DQ)

methodandthegeneralizedzero-crossing(GZC)method. TheDQmethodisbased

ontheanalyticsignalforeachIMF.Traditionally,theHHTtransformachievesthis

throughcomputingtheHilberttransformfortheIMF,andtheresultisplacedinthe

imaginary-partoftheanalyticsignal.Thereal-partistheIMFsignalitself.However,

accordingtothePaley-Wienertheorem,thecomplex-valuedsignaloutputfromthe

quadraturedemodulatorisindeedananalyticsignalwhereitsimaginary-partissimply

theHilberttransformofitsreal-part[36].Hence,weformtheanalyticsignalsbased

onpropercombinationoftherealandtheimaginarypartsforeachIMFaccordingto

[HDQ(x)]a=[IIMF(x)]a+j[QIMF(x)]a, (7.27)

wherea∈{1,...,m}.NotethatthisrepresentationisknownastheHilbertspectrum.

Thus,theinstantaneousmagnitudeoftheHilbertspectrumisgivenby

[bDQ(x)]a= [IIMF(x)]
2
a+[QIMF(x)]

2
a

0.5
. (7.28)

Further,theunwrappedinstantaneousphasefortheHilbertspectrumiscomputedas

[hDQ(x)]a=unwraparg[HDQ(x)]a , (7.29)

whereunwrapdenotestheadditionofmultiplesof±2πwhenabsolutejumpsbetween

consecutiveelementsof[hDQ(x)]aaregreaterthanorequaltothedefaultjumptol-

eranceofπradians.Subsequently,theinstantaneousfrequencyiscomputedfollowing
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thedefinitionofPOSPas

[IFDQ(x)]a=
d

dx
[hDQ(x)]a. (7.30)

IntheGZCmethod,theinstantaneousfrequency[IFGZC(x)]aisdefinedforthe

wholewave(i.e.,basedonthereal-partofeachIMFinourcase),whichincludes

thevaluesfromcrest-to-crest,trough-to-troughandup(down)zero-crossingtoup

(down)zero-crossing.ThecorrespondingbGZC(.)isdenoted[bGZC(x)]a(see[34,35]

fordetails).

7.6.2. QuantifyingtheNonlinearDynamics

Underthissubsection,thenonlinearmeasuresusedinthisstudyarepresented.First,

theorderofnonlinearityisdescribedinSect.7.6.2.1.Second,thedegreeofnonlin-

earityiselaboratedoninSect.7.6.2.2. Third,thecombineddegreeofnonlinearity

isdescribedinSect.7.6.2.3.Fourth,thepermutationentropy(PE)isintroducedin

Sect.7.6.2.4. Finally,thescalingexponent,basedondetrendedfluctuationanalysis

(DFA),isdiscussedinSect.7.6.2.5.

7.6.2.1. OrderofNonlinearity

Theaveragefrequencyforthecyclesoftheinstantaneousfrequencyandthereal-part

ofeachIMF,respectively,arecomputedfrom

[fIF]a=favg [IFDQ(x)]a , (7.31)

[fI]a=favg{[IIMF(x)]a}. (7.32)

Notethat[fIF]aistheintrawavefrequencyand[fI]aisthecorrespondingoscillation
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frequency.Thus,wecomputethenonlinearorderforeachIMFas[9,34,37]

[O]a=
[fIF]a
[fI]a

+1. (7.33)

[fIF]a
[fI]a

<1impliesthat[fIF]aisundersampled.Thismeansthattheestimateof[O]a
basedonsuchvaluesisincorrectoratleastinaccurate. Thus,wedonotusethe

undersampledfrequenciesfororderestimationinthisstudy.NotethatinEq.7.31,it

ispossibletoreplacetheaveragewiththemedian[38].

7.6.2.2. DegreeofNonlinearity

ForeachIMF,thedegreeofnonlinearity,DNa,canbecomputedas[34]

DNa=std
[IFDQ(x)]a−[IFGZC(x)]a

[IFGZC(x)]a

[bGZC(x)]a
¯[bGZC(x)]a

, (7.34)

wherestddenotesthestandarddeviationand ¯[bGZC(x)]aisthemeanvaluefor[bGZC(x)]a.

Itispossibletoreplacestdwiththeinterquartilerange(IQR)[39].Itisalsopossible

toreplacethemeanvaluefor[bGZC(x)]awiththemedian.

7.6.2.3.CombinedDegreeofNonlinearity

Thecombineddegreeofnonlinearity,CDN,weighsthedegreeofnonlinearityforeach

IMFbytheenergyineachIMFas[34]

CDN=
m

a=1

DNa
[EIMF]

2
a

m
k=1[EIMF]

2
k

, (7.35)

where[EIMF]
2
aistheenergyinthereal-partoftheanalyticsignalpertainingtoeach

IMF(i.e.,[IIMF(x)]a).
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7.6.2.4.PermutationEntropy

Permutationentropy(PE)[40]isasimpleyetrobustcomplexitymeasureforatime

seriesbasedonitsneighboringvalues.Inanalogytorelevantmeasuresforchaotic

dynamicalsystems,PEbehavessimilartotheLyapunovexponent,anditisfoundto

beuseful,particularlyinthepresenceofnonlineardynamicsinthesignal.Totakeinto

accountthecausalinformationpertainingtoanyeffectsstemmingfromthetemporal

orderofthesuccessiveelementsofthetimeseries,thetimeseriesisencodedfirstinto

sequencesofsymbols,basedonthetheoryofsymbolicdynamics.Then,theentropy

iscomputedfortheencodedsequenceasfollows[40]

Hc=−
l!

c=1

p̀clog2 p̀c . (7.36)

Here,p̀crepresentstherelativefrequenciesofthepossiblepatternsofsymbolsequences,

termedpermutations,andlisanimportantparameterforthenumberofpossibleper-

mutationpatterns.Also,notethatincomputingp̀cthereisanimportantparameter

calledτwhichdescribesthetimedelaybetweensuccessivepointsinthesymbolse-

quence. DetaileddescriptionforthePEalgorithmaswellasimportantpractical

recommendationsforchoosingthetwoparameterscanbefoundin[41].

7.6.2.5.ScalingExponentbasedonDetrendedFluctuationAnalysis(DFA)

Detrendedfluctuationanalysis(DFA)isasimpletechniqueforidentifyingtheextent

offractalself-similarityinanonstationarytimeseriesbasedonthecalculationofa

scalingexponentα.First,x(̃n)thetimeseriestobeanalyzedisintegratedtoproduce

aself-similarrandomwalk[42,43]

y(̃n)=
ñ

ρ=1

xρ. (7.37)

Then,y(̃n)issuccessivelysubdividedintowindowsoflengthLsamples.Foratime

seriesoflengthM samplestherewillbethenearestintegertolog2M scales.Aleast-
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squaresstraightlinelocaltrendiscalculatedbyanalyticallyminimizingthesquared

errorE2overtheslopeandinterceptparametersaandbas[42,43]

argmin
a,b

E2=
L

ñ=1

(y(̃n)−ãn−b)2. (7.38)

Then,thefluctuationiscalculatedoverallwindowsateachtimescaleas[42,43]

F(L)=
1

L

L

ñ=1

(y(̃n)−ãn−b)2
0.5

. (7.39)

Onalog-loggraphofLvs.F(L),astraightlineindicatesself-similarityexpressed

asF(L)∝α.Thescalingexponentαiscalculatedastheslopeofastraightlinefit

tothelog-loggraphofLvs.F(L)usingleast-squaresasabove(see[42,43]formore

details).

7.7.TheSARDataset

Thisstudyutilizesacomprehensivepublic-domainsingle-channel(i.e.,HHpolariza-

tion)andsinglelookcomplex-valued(SLC)SARdatasetcollectedanddistributed

undertheDARPAmovingandstationarytargetrecognition(MSTAR)program[44].

SandiaNationalLaboratoryusedanX-bandSTARLOSsensorinSpotlight mode

tocollectthedata. The MSTARdatasetprovidesanominalspatialresolutionof

0.3047×0.3047metresinbothrangeandazimuth.Thedatausedinthisstudycomes

fromtwoCDsavailablefromtheSensorandDataManagementSystem(SDMS)and

entitledMSTAR/IUMixedTargetsCD1andCD2.Intotal,foreachCDthereare

eightdifferenttypesofstationarytargetsimagedatazimuthanglescoveringthefull

spanof[0o,360o).CD1andCD2includeSARdatacollectedat15oand17odepression

angles,respectively.Inthischapter,the17odatasetisusedfortrainingtheclassifier

whilethe15odatasetisusedfortestingtheclassifier.Alistforthetargetnamesand

theoverallnumberofthecomplex-valuedSARchipsusedinthisstudyisprovidedin

Table7.1.Ground-truthpicturesfortheeighttargetsaredepictedinFig.7.7.
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Table 7.1: List of the MSTAR targets used in this study.

Target Name No. of Training Chips No. of Testing Chips
(17o depression angle) (15o depression angle)

BTR-60 256 195
2S1 299 274

BRDM-2 298 274
D7 299 274
T62 299 273

ZIL-131 299 274
ZSU-23/4 299 274
SLICY 298 274

(a) BTR-60. (b) 2S1. (c) BRDM-2.

(d) D7. (e) T62. (f) ZIL-131.

(g) ZSU-23/4. (h) SLICY.

Figure 7.7: Ground-truth pictures for the MSTAR targets used in this study [44].
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7.8. Feature Extraction

This section presents the three feature sets utilized in this study. First, the baseline fea-
tures extracted from the power-detected SAR chips are provided in Sect. 7.8.1. Then,
features based on the nonlinear dynamics, extracted both from the phase chips and
the 1-D representations, are introduced in Sect. 7.8.2. Finally, feature normalization is
described in Sect. 7.8.3.

7.8.1. Baseline Features

Baseline features are solely based on the power-detected SAR chip. Nineteen baseline
features are utilized in this study. The procedure for extracting the baseline features
is summarized in Fig. 7.8. First, the complex-valued SAR chip is power-detected as

p (x, y) = [i (x, y)]2 + [q (x, y)]2 . (7.40)

Figure 7.8: Procedure for extraction of the baseline features.

Then, the power-detected SAR chip is thresholded through an adaptive information
theoretic approach based on the entropy of the histogram as originally proposed by
Kapur et al. [45]. This method was chosen because it is found to offer excellent
performance. Further, morphological dilation is applied to the thresholded image [46].
This operation is aimed at merging the relevant different connected regions in the
thresholded image into one contiguous region representative of the target extent. In
the next step, a set of features is extracted from the binary image, the dilated binary
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image,andthegray-levelimage.Theseextractionsaremeanttorepresentthepower-

basedfeaturescommonlyusedintheliterature,andtheyincludethefollowing[47]:

•Numberofscatteringcenters(fBL1):thenumberofconnectedregionsinthe

binaryimage.

•Area(fBL2):thetotalnumberofpixelswithvalueofoneinthebinaryimage.

•Centroid(fBL3,fBL4):the‘centerofmass’ofthedilatedbinaryimage. Note

thatthefirstelement(fBL3)isthehorizontalcoordinate(orx-coordinate)of

thecenterofmass,andthesecondelement(fBL4)istheverticalcoordinate(or

y-coordinate).

•Majoraxislength(fBL5):thelength(inpixels)ofthemajoraxisoftheellipse

thathasthesamenormalizedsecondcentralmomentsastheregion.Thismea-

sureisbasedonthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Minoraxislength(fBL6):thelength(inpixels)oftheminoraxisoftheellipse

thathasthesamenormalizedsecondcentralmomentsastheregion.Thismea-

sureisalsobasedonthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Eccentricity(fBL7):theeccentricityoftheellipsethathasthesamesecond-

momentsastheregion.Theeccentricityistheratioofthedistancebetweenthe

focioftheellipseanditsmajoraxislength.Thevalueisbetween0and1.This

measureisalsobasedonthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Orientation(fBL8):theangle(indegreesrangingfrom−90
oto90o)betweenthe

x-axisandthemajoraxisoftheellipsethathasthesamesecond-momentsas

theregion.Thismeasureisalsobasedonthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Convexarea(fBL9):thenumberofpixelsintheconvexhullthatspecifiesthe

smallestconvexpolygonthatcancontaintheregion.Thismeasureisalsobased

onthedilatedbinaryimage.

•Eulernumber(fBL10):thenumberofobjectsintheregionminusthenumberof

holesinthoseobjects.Thismeasureisbasedonthebinaryimage.

•Equivalentdiameter(fBL11):thediameterofacirclewiththesameareaasthe

region. Computedas 4
π
fBL2. Thismeasureisbasedonthedilatedbinary

image.

•Solidity(fBL12):theproportionofthepixelsintheconvexhullthatarealsoin

theregion,computedasfBL2
fBL9
.Thismeasureisalsobasedonthedilatedbinary
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image.
• Extent (fBL13): the ratio of pixels in the region to pixels in the total bounding

box. Computed as fBL2
Area of the Bounding Box . This measure is also based on the

dilated binary image.
• Perimeter (fBL14): the distance between each adjoining pair of pixels around the

border of the region. This measure is also based on the dilated binary image.
• Weighted centroid (fBL15, fBL16): the center of the region based on location and

intensity value. The first element (fBL15) is the horizontal coordinate (or x-
coordinate) of the weighted centroid. The second element (fBL16) is the vertical
coordinate (or y-coordinate). This measure is based on both the dilated binary
image as well as the power-detected intensity image.

• Mean intensity (fBL17): the mean of all the intensity values in the region of the
power-detected image as defined by the dilated binary image.

• Minimum intensity (fBL18): the value of the pixel with the lowest intensity in
the region of the power-detected image as defined by the dilated binary image.

• Maximum intensity (fBL19): the value of the pixel with the greatest intensity in
the region of the power-detected image as defined by the dilated binary image.

7.8.2. Features Based on the Nonlinear Dynamics

In this study, there are two sets of features based on the nonlinear dynamics in the
SAR chip. First, the nonlinear features based solely on the phase image are presented
in Sect. 7.8.2.1. Then, the nonlinear features based solely on the 1-D representations
of the SAR chip are described in Sect. 7.8.2.2.

7.8.2.1. Nonlinear Features Based Solely on the Phase Image

While various types of features can be extracted based on the BRPI image as well as
the WCGSM model described in Sect. 7.4, a set of fifteen features are considered in
this study for demonstration purposes as follows:

• The location parameter based on the first kernel (fPh1): this is the location
parameter φ̂ of the WCGSM PDF for the first kernel (see Fig. 7.2), estimated
based on Eq. 7.12.
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• The shape parameter based on the first kernel (fPh2): this is the shape parameter
λ̂ of the WCGSM PDF for the first kernel (see Fig. 7.2), estimated based on the
JS divergence method (see [16]).

• Maximum peak value for the first kernel (fPh3): this is the peak value for the
WCGSM PDF based on the first kernel.

• The location parameter based on the second kernel (fPh4): this is the location
parameter φ̂ of the WCGSM PDF for the second kernel (see Fig. 7.2), estimated
based on Eq. 7.12.

• The shape parameter based on the second kernel (fPh5): this is the shape pa-
rameter λ̂ of the WCGSM PDF for the second kernel (see Fig. 7.2), estimated
based on the JS divergence method (see [16]).

• Maximum peak value for the second kernel (fPh6): this is the peak value for the
WCGSM PDF based on the second kernel.

• The location parameter based on the third kernel (fPh7): this is the location
parameter φ̂ of the WCGSM PDF for the third kernel (see Fig. 7.2), estimated
based on Eq. 7.12.

• The shape parameter based on the third kernel (fPh8): this is the shape param-
eter λ̂ of the WCGSM PDF for the third kernel (see Fig. 7.2), estimated based
on the JS divergence method (see [16]).

• Maximum peak value for the third kernel (fPh9): this is the peak value for the
WCGSM PDF, based on the third kernel.

• First pseudo-covariance measure (fPh10): this is the measure given in Eq. 7.14
and based on the first kernel.

• Second pseudo-covariance measure (fPh11): this is the measure given in Eq. 7.14
and based on the second kernel.

• Third pseudo-covariance measure (fPh12): this is the measure given in Eq. 7.14
and based on the third kernel.

• First noncircularity measure (fPh13): this is the measure given in Eq. 7.13 and
based on the first kernel.

• Second noncircularity measure (fPh14): this is the measure given in Eq. 7.13 and
based on the second kernel.

• Third noncircularity measure (fPh15): this is the measure given in Eq. 7.13 and
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basedonthethirdkernel.

7.8.2.2. NonlinearFeaturesBasedSolelyon1-DRepresentations

PriortoconvertingtheSARchipsfrom2-Dto1-Dspace(seeSect.7.5),itisimportant

thatalltheSARchipsarezero-paddedtoastandardizedsize. Thisguaranteesthe

compatibilityofsimilarfeaturemeasuresextractedfromdifferenttargetchips. For

theMSTARdatasetconsidereditisnotedthatthesizeoftheSARchipsvariesfrom

54×54pixels(i.e.,forSLICY)to193×192pixels(i.e.,forZIL-131). Hence,each

SARchipiszero-paddedonallsidestoyieldastandardizedsizeof200×200pixels.

Then,thenonlinearmeasurespresentedinSect.7.6areinvoked.Intotal,ninetyeight

nonlinearfeaturesareextractedfromthe1-DrepresentationsoftheSARchip.These

featuresaredescribedasfollows:

•FeaturesbasedontheIMFs(fNL1tofNL32):Inthisstudy,the1-Drepresentation

oftherealandimaginarypartsofthecomplex-valuedSARchiparedecomposed

usingEEMDintoeightdistinctIMFspairs.ForeachpairoftheIMFs,theaverage

frequencyiscalculatedbasedonthereal-part(fNL1)asdescribedbyEq.7.32,the

averageinstantaneousfrequencybasedontherealandimaginaryparts(fNL2)as

describedbyEq.7.31,theorderofnonlinearity(fNL3)asestimatedbyEq.7.33,

andthedegreeofnonlinearity(fNL4)asshowninEq.7.34.

•Combineddegreeofnonlinearity(fNL33):thisiscalculatedbasedonEq.7.35.

•FeaturesbasedonthePEforthecombinationoftheIMFpairs(fNL34tofNL41):

therealandimaginarypartsofeachIMFpairarecombinedintoonevector(i.e.,

[[IIMF(x)]a,[QIMF(x)]a]);then,thePEiscomputedforthecombinedvector

asdescribedinSect.7.6.2.4.NotethatallthePEcomputationsinthischapter

arebasedontheorderofappearancewherefirstoccurrenceimpliesalowerrank

(see[41]fordetails).Thenumberofpermutationpatterns(l)issetto3.The

timedelay(τ)betweensuccessivepointsinthesymbolsequenceissetto1.These

parametersareusedinallsubsequentcomputationsofthePE,andtheywere

chosenfollowingtherecommendationsprovidedin[41].

•FeaturesbasedonthePEoftheinstantaneousfrequencyoftheHilbertspectrum

calculatedbasedontheDQmethod(fNL42tofNL49):thesearethePEsofthe

eightvectors(i.e.,[IFQD(x)]a)producedbyEq.7.30.
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•FeaturesbasedonthePEofthemagnitudeoftheHilbertspectrumcalculated

basedontheDQmethod(fNL50tofNL57):thesearethePEsoftheeightvectors

(i.e.,[bQD(x)]a)producedbyEq.7.28.

•FeaturesbasedonthePEoftheinstantaneousfrequencyoftheHilbertspectrum

calculatedbasedontheGZCmethod(fNL58tofNL65):thesearethePEsofthe

eightvectorsproducedfrom[IFGZC(x)]a(seeSect.7.6.1).

•FeaturesbasedonthePEofthemagnitudeoftheHilbertspectrumcalculated

basedontheGZCmethod(fNL66tofNL73):thesearethePEsoftheeightvectors

producedfrom[bGZC(x)]a(seeSect.7.6.1).

•FeaturesbasedonthePEoftheinstantaneousfrequencyoftheHilbertspectrum

calculatedbasedoncombinationoftheDQandGZCmethods(fNL74tofNL81):

thesearethePEsoftheeightvectorsproducedfromthecombinationgivenby

[IFQD(x)]a,[IFGZC(x)]a.

•FeaturesbasedonthePEofthemagnitudeofthe Hilbertspectrumcalculated

basedonthecombinationofthe DQand GZC methods(fNL82tofNL89):

thesearethePEsoftheeightvectorsproducedfromthecombinationgivenby

[bQD(x)]a,[bGZC(x)]a.

•FeaturesbasedonthePEofthe1-DRadonsignals(fNL90tofNL94):thisset

offeaturesaredirectlyextractedfromthe1-DRadonrepresentationforthe

real-part(fNL90)describedinEq.7.19,theimaginary-part(fNL91)describedin

Eq.7.20,thecombinationoftherealandimaginarypartsintoa1-Dvector

(fNL92),thebivariaterepresentation(fNL93)describedinEq.7.22,andfinally,

thefurud’edrepresentation(fNL94)describedinEq.7.24.

•Fluctuationindexfeaturesbasedonthe1-DRadonsignals(fNL95tofNL98):this

setoffeaturesaredirectlyextractedfromthe1-DRadonrepresentationfor

thereal-part(fNL95),theimaginary-part(fNL96),thebivariaterepresentation

(fNL97),andthefurud’edrepresentation(fNL98).

7.8.3.FeatureNormalization

Featurestandardizationandfeaturescalingaretwoimportantaspectspertainingto

featurenormalizationinthisstudy.Inthemachinelearningliterature(see,forexam-

ple,[48])anditsapplicationstotargetdetectionandclassificationinSARimagery
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(see, for example, [49] and [50]), feature standardization makes the values of each
feature in the dataset have zero-mean and unit-variance and is defined as

fZ = f − µ̂
σ̂

, (7.41)

where f is feature vector, µ̂ is the sample mean of f , and σ̂ is the sample standard
deviation of f . In statistics, this standardization procedure is known as the standard
score or the z-score [51]. A major assumption in Eq. 7.41 is that the data in f follows
the Gaussian distribution, and the sample µ̂ and σ̂ are similar or at least close to the
population’s mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ). The second assumption is often
unrealistic. For the feature set considered in this study, we noted that the feature
vectors are not Gaussian distributed, and we found that standardization following
Eq. 7.41 degrades the classification accuracy of the classifier. Accordingly, µ̂ and σ̂,
respectively, are replaced with the median and the interquantile range (IQR) as follows

fR = f −median
IQR , (7.42)

These two measures are borrowed from the field of robust statistics [38]. Robust
statistics seek to provide methods that emulate popular statistical methods, but which
are not unduly affected by outliers or other small departures from model assumptions.
The median, being the numerical value separating the higher and lower halves of a
data sample, is a robust measure of central tendency, while µ̂ is not. IQR is a measure
of statistical dispersion, being equal to the difference between the upper and lower
quartiles. It is the most significant basic robust measure of scale. If there are outliers
in the data, then the IQR is more representative than σ̂ as an estimate of the spread
of the body of the data. [39].
Once the feature vectors are standardized the next step involves feature scaling.

Feature scaling is an important step that prevents attributes in greater numeric ranges
from dominating those in smaller numeric ranges. Following the recommendations in
[52], each training feature vector is scaled first in the range [−1, 1]; then, the corre-
sponding testing feature vector is scaled based on the minimum and maximum values
in the training feature vector and not based on the testing vector.
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7.9.ClassifierDesignandFeatureSelection

Thissectioniscomprisedoftwoparts.Sect.7.9.1containsadescriptionoftheclas-

sificationmethodusedinthisstudy,andtheclassifierdesignprocedureisalsobriefly

described.InSect.7.9.2,amethodforfeaturerankingandselectionispresented.

7.9.1.ClassifierDesign

Here,theLIBSVMsoftwaresystem[53]isusedtodesignmulti-classsupportvector

machine(SVM)classifiers.SVMisapowerfulsupervisedclassificationtechniquethat

takesadvantageoftheso-calledkerneltrick.ThemainideaoftheSVMisthatthe

featuredataismappedtoamuchhigherdimensionthantheoriginalspace.Inthehigh

dimensionalspace,datafromtwoclassescanalwaysbelinearlyseparatedbyahyper

plane. Afterdeterminingthelineardecisionboundary,thedataarethenprojected

backtotheoriginaldimensionofthefeaturespace. Thisprocedureismotivatedby

Cover’stheoremwhichstatesthat,“acomplexpatternclassificationproblem,castin

ahighdimensionalspacenonlinearly,ismorelikelytobelinearlyseparablethanina

lowdimensionalspace,providedthatthespaceisnotdenselypopulated[54]”.

Basedonthetrainingdata,theSVMproducesamodelthatallowspredictionof

thetargetvaluesofthetestdatagivenonlythetestdataattributes. Thebuilding

blockofthemulti-classSVMisabinaryclassifier(alsoknownasadichotomizer).The

multi-classclassifiercanbecomposedbasedontheone-against-oneapproach.Fora

numberofclassesK,thetotalnumberofdichotomizersneededisgivenby[48]

Numberofdichotomizers=
K(K−1)

2
. (7.43)

Forexample,intheSARdatasetconsideredinthisstudythereareeighttargetclasses.

Hence,28dichotomizersarerequired. Eachdichotomizershouldbetrainedonthe

combinationoftwoclasses.Thus,foraparticulardichotomizer,givenatrainingsetof

instance-labelpairs(xq,yq)whereq={1,...,l},xq∈R
nandyq∈{ωi,ωj}

l,theSVM
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requiressolvingthefollowingoptimizationproblem[52,53,55,56]

min
W ωiωj,bωiωj,ξωiωj

1

2
(Wωiωj)T(Wωiωj)+C

q

(ξωiωj),

subjectto:

(Wωiωj)Tφ(xq)+b
ωiωj≥1−(ξωiωj)q,ifxq∈ωi,

(Wωiωj)Tφ(xq)+b
ωiωj≤−1+(ξωiωj)q,ifxq∈ωj,

ξi≥0.

(7.44)

Here,W isthe(notnecessarilynormalized)normalvectortothehyperplane, b
W

determinestheoffsetofthehyperplanefromtheoriginalongthenormalvectorW,

ξωiωjisanon-negativeslackvariablewhichmeasuresthedegreeofmisclassificationof

thedata,C>0isthepenaltyorregularizationparameterfortheerrortermandφ(.)

isahigherdimensionalspacefunctionthatdefinesthekernelfunctionas

K(xi,xj)≡φ(xi)
Tφ(xj). (7.45)

ThekernelusedinthisworkistheGaussianradialbasisfunction(RBF)definedas

[48,52]

K(xi,xj)=exp−γxi−xj
2 . (7.46)

whereγ>0isthekernelparameter.Thiskernelischosenbecauseitisfoundtogive

excellentperformanceforourfeatureset. Thetwoparameters(C,γ)playacrucial

roleindictatingtheperformanceoftheSVMclassifier. Followingtheguidelinesin

[52,53,57],weadoptagrid-searchandaν-foldcross-validationtofindtheoptimal

valuesoftheseparameters.

Foreachdichotomizer,givenatestinginstancextest,thedecisionfunction(predictor)
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is[53]

gωiωj(xtest)=sgn(W
ωiωj)Tφ(xtest)+b

ωiωj . (7.47)

Intheclassificationstage,avotingstrategyisdeployedbasedonthevotescastby

eachdichotomizerforalldatapointsxtest.Hence,apointwiththemaximumnumber

ofvotesisdesignatedtobeintheclass[53,57,58].

7.9.2.FeatureRankingandSelection

Inthisstudy,amethodforfeaturerankingisusedtoevaluatethestatisticalsignificance

ofthefeatures. Further,therankedfeaturesareexaminedtodeterminethebest

sub-setoffeaturesforclassifierconstruction. Thestrategyutilizedisadoptedfrom

[59]. Primarily,acombinationoftheFisherscore(F-Score)andSVMmulti-class

classificationisused.TheF-Scoreisatechniqueformeasuringthediscriminationof

twosetsofrealnumbers. Giventhetrainingvectorsxkwherek=1,...,m,andif

thenumberofpositiveandnegativeinstancesaren+andn−,respectively,then,the

F-Scoreoftheithfeatureisdefinedas[48,59,60]
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discriminative. OncetheF-Scoreiscomputedforeachfeaturevector,thefeatures

aresortedbasedontheirsignificanceasdefinedbytheF-Score. Then,thehighF-

Scorefeaturesareaddedgraduallyandusedtotrainthemulti-classSVMclassifier.

Thisprocessiscontinueduntilthevalidationaccuracyoftheclassifierdecreases.The

sub-setoffeaturesthatachievesthehighestvalidationaccuracyisselected[59,60].
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7.10. Results

Using the training and testing datasets presented in Sect. 7.7, three different training
and testing feature sets are extracted. The first feature set contains the baseline
features based on the power-detected SAR chips described in Sect. 7.8.1. In total, there
are nineteen baseline features for each target chip. Hence, the size of the constructed
baseline features matrix for training is 2347 × 19 and for testing is 2112 × 19. The
second set is for the phase-based features presented in Sect. 7.8.2.1. Fifteen phase-
based features are extracted from each target chip. The size of the phase-based features
matrix for training is 2347×15 and for testing is 2347×15. The third set is solely based
on the nonlinear features from the 1-D representations, introduced in Sect. 7.6. A total
of ninety eight features are extracted from each target chip. Accordingly, the size of
the 1-D based features matrix for training is 2347× 98 and for testing is 2112× 98.
Each feature set is normalized following the procedure prescribed in Sect. 7.8.3.

Then, following the steps outlined in Sect. 7.9.1, three different multi-class SVM clas-
sifiers are trained using the training feature sets. The grid search for the optimal
values of (C, γ) pertaining to the three classifiers is depicted in Fig. 7.9. The accu-
racy depicted is based on a five-fold cross validation. Optimal values are found to be
(25, 2−1), (2, 2) and (215, 2−11), respectively, for the baseline, phase-based and 1-D
based features. Once the three classifiers are constructed based on the optimal pa-
rameters found, the classifiers are tested using the testing feature set. The confusion
matrices for the baseline, phase-based and nonlinear 1-D based classifiers are provided
in Fig. 7.10, Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.12, respectively. The arrangement of the targets in the
confusion matrices follows Table 7.1. The overall classification accuracy (as well as the
validation accuracy), calculated based on [53], is

Accuracy = No. of Correctly Predicted Data
No. of Testing Data × 100. (7.49)
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(a) Grid search for the baseline features.

(b) Grid search for the nonlinear phase-based fea-
tures.

(c) Grid search for the nonlinear 1-D based features.

Figure 7.9: Grid search for optimal (C, γ) for the three set of features.
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BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 73.3333 3.0769 8.2051 2.0513 6.1538 3.0769 4.1026 0
2S1 5.8394 64.2336 6.9343 6.2044 8.7591 5.8394 1.0949 1.0949

BRDM− 2 9.4891 5.8394 71.8978 0.3650 3.6496 4.7445 4.0146 1.0949
D7 2.1898 5.1095 2.1898 77.3723 4.3796 3.2847 4.7445 0.7299
T62 6.2271 10.6227 5.4945 0.7326 67.3993 3.6630 5.4945 0.3663

ZIL− 131 6.2044 9.4891 5.1095 1.4599 9.4891 64.9635 1.0949 2.1898
ZSU− 23/4 6.5693 2.9197 4.0146 7.2993 4.3796 1.4599 72.9927 0.3650

SLICY 0.3650 1.4599 0 0.3650 0 1.0949 0 96.7153

Figure 7.10: Confusion matrix for the baseline classifier. Classification accuracy =
73.6269% (1555/2112).

BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 87.6923 3.5897 1.0256 1.0256 0 0 3.0769 3.5897
2S1 6.9343 71.5328 1.8248 15.3285 0.7299 1.4599 1.8248 0.3650

BRDM− 2 0.7299 5.8394 43.4307 10.9489 19.3431 12.0438 7.2993 0.3650
D7 0 15.6934 6.2044 44.8905 9.1241 20.8029 3.2847 0
T62 0 0.7326 13.9194 8.0586 43.5897 20.5128 13.1868 0

ZIL− 131 0.3650 4.0146 6.2044 30.6569 10.9489 43.4307 4.3796 0
ZSU− 23/4 0 0 4.3796 0.3650 12.7737 1.0949 79.1971 2.1898

SLICY 0 0 1.0949 0 0 0 1.4599 97.4453

Figure 7.11: Confusion matrix for the classifier based solely on the phase features.
Classification accuracy = 63.0208% (1331/2112).

BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 56.9231 0 43.0769 0 0 0 0 0
2S1 0 79.9270 0 0 0.7299 0 19.3431 0

BRDM− 2 39.7810 0 60.2190 0 0 0 0 0
D7 0 0 0 85.7664 13.5036 0.3650 0.3650 0
T62 0 1.8315 0 26.3736 70.3297 0 1.4652 0

ZIL− 131 0 0 0 2.1898 0 97.8102 0 0
ZSU− 23/4 0 24.0876 0 0 0.3650 0 75.5474 0

SLICY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0000

Figure 7.12: Confusion matrix for the classifier based on nonlinear features extracted
from 1-D representations. Classification accuracy = 79.1193% (1671/2112).

The results obtained based on the phase features evidently demonstrate that the
phase in single-channel SAR imagery is not useless as is often assumed in the literature.
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On the contrary, based only on fifteen features, an overall classification accuracy of
63.0208% is achieved. It is interesting to note that for four targets (i.e., BTR-60, 2S1,
ZSU-23/4 and SLICY), higher classification accuracy was achieved in comparison to the
baseline features. This implies that these targets possess greater nonlinear scattering
effects manifested in their corresponding phase image. It should also be noted that
if a SAR dataset with higher resolution is used, one would expect an increase in the
classification accuracy based solely on the phase features. Based on the classification
result given in Fig. 7.12, it is evident that the nonlinear features extracted based on
the 1-D representations of the SAR chip provide for improvement in the classification
accuracy. This clearly shows the importance of considering the often-ignored nonlinear
dynamics in classification techniques associated with complex-valued SAR images.
Next, the three sets of features are ranked, and a search for the best sub-set of

the features is conducted based on the procedure outlined in Sect. 7.9.2. F-Scores for
the baseline, phase-based and nonlinear 1-D based features, respectively, are depicted
in Fig. 7.13, Fig. 7.14 and Fig. 7.15. The F-Score values are given, respectively, in
Table 7.2, Table 7.3 and Table 7.4. Generally, the F-Score results convey that the
significance of the phase-based features for discrimination between the target classes
is around seven-fold that of the baseline features. Furthermore, the significance of the
1-D based nonlinear features is around one-hundred-and-sixty-fold that of the baseline
features. This shows the utility of the nonlinear approach. Further discussion on this
appears later in this section. For each of the three sets of features, a search for the
best sub-set led to the conclusion that all the features are important in attaining the
classification accuracy achieved.
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Figure 7.13: Significance of the baseline features. The feature index represents the
feature subscripts provided in subsection Sect. 7.8.1.

Figure 7.14: Significance of the phase features. The feature index represents the
feature subscripts provided in Sect. 7.8.2.1.
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Figure 7.15: Significance of the nonlinear features without the phase. The feature
index represents the feature subscripts provided in Sect. 7.8.2.2.

Next, the effect of different combinations for the three sets of features is studied.
Three more classifiers are trained and tested following the procedure outlined earlier.
The first classifier is based on the amalgamation of the baseline and the phase-based
features, respectively. Thus, the sizes of the new features matrices for training and
testing, respectively, are 2347 × (19 + 15) and 2112 × (19 + 15). The second classi-
fier uses the amalgamation of the phase-based and the nonlinear 1-D based features,
respectively. Hence, the size of the features matrix for training is 2347 × (15 + 98)
and for testing is 2112 × (15 + 98). The third classifier utilizes the combination of
the baseline, phase-based and nonlinear 1-D based features, respectively. Accordingly,
the size of the features matrix for training is 2347 × (19 + 15 + 98) and for testing is
2112×(19 + 15 + 98). The optimal values for (C, γ) are obtained based on a grid search
(see Fig. 7.16) and found to be (25, 2−1), (29, 2−9) and (25, 2−5) for the first, second
and third classifiers, respectively. The confusion matrices and classification accuracy
for the three classifiers are provided in Fig. 7.17, Fig. 7.18 and Fig. 7.19, respectively.
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(a) Grid search for combination of baseline + phase-
based features.

(b) Grid search for combination of the phase-based +
nonlinear 1-D based features.

(c) Grid search for the baseline + phase-based + non-
linear 1-D based features.

Figure 7.16: Grid search for optimal (C, γ) for combinations of the three feature sets.
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BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 88.2051 4.1026 1.0256 1.5385 0 1.0256 1.5385 2.5641
2S1 8.0292 79.5620 2.9197 5.4745 1.4599 2.1898 0.3650 0

BRDM− 2 0.3650 7.2993 75.5474 1.4599 5.8394 6.9343 2.5547 0
D7 1.4599 4.0146 3.2847 84.6715 2.1898 3.2847 1.0949 0
T62 0.7326 2.1978 10.2564 1.4652 73.6264 6.2271 5.4945 0

ZIL− 131 1.8248 8.0292 7.6642 3.6496 9.1241 68.6131 1.0949 0
ZSU− 23/4 0 1.4599 4.0146 2.1898 4.3796 1.4599 85.4015 1.0949

SLICY 0 0.3650 0.3650 0.3650 0 01.0949 0.3650 97.4453

Figure 7.17: Confusion matrix for the classifier based on baseline + phase-based
features. Classification accuracy = 81.392% (1719/2112).

BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 90.7692 0 8.7179 0 0 0 0.5128 0
2S1 0 96.3504 0 0 0.3650 0 3.2847 0

BRDM− 2 4.3796 0 95.6204 0 0 0 0 0
D7 0 0.3650 0 83.5766 15.6934 0 0.3650 0
T62 0 0.7326 0 14.2857 84.6154 0 0.3663 0

ZIL− 131 0 0 0 2.1898 0.3650 97.4453 0 0
ZSU− 23/4 0 1.8248 0 0 0 0 98.1752 0

SLICY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0000

Figure 7.18: Confusion matrix for the classifier based on phase-based + nonlinear
1-D based features. Classification accuracy = 93.4186% (1973/2112).

BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 90.7692 1.0256 7.6923 0 0 0 0.5128 0
2S1 0 97.0803 0 0 0.3650 0 02.5547 0

BRDM− 2 2.1898 0 97.8102 0 0 0 0 0
D7 0 0 0 93.4307 5.8394 0.3650 0.3650 0
T62 0 0.3663 0 4.7619 93.4066 0 1.4652 0

ZIL− 131 0 0 0 0 0.3650 99.6350 0 0
ZSU− 23/4 0 2.1898 0 0 0.7299 0 97.0803 0

SLICY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0000

Figure 7.19: Confusion matrix for the classifier based on baseline + phase-based +
nonlinear 1-D based features. Classification accuracy = 96.3542% (2035/2112).

These results demonstrate the importance of the phase-based and nonlinear 1-D
based features. Particularly, upon combining the baseline and phase-based features,
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the classification accuracy is increased by around 8%. Furthermore, combination of
the phase-based and nonlinear 1-D based features allows for an overall classification
accuracy of 93.4186%. This significant improvement in the classification accuracy
shows the importance of these two sets of features. Additionally, inclusion of the
baseline features slightly increases the classification accuracy to 96.3542%.
Next, a search for the best sub-set of features from the combination of the three

sets is conducted. First, significance in terms of the F-Scores for the three feature
sets is depicted in Fig. 7.20. Note that the blue, red and green bars, respectively,
represent the baseline, phase-based and nonlinear 1-D based features. Then, the overall
features are sorted, and sub-set selection is conducted following the procedure outlined
in Sect. 7.9.2. The top sixty-six features were selected as they are found to achieve the
highest validation accuracy (i.e., 96.1653% ). The overall F-Scores along with the
selected sixty-six features are shown in Table 7.2- Table 7.4. It is worth noting that
among the selected features, the top twenty-nine come from the nonlinear 1-D based
and phase-based features, respectively.

Figure 7.20: Significance for all the features (baseline + phase-based + nonlinear 1-D
based) used in this study. Blue, red and green bars, respectively, represent baseline,
phase-based and nonlinear 1-D based features.
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Table 7.2: F-Scores for the baseline features used in this study. The bold numbers in
brackets indicate the ranks for the top sixty-six features.

Index 1 (64) 2 (59) 3 4 (51) 5 (30) 6 (63) 7 (39) 8

Type fBL1 fBL2 fBL3 fBL4 fBL5 fBL6 fBL7 fBL8

F-Score 0.104282 0.174448 0.026250 0.240112 0.525163 0.116269 0.356272 0.007372

Index 9 (52) 10 11 (50) 12 13 14 (36) 15 16 (53)

Type fBL9 fBL10 fBL11 fBL12 fBL13 fBL14 fBL15 fBL16

F-Score 0.234009 0.074707 0.252705 0.071361 0.090576 0.435705 0.037509 0.205777

Index 17 (42) 18 19 (44)

Type fBL17 fBL18 fBL19

F-Score 0.296468 0.037128 0.290143

Table 7.3: F-Scores for the nonlinear phase-based features used in this study. The
bold numbers in brackets indicate the ranks for the top sixty-six features.

Index 20 21 (15) 22 (13) 23 24 (21) 25 (22) 26 27 (34)

Type fPh1 fPh2 fPh3 fPh4 fPh5 fPh6 fPh7 fPh8

F-Score 0.002161 3.40389 3.93829 0.001028 0.852989 0.850224 0.000536 0.451283

Index 28 (35) 29 30 31 32 (14) 33 (32) 34 (66)

Type fPh9 fPh10 fPh11 fPh12 fPh13 fPh14 fPh15

F-Score 0.437565 0.003383 0.004468 0.001335 3.609093 0.466928 0.100274
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Table 7.4: F-Scores for the nonlinear 1-D based features. The bold numbers in
brackets indicate the ranks for the top sixty-six features.

Index 35 36 37 38 (23) 39 (16) 40 41 (17) 42 (49)

Type fNL1 fNL2 fNL3 fNL4 fNL5 fNL6 fNL7 fNL8

F-Score 0.004376 0.043474 0.028188 0.837737 2.561608 0.083659 1.675789 0.255196

Index 43 (19) 44 (24) 45 46 (38) 47 (37) 48 (28) 49 50 (55)

Type fNL9 fNL10 fNL11 fNL12 fNL13 fNL14 fNL15 fNL16

F-Score 1.151379 0.831957 0.048254 0.383011 0.402271 0.569529 0.003632 0.202775

Index 51 52 53 54 (65) 55 56 57 58

Type fNL17 fNL18 fNL19 fNL20 fNL21 fNL22 fNL23 fNL24

F-Score 0.038605 0.043167 0.028673 0.101209 0.068022 0.032381 0.005276 0.044145

Index 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66

Type fNL25 fNL26 fNL27 fNL28 fNL29 fNL30 fNL31 fNL32

F-Score 0.006465 0.035941 0.025960 0.061196 0.011671 0.026343 0.004708 0.015550

Index 67 (20) 68 (5) 69 (18) 70 (25) 71 (47) 72 73 74

Type fNL33 fNL34 fNL35 fNL36 fNL37 fNL38 fNL39 fNL40

F-Score 0.937748 41.99154 1.335222 0.737384 0.258012 0.021904 0.020498 0.008744

Index 75 76 (2) 77 78 (27) 79 (31) 80 81 82

Type fNL41 fNL42 fNL43 fNL44 fNL45 fNL46 fNL47 fNL48

F-Score 0.005032 74.732794 0.012247 0.661262 0.521751 0.06181 0.094429 0.021047

Index 83 84 (4) 85 86 (26) 87 (48) 88 (58) 89 (54) 90

Type fNL49 fNL50 fNL51 fNL52 fNL53 fNL54 fNL55 fNL56

F-Score 0.057071 45.77489 0.045835 0.698165 0.257581 0.191538 0.205569 0.035003

Index 91 92 (12) 93 94 (62) 95 96 97 98

Type fNL57 fNL58 fNL59 fNL60 fNL61 fNL62 fNL63 fNL64

F-Score 0.031306 5.651479 0.092150 0.127972 0.026360 0.056588 0.087552 0.009154

Index 99 100 (11) 101 (29) 102 (40) 103 (61) 104 105 106

Type fNL65 fNL66 fNL67 fNL68 fNL69 fNL70 fNL71 fNL72

F-Score 0.011370 5.932869 0.55627 0.348003 0.143246 0.035961 0.058544 0.003314

Index 107 108 (3) 109 110 (46) 111 (56) 112 113 114

Type fNL73 fNL74 fNL75 fNL76 fNL77 fNL78 fNL79 fNL80

F-Score 0.005743 49.33849 0.029424 0.261102 0.202594 0.041158 0.067312 0.003950

Index 115 116 (10) 117 118 (33) 119 (60) 120 121 122

Type fNL81 fNL82 fNL83 fNL84 fNL85 fNL86 fNL87 fNL88

F-Score 0.004851 34.94347 0.035165 0.452377 0.173644 0.090287 0.067904 0.003530

Index 123 124 (6) 125 (7) 126 (1) 127 (9) 128 (8) 129 (43) 130 (41)

Type fNL89 fNL90 fNL91 fNL92 fNL93 fNL94 fNL95 fNL96

F-Score 0.006756 41.93384 40.41706 84.95294 37.15177 38.85961 0.296341 0.318477

Index 131 (57) 132 (45)

Type fNL97 fNL98

F-Score 0.196293 0.261724
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Finally, the selected features are used to construct a new SVM classifier. A grid
search is conducted (see Fig. 7.22) and the optimal values of (C, γ) are found to be
(25, 2−5), respectively. Once the classifier is constructed, it is tested using similar
features extracted from the testing dataset. The confusion matrix for this classifier is
provided in Fig. 7.21. Based on this result, it is clear that the classification accuracy
for the classifier based on the selected sixty-six features is very close to that based on
the whole set of one-hundred-and-thirty-two features.

BTR − 60 2S1 BRDM− 2 D7 T62 ZIL− 131 ZSU− 23/4 SLICY

BTR − 60 90.7692 2.0513 6.1538 0 0 0 1.0256 0
2S1 0 98.1752 0 0 0.3650 0 1.4599 0

BRDM− 2 4.3796 0 95.6204 0 0 0 0 0
D7 0 0.3650 0 94.1606 4.0146 0.7299 0.7299 0
T62 0 1.0989 0 04.0293 91.9414 0.7326 2.1978 0

ZIL− 131 0 0 0 0.3650 0.7299 98.9051 0 0
ZSU− 23/4 0 1.0949 0 0 1.4599 0 97.4453 0

SLICY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0000

Figure 7.21: Confusion matrix for the classifier based on the selected sixty-six fea-
tures.. Classification accuracy = 96.0701 % (2029/2112).

Figure 7.22: Grid search for optimal (C, γ) for the selected sixty-six features.
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The most prominent lessons learned form this investigation are now highlighted.
Firstly, contrary to the usual practice of discarding the phase in single-channel SAR
imagery under the assumption that it carries no useful information, the statistical sig-
nificance of the information carried in the phase in general, and the complex-valued
chip in particular, is clearly demonstrated here. Secondly, a classification accuracy of
93.4186% is achieved based solely on the nonlinear features extracted from the com-
bination of the phase-based and the nonlinear space 1-D based representations. This
validates the superior performance of the proposed framework both for phase char-
acterization and modeling and for transformation from 2-D to 1-D space. This also
demonstrates that by using the correct set of features, it is possible to neglect features
based on the detected SAR chips. Hence, through approaching the complex-valued
SAR chip from the holistic perspective of nonlinearity, it is possible to gain a new
insight into the process of feature extraction for target recognition in SAR imagery.
Thirdly, it is interesting to note that among the most significant features are those
based on the PE for the combination of the 1-D transformed real and imaginary parts,
real-part, imaginary-part, furud’ed and bivariate representations, respectively. This
validates the usefulness of the three radon-based 1-D representations proposed in this
study. This also demonstrates the prominence of PE at capturing the nonlinear dy-
namics in the different representations. Additionally, among the top ranked features
are those based on the Hilbert spectrum. This shows the superiority of the HHT
transform at capturing the nonlinear dynamics. Next, it is important to note that
the feature extraction methods presented in this study are by no means exhaustive.
Rather, they serve to demonstrate the objective of the study and they open the door
for more in-depth investigation into various nonlinear feature extraction methods. Fi-
nally, it should be stressed that with the increase in the spatial resolution of the SAR
sensor relative to the size of the imaged target, the nonlinear phenomenon is naturally
expected to be more pronounced. Thus, the application of our approach to this kind
of SAR imagery should achieve even more prominent classification accuracy.

7.11. Conclusions

For the case of extended targets and due to the dispersive scatterers, phase change
in the radar return signal is not linear as it is often assumed by the conventional res-
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olution theory. In fact, nonlinear phase modulation is an intrinsic phenomenon for
extended targets in SAR imagery. When the processed SAR image is approached from
the reductionist perspective of linear signal processing, nonlinearity is often viewed
as a noise that warrants removal. On the contrary, nonlinear signal processing meth-
ods are motivated by the holistic signal processing worldview which is designed to
account for multiplicity due to interactions between the individual components in the
radar returns. The advantage of holism for signal processing in SAR imagery is clearly
demonstrated in this chapter. Two frameworks for feature extraction that take advan-
tage of the nonlinear phenomenon are presented. The first framework is solely based
on the phase chip of the extended target, and it allows for extracting unique features
for target recognition applications. The second framework is based on 1-D represen-
tations for the complex-valued SAR chip. This provides for utilizing a wide array of
methods for nonlinear and nonstationary time series analysis such as those associated
with chaos theory and the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT). Our proposed approach
is demonstrated on the real-world MSTAR dataset. Comparison with baseline fea-
tures from the power-detected chips is also considered. An overall improvement in the
classification accuracy by around 20% is achieved due to the proposed approach. The
higher the spatial resolution of the SAR sensor the more predominant the nonlinear
dynamics in the processed image from the extended target. Hence, our proposed ap-
proach is expected to offer even greater gains for such sensors. The application of our
approach extends well beyond SAR to include various kinds of relevant imagery such
as that from radar, sonar and ultrasound.
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8. Summary

8.1. Conclusions

The following thesis objectives were outlined in Sect. 1.4:

Primary objective

• To develop novel tools that take advantage of the nonlinear phenomenon in
focused single-channel synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery; and

• To apply the developed tools to the problem of automatic target recognition in
SAR (SAR-ATR).

Specific Objectives

• To comprehend the status quo in SAR-ATR;
• To develop a low-level understanding of the SAR data as well as the various

factors that impact the SAR image; and
• To design novel features, inherently specific to SAR imagery, suitable for use in

SAR-ATR.

The foregoing objectives have been successfully fulfilled, leading to the development of
two new frameworks for feature extraction from complex-valued SAR imagery in Chap-
ter 7. The methodology followed to resolve the objectives of this thesis is summarized
below.
An in-depth review for the state-of-the-art in SAR-ATR has been conducted, and it

is disseminated in two research articles [1, 2]. This review has offered an umbrella under
which the various research activities in the field are broadly probed and taxonomized.
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The underpinnings of the methods reviewed have been summarized, and advantages,
shortcomings and challenges of the various SAR-ATR taxa have been pinpointed. A
synopsis for this review work is presented in Chapter 2. For most works on single-
channel SAR-ATR, the detected image (i.e., image intensity) is often utilized while
the phase content is discarded. This is a result of the conventional radar resolution
theory, a theory of point targets motivated by the linear system theory. At the heart of
the linear system theory, the Fourier view assumes a first-order fundamental oscillation
and bounding higher order harmonics. Subsequently, from the perspective of linear
system theory, deviations from linearity are considered noise that warrants removal.
Despite its mathematical soundness, this view does not correspond to physical reality.
The design and implementation of a low-power and high-resolution SAR system

in Chapter 3 has provided for developing a low-level understanding of single-channel
SAR imagery, and for comprehending the various factors that impact the focused
complex-valued image. The developed system utilizes the linear frequency-modulated
continuous wave (LFMCW) concept, and it operates in the S-band. The generic ar-
chitecture for the system is presented along with a brief description for the concept
of operation. The Omega-K algorithm (ωKA) is used to focus the phase history, and
to produce a complex-valued SAR image for a ground-truthed target. Further, this
image is utilized for nonlinearity analysis in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 4, a systematic procedure to infer the statistical significance of the non-

linear dynamics in SAR imagery has been introduced. A proper understanding of the
inherent nature of the SAR data in terms of linearity and nonlinearity does not only
allow for an informed choice pertaining to the most suitable statistical models and sig-
nal processing methods, but also it provides for the extraction of as much information
as possible from the SAR data. The procedure utilizes hypothesis testing based on
linear surrogates resampled from the original SAR data using a method known as the
iterative amplitude adjusted Fourier transform (iAAFT). The statistical significance
for the decision is provided in terms of both parametric and nonparametric P-Values.
In order to apply the procedure, the SAR chips should be first transformed from the
2-D to the 1-D space. This is achieved through introducing three new methods. The
first method is applicable to real-valued SAR chips including the detected, real and
imaginary parts. The second method is meant to handle the bivariate interrelationship
between the real and the imaginary parts. In the third method, a so-called furud’ing
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operation is presented which allows for capturing the complex-valued statistics within
and between the real and the imaginary parts. The applicability of the proposed pro-
cedure is demonstrated on various real-world target chips from multiple SAR sensors
with different spatial resolutions. The analysis results confirm the statistical signif-
icance of the nonlinear phenomenon for the case of extended targets. Furthermore,
as the complex-valued SAR chip is magnitude-detected, the nonlinear effect is either
obliterated or greatly diminished. The power-detected chip is found to retain some
nonlinear statistics but it is postulated that such statistics are altered from their orig-
inal form present in the complex-valued chip. Subsequently, for the case of extended
targets, it is recommended to utilize the complex-valued SAR image rather than the
detected one. Furthermore, to exploit the embedded nonlinear statistics, it is advised
to utilize relevant nonlinear signal analysis techniques.
Motivated by the Hilbert view for the nonlinear phenomenon, Chapter 5 has pre-

sented a new insight into the nonlinear dynamics of the dispersive scatterers in SAR
imagery. It is demonstrated that dispersive scatterers from man-made targets induce a
predominant nonlinear phase modulation in the radar return signal. The conventional
radar resolution theory views this phenomenon as distortions that warrant removal. A
novel algorithm for recognizing the order of the nonlinear scatterers is devised. The
applicability of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated on a real-world target chip
from the MSTAR dataset. This provides for developing a new set of features that
take advantage of this effect for target recognition applications in SAR imagery. The
approach described in this chapter is expanded upon in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 6, a new insight into the relevance of phase in single-channel SAR im-

agery is presented. Particularly, the SAR image is approached from the perspectives
of complex-valued and directional statistics, respectively. From the perspective of
complex-valued statistics, the usefulness of the phase is quantified using a measure
called noncircularity (also known as impropriety). Noncircularity simply means that
the complex-valued SAR image has a probability density function (PDF) that is vari-
ant under rotation in the complex plane. It is found that applying this measure
directly to the phase image is misleading as it gives erroneous results for circularity
(also known as propriety). Subsequently, it is important that each pixel in the phase
image is properly referenced to its neighborhood. This is achieved through introduc-
ing a new algorithm for phase characterization which utilizes relevant techniques from
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the field of directional statistics that can easily handle the issue of phase wrapping.
The characterized phase image is called the backscatter relative phase image (BRPI).
It transpires that in the presence of extended targets, the BRPI image is noncircular.
Furthermore, relevant techniques from the field of directional statistics are also applied
to derive a suitable statistical model for the processed phase image referred to as a
wrapped complex Gaussian scale mixture (WCGSM). Accordingly, a new set of fifteen
solely phase-based features for target classification in SAR imagery have been devel-
oped. An eight-class support vector machine (SVM) classifier utilizing the MSTAR
dataset is used to examine the statistical significance of the information carried in the
phase image. Unlike the common belief that the phase in single-channel SAR imagery
carries no useful information, the statistical significance of the information carried in
the phase is clearly demonstrated. With the increase in the spatial resolution of the
SAR sensor relative to the size of the imaged target, the nonlinear phenomenon is nat-
urally expected to be more pronounced. Accordingly, the application of the proposed
approach to this kind of SAR imagery should achieve higher classification accuracy.
The objective of this research is culminated in Chapter 7. The worldviews of re-

ductionism and holism, respectively, are shown to underlie the fields of linear and
nonlinear signal processing. When the processed SAR image is approached from the
reductionist perspective of linear signal processing, nonlinearity is often viewed as a
noise that warrants removal. On the contrary, nonlinear signal processing methods
are motivated by the holistic worldview which is designed to account for multiplic-
ity due to interactions between the individual components in the radar returns. The
advantage of holism for signal processing in SAR imagery is clearly demonstrated in
this chapter. Two frameworks for feature extraction that take advantage of the non-
linear phenomenon are presented. The first framework is solely based on the phase
chip of the extended target, and it allows for extracting unique features for target
recognition applications. The second framework is based on 1-D representations for
the complex-valued SAR chip. This provides for utilizing a wide array of methods
for nonlinear and nonstationary time series analysis such as from chaos theory and
the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT). Comparison with conventional baseline features
from the power-detected chips is also considered. Multiple instances of an eight-class
SVM classifier are designed based on combinations of exemplary feature sets extracted
from the MSTAR dataset. A superior classification accuracy of 93.4186% is achieved
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for the combination of the phase and the 1-D based nonlinear features. This is in com-
parison to 73.6269% for the baseline features. Combining the baseline features with
the proposed features increased the classification accuracy by less than 3%. Because
the nonlinear phenomenon is resolution-dependent, the proposed approach is expected
to achieve even greater accuracy for SAR sensors with higher spatial resolution.

8.2. Future Work

The focus of this research work has been on the development of techniques to extract
useful information about the nonlinear dynamics embedded in the single-channel SAR
data generated by conventional linear signal processing methods. Particularly, the
advantage of the developed techniques is demonstrated on man-made vehicle targets
from the public-domain MSTAR dataset. It should be stressed that besides stationary
vehicle targets, this work is also applicable to various kinds of stationary and moving
extended targets including vehicles, ships, airplanes, icebergs, oil slicks, etc. A future
extension of this work is to examine the suitability of the developed techniques for
recognition of natural extended targets in SAR imagery such as icebergs and oil slicks.
Traditionally, in such cases, detected imagery is used, the phase content is discarded,
and the nonlinear dynamics are often overlooked [3–5]. Similarly, another important
application is the phenomenon of nonlinear internal water waves commonly referred to
within the offshore oil and gas industry as solitons [6]. Solitons form large-amplitude
solitary internal waves causing strong, rapidly varying currents within the water col-
umn that are a proven hazard to offshore oil and gas developments in several regions
of the world [6]. Thus, there is a significant interest in studying this phenomenon,
among others, from the oil and gas industry. Despite the numerous works on analyz-
ing this phenomenon from single-channel SAR imagery [7, 8], the interest thus far has
been focused on the detected imagery without considering the phase. It may be noted
that solitary internal waves are also observed by high frequency (HF) radar [8]. Thus,
subsequent application of the signal processing methods presented in this work may
offer an important contribution to extracting new information about this phenomenon
as observed by a variety of sensors.
Another important extension is to investigate the advantage of the developed tech-

niques for dual, quad-polarimetric and compact-polarimetric SAR imagery [9, 10]. In
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the literature, for multi-channel SAR imagery, the phase content is often utilized with
the aim of extracting useful inter-channel information. Typical methods that take ad-
vantage of this phenomenon include [11–15] incoherent target decomposition (ITD),
coherent target decomposition (CTD), complex Wishart distribution, and target co-
herency matrix (TCM), among others. Extension of the research work introduced in
this thesis to multi-channel SAR imagery may offer new insights into extracting useful
information specifically targeting the nonlinear phenomenon.
As alluded to above, the application of this research is extendable well beyond SAR

to include various types of sensors such as radar, sonar, synthetic aperture sonar (SAS)
[16], ultrasound, and synthetic aperture ultrasound (SAU) [17], etc. For example, it
is demonstrated in the literature that backscatter from sea clutter imaged by an X-
band radar possesses statistically significant nonlinear dynamics that are linked to the
sea state [18]. Similar observations are noted for different kinds of targets imaged by
radio frequency (e.g., HF radar [8, 19]), and ultrasound frequency (e.g., sonar [20]
and medical ultrasound [21]). This demonstrates the potentiality of extending the
frameworks for nonlinear feature extraction, presented in this thesis, to various kinds
of remote sensing applications.
While the preceding discussion is concerned with harnessing the nonlinear effects

embedded in the signals generated by conventional linear signal processing methods,
a natural extension for this work is the development of methods that seek to explic-
itly exploit the nonlinear phenomenon. Indeed, there have been recent works in this
direction where new techniques are deliberately designed to excite nonlinear scatter-
ing in the imaged object(s), and to properly harness it using suitable nonlinear signal
processing methods [22]. One of the most interesting recent studies on the superiority
of this approach for sonar is that reported in [22, 23]. In that study, it is empirically
demonstrated that while conventional linear signal processing is not able to distinguish
targets from bubble clutter, signal processing inspired by nonlinear dolphin-like sonar
pulses can both detect and classify such targets. In [22, 24], the extension of this
technique allowed the development of a new radar that relies on the excitation of non-
linearities in the imaged scene. Nonlinear signal processing was used to differentiate
between linear and nonlinear scatterers, thus, improving the target recognition perfor-
mance of the radar. Relevant work on the advantage of nonlinear signal processing for
HF radar is available in [25]. Accordingly, an ambitious long-term goal for the research
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presented in this thesis is to develop a new resolution theory for extended targets that
is specifically tailored to handle nonlinear phenomena.
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A. The SAR Datasets Avaliable for
This Research

Three real-world, single-channel and single-look complex (SLC) SAR datasets are used
throughout this thesis. Firstly, the Radarasat-2 dataset is described. Secondly, the
public-domain MSTAR dataset is introduced. Finally, SAR chips from miscellaneous
sensors are presented.

A.1. Radarsat-2 SAR Dataset

Radarsat-2 is Canada’s next-generation commercial SAR satellite. The satellite was
launched in December 14, 2007. Radarsat-2 is sponsored by Canada Space Agency
(CSA) and operated by MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates (MDA) Corporation.
Radarsat-2 carries a C-band SAR sensor whereby the finest spatial resolution com-
mercially available is that of the single-channel Spotlight imaging mode. In this mode,
Radarsat-2 offers a spatial resolution of 0.8× 1.6 m in the azimuth and (slant) range,
respectively [1]. The lowest-level product commercially available from Radarsat-2 is
SLC [2]. This is the complex-valued and focused SAR image output from the SAR
processor. No SAR phase history is available from Radarsat-2 as per the contract be-
tween CSA and MDA. The Radarsat-2 SLC dataset used in this thesis is originally due
to the Virtual SAR Constellation (VSC) project [3] which utilizes a recent Spotlight
mode dataset that comprises over 500 images of ground-truthed construction vehicles
for scenes located in Long Harbour and Argentia, Newfoundland. Additionally, few
single-channel SLC SAR chips were extracted from a public-domain Radarsat-2 scene,
i.e., Vancouver dataset in [4]. The imaging mode is ‘Polarimetric Fine’. Only the HH
channel is utilized. The nominal spatial resolution for this imaging mode is 5.2 × 7.7
m in range and azimuth, respectively [1]. The targets of interest are ships.
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A.2. MSTAR SAR Dataset

Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recognition (MSTAR) is a predomi-
nantly Spotlight (except for few non-target clutter chips) real-world freely and publicly
available X-band SAR dataset from the Sensor and Data Management System (SDMS)
of the United States Air Force. The MSTAR dataset was originally collected in 1995
and 1996 at the Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, AL by the airborne Sandia National
Laboratory (SNL) SAR sensor platform and an X-band STARLOS sensor. The col-
lection was jointly sponsored by DARPA and Air Force Research Laboratory. The
MSTAR dataset offers a spatial resolution of 0.3047×0.3047 metres in both range and
azimuth. Further, the MSTAR dataset is available in the form of SLC complex-valued
chips. No SAR phase history pertaining to the MSTAR dataset is publicly available.
Under this dataset, two data collections are available. The first collection contains

baseline X-band SAR imagery of 13 target types (20 actual targets) plus minor ex-
amples of articulation, obscuration and camouflage. Additional clutter imagery is also
available. The second collection contains X-band SAR imagery of 15 target types (27
actual targets). Baseline data is available for 12 additional target types. Articulation
and obscuration data is also available for numerous targets and their variants. Ex-
tensive research works based on this dataset are available in the literature [5]. The
MSTAR dataset can be retrieved from this link [6]. The main advantage of using the
MSTAR dataset in this thesis is its fine resolution relative to C-CORE’s Radarsat-2
dataset.

A.3. SAR Chips from Miscellaneous Sensors

Three additional SAR chips are utilized in this study: (1) a ground-truthed chip from
our own SAR sensor, and (2) two ground-truthed chips, from a very high-resolution
SAR sensor.

A Chip from our Own SAR Sensor

A SAR chip for a vehicle target (i.e., extended target) from our self-designed S-band
SAR sensor is utilized. Our SAR sensor offers single-channel SLC SAR data [7]. The
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antenna polarization is HH. The imaging mode is ‘Stripmap’. The nominal spatial
resolution of our SAR sensor is 0.67873× 0.15 m in range and azimuth, respectively.

Two SAR Chips from a Very High-Resolution SAR Sensor

The final two SAR chips considered in this study are from a very high-resolution single-
channel X-band SAR system, obtained from [8, 9]. The imaging mode is ‘Stripmap’.
The nominal spatial resolution of the SAR sensor is 0.03 × 0.012 m in range and
azimuth, respectively. The first target is a bike. The second target is the phrase GO
STATE which is formed through using a group of tiny pushpins.
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B. Reasons for Target Signature
Variability in SAR Imagery

Figure B.1: Summary of the inter-sensory reasons for target-signature variability [5].
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C. Data Acquisition Unit Used in the
LFMCW SAR Radar

Figure C.1: The device used for data acquisition in the SAR radar. It is a high-quality
sound recorder (H4N Handy Recorder) available from Zoom Corporation [10].
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D. Transmit and Receive Antennas
Used in the LFMCW SAR Radar

Figure D.1: Setup for the Tx and the Rx antennas.
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E.Jensen–ShannonDivergence(JSD)

TheKullback–Leiblerdivergence(KLD,alsoknownastherelativeentropy)isan

information-theoreticapproachtomeasuretheinformationlostwhenq(x)isusedto

estimatep(x).Itisgivenby[11]

KLD(p||q)=
x∈X

p(x)log2
p(x)

q(x)
. (E.1)

KLDprovidesameansforcomparingtheentropyofthetwodistributionsoverthe

samerandomvariable.Intuitively,thisallowsforestimatingthenumberofadditional

bitsrequiredwhenencodingarandomvariableXwithadistributionp(x)usingthe

alternativedistributionq(x).ThepropertiesofinterestforKLDare

KLD(p||q)≥0, (E.2)

KLD(p||q)=0iffp(x)=q(x)forallx∈X, (E.3)

KLD(p||q)=KLD(q||p). (E.4)

Jensen–Shannondivergence(JSD)isasymmetrizedversionofKLD.Itiscalculated
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as[12,13]

JSD=
KLD(p||q)+KLD(q||p)

2
. (E.5)

Inthisstudy,inordertoquantifythegoodness-of-fitbetweentheempiricalBRPI

histogram(i.e.,p)andthePDFobtainedbasedontheestimationofparameters(i.e.,

q),thefollowingmeasureisconsidered

JSDN=
JSD

H(p)
=

JSD

− x∈Xp(x)log2p(x)
, (E.6)

whereH(p)isthehistogramentropy.
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F.ParameterEstimationforthevM

and WCDistributions

F.1. MaximumLikelihoodParameterEstimationfor

thevMDistribution

TheparameterµisthecircularmeanofthevMdistribution.TheMLEestimateof

thisparameterisdefinedasfollows[14,15]

µ̂=arg
1

n

n

i=1

exp(jxi), (F.1)

wherenisthetotalnumberofphasemeasurements,andxiisthevalueofaparticular

phasemeasurement.

Inordertoestimateκ,itisimportanttocalculatetheR̄2statisticwhichisthe

squareofthelengthoftheaveragedvectorgivenby[14,15]

R̄2=x̄x∗=
1

n

n

i=1

cosxi

2

+
1

n

n

i=1

sinxi

2

(F.2)

TheexpectationvalueoftheR̄2statisticisgivenby[14,15]

R̄2 =
1

n
+
n−1

n

I1(κ)
2

I0(κ)
2, (F.3)
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Accordingly,thefollowingstatisticistheunbiasedestimateforI1(κ)
2

I0(κ)
2

R̄e
2
=
n

n−1
R̄2−

1

n
. (F.4)

Hence,solvingthefollowingequationforκyieldsthe MLEestimateinthelimitof

largen[14,15]

R̄=
I1(κ)

I0(κ)
, (F.5)

whereIm(κ)istheBesselfunctiondefinedas

Im(κ)=
1

π

ˆπ

0

exp(κcosx)cosmxdx. (F.6)

F.2. MaximumLikelihoodParameterEstimationfor

the WCDistribution

TheMLEestimatesofµwcandρcanbeobtainedbyarecursivealgorithmoriginally

duetoKentandTyler[16]. First,thePDFofthe WCdistributionneedstobe

parametrizedbyintroducingthefollowingtwoparameters[17]

µ1=
2ρcosµwc
1+ρ2

,µ2=
2ρsinµwc
1+ρ2

, (F.7)

Thus,Eq.6.43canberewrittenintermsofµ1andµ2asfollows:

f(x;µ1,µ2)=
1

2πcwc

1

1−µ1cosx−µ2sinx
, (F.8)
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where,

cwc=
1

1−µ21−µ
2
2

, (F.9)

Then,twootherparametersη1andη2areintroduced

η1=cwcµ1,η2=cwcµ2,cwc= 1+η21+η
2
2, (F.10)

ToobtaintheMLEestimateµ̂1andµ̂2,thelog-likelihoodfunction(i.e.,logarithmof

Eq.F.8)isdifferentiatedwithrespecttoη1andη2asfollows

1

cwc

n

i=1

wi[cosθi−µ1]=0, (F.11)

1

cwc

n

i=1

wi[sinθi−µ2]=0, (F.12)

where,

wi=
1

1−µ1cosθi−µ2sinθi
, (F.13)

wherei=1,...,n.Accordingly,µ1andµ2canbeexpressedasadaptivelyweighted

averagesas

µ1=
n
i=1wicosθi
n
i=1wi

, (F.14)

µ2=
n
i=1wisinθi
n
i=1wi

. (F.15)
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Thus, the MLE estimates µ̂1 and µ̂2, (and thus µ̂wc and ρ̂) can be obtained through a
reweighting iterative procedure as summarized in Fig. F.1 [17].

Figure F.1: Algorithm for MLE estimation of µwc and ρ.
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